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Abstract 
Condition monitoring of AC motors is a subject area that has received extensive research. Whether this 
monitoring is carried out on a scheduled basis by engineer intervention, or continuously using an on-line unit, the 
results of this testing enable preventative maintenance work to be a carried out earlier, before any major failure 
occurs. Monitoring using vibration analysis is the most common and depending on the plant, can be done once 
or twice a year. This is usually limited to the condition of motor bearings and is not commonly used to detect 
failures in the motor electromagnetic systems.  Monitoring units that use motor current measurements are also 
available, but these are less widely-used and usually on major plant motors (>250kW for example) that have a 
large capital outlay to replace. 
The industry drivers – as always – are maximum plant and machinery uptime, with the minimal amount of 
scheduled maintenance. If maintenance is carried out too regularly, costs rise significantly not only due to the 
maintenance activity itself, but disruption to production schedules. Maintenance schedules that are too infrequent 
can result in an unacceptable rise in total failures of plant that are unexpected and may cause a significant 
amount of production disruption and downtime, especially if this occurs during out-of-hours working time. 
However, industry now faces another big challenge and one that has had a good share of exposure over the last 
few years. It is of course, the drive to reduce carbon emissions and with it the amount of energy that a plant itself 
consumes. What has brought this more to the fore recently is the significant rise in energy costs. Whilst product 
margins have to remain the same, many companies energy costs have seen a two to three-fold increase in 
energy budgets in the last few years alone. For industry processes that have a significant amount of fan and 
pump applications, the manufacturers of low-cost AC inverters have saturated the lower-performance market of 
inverter drives such that any drive can control these type of fan and pump applications, where accurate speed 
control is not a major driver. 
Unfortunately, this can be a step backwards for end-users of plant that use equipment to monitor motor condition 
via motor current signals. Additionally, vibration analysis that relies upon ‘base-lining’ motor data when the AC 
motor is running at base speed may not give accurate readings when the motor is under inverter control and 
running at a different speed. 
For manufacturers of AC inverter drives in this low-end market, it can be difficult to sell a product from one 
manufacturer over another without the unit having a “USP”, or Unique Selling Proposition. Most decisions taken 
on inverter equipment purchase at this level are usually in favour of the equipment that costs the least to 
purchase. Credibility of manufacturers based on product history and perceived reliability cuts little ground with an 
ever cost-conscious industry. 
This is where the research into diagnosis of faults on inverter driven motor systems can provide just this USP for 
manufacturers. If the incorporation of on-line diagnosis for simple inverter applications can be brought to a 
typical inverter unit at a reasonable cost, the manufacturer who can offer this gains a unique foothold in the 
marketplace – a drive that can monitor and signal that the motor it is driving is showing signs of early failure.  
It will be sensible to limit this research to simple inverter applications as high-end inverter drives that operate 
equipment such as high-speed printing presses, rotary shears will be more difficult to model and simulate than a 
fan or pump application. 
It is hoped that a typical inverter drive can relay enough detailed information about the load which it is driving to 
allow this to be used for abnormal motor load conditions as this will provide a platform on which to extend the 
research beyond this MSc and into the realms of incorporating such technology into a drive manufacturers 
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equipment. If this can be done without major modification to an inverter, then it may be easier to implement in 
equipment offered by different manufacturers. 
It is quite possible that this technology could be licensed under a name that guarantees the performance of the 
condition monitoring algorithms and reliability from one drive manufacturer to another.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
AC motors are responsible for approximately 70% of all electricity consumed on the grid network and 
are used in 90% of all industrial motor applications for manufacturing processes of various forms. 
Depending on the size of these units, from 1 kilowatt  to megawatts they can be costly items to replace. 
Even on smaller motors, lost production resulting from motor failure often costs manufacturing more in 
downtime than the actual motor is worth. 
Demand for monitoring the condition of AC motors is now high as the pressure on processes is to 
perform with less and less profit margin and with vastly reduced down-time available on plant 
equipment. This places a heavy emphasis on the components used to perform day after day, with the 
minimum of maintenance input and the maximum amount of up-time. 
There are many methods that can be used to monitor the condition of a motor and those such as 
vibration analysis rely on a person to manually perform the measurement task. Often, this is not 
possible due to the hazardous or inaccessible location of these motors, particularly when processes 
are running. It would be of great benefit to industry if the monitoring of motor condition could be done 
actively, be non-intrusive and run on a continuous basis using an unmodified, standard motor. Ideally, 
this form of monitoring would require no input from maintenance personnel and would signal potential 
failure conditions as and when they arise – not months later when manual checks are performed. 
This approach tends towards requiring the motor to operate as a ‘transducer’ (since no other 
equipment will be fitted to the motor for diagnostic purposes), effectively using only the equipment fitted 
as standard to a typical motor in order to ‘feed-back’ information to a higher-level diagnostics system 
for the purposes of fault detection. 
Condition-based monitoring of fixed-speed AC motor applications using the motor as a transducer is 
not a new research area. There are systems available on the market that can be wired non-intrusively 
into an existing AC motor application to monitor the motor behaviour and alarm when abnormal 
conditions exist. However, these systems rely on the motor operating at a continuous fixed-speed and 
coupled directly to the 3-phase supply. This is known industry-wide as Direct On-Line – DOL operation. 
Systems that rely on the motor operating in a DOL mode cannot be utilised on inverter-driven motor 
systems because the voltage, frequency and phase angles of motor current will vary as the motor 
speed is changed. As the use of inverter technology in industry becomes more widespread, the 
opportunity to perform diagnosis using these systems is no longer possible and manual measurement 
is required once again. 
It follows that any new method developed to use the motor as transducer for the purposes of 
monitoring both the condition of the motor and the mechanical load that it drives must be compatible 
with AC inverter-driven motor systems. 
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1.1 Research aims 
The aim of this research is to advance motor condition monitoring methods into the field of inverter-
driven motor systems, rather than the fixed-speed non-inverter driven systems that have been the 
focus of much research up to now. 
It is important to determine at the outset, whether any existing research has been undertaken into the 
specific area of using the AC motor as a transducer for detecting electrical and electromechanical 
faults on an inverter-driven motor system. This will ensure that the research is not duplicating any 
existing work and makes a valuable contribution to research in this field. 
A study of all elements of inverter-driven motor systems will be required, from AC motor technology 
used through to the inverter-drive systems available on the automation market. This will include details 
of how modern flux-vector closed-loop and open-loop inverter systems operate, because any system 
that relies on the inverter to provide fault diagnosis will have to be compatible with the latest control 
methods available. 
In order to test and simulate fault conditions, it will be important to have a test rig that contains all of the 
equipment required to perform theses tests satisfactorily. Therefore, the design of a test rig, together 
with subsequent test and validation is incorporated into this research as a key contribution. 
A series of tests run on healthy and faulty mechanical equipment will then be carried out.  The most 
appropriate condition monitoring method will be used for the fault diagnosis of the test rig based on the 
differences between data sets for healthy and faulty gearbox.  
1.2 Research objectives 
The main objective of this project is to investigate the operation of an inverter-driven motor system with 
a view to determining whether the existing output signals on a typical AC inverter drive contain 
sufficient information so as to allow this to be used for purposes of condition monitoring and fault 
diagnosis on the driven motor system. The AC inverter must be from a latest-generation of drive and 
must not be modified from its original factory-delivered state. This will ensure that all results from the 
research are relevant to and useable with the current generation of modern inverter drives without 
requiring any modification. 
 
The project objectives can be divided up into several parts and these are given below: 
 
− Investigate actual motor condition monitoring techniques with a view to determine whether 
any existing research has been undertaken into the specific area of using the AC motor as 
a transducer together with the AC inverter signals for detecting electrical and 
electromechanical faults on an inverter-driven motor system. 
− Research the latest state-of-the-art control strategies implemented in modern electrical 
drives.   
− Design a practical test rig which will enable to measure relevant experimental data.  
− Test and commission the operation of the rig to ensure design criteria are satisfied.  
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− Change the open-loop configuration of the test rig into the closed-loop configuration in 
order to increase the system performance and the accuracy of the test results. 
− Investigate the signals received from the inverter drive to ascertain their usefulness in 
detecting fault/non-fault conditions on the faulty equipment 
 
1.3 Overview of thesis 
An overview of the thesis is presented as follows. 
 
Chapter 2 -  contains a critical appraisal of the literature review about operation of the various existing 
fault diagnostic methods used on AC motor driven systems, AC Inverter drives and AC Inverter-driven 
motor systems is presented. 
 
Chapter 3 -  the theoretical aspects relating to inverter-driven motor systems are described. A study of 
all elements of these systems will be undertaken from the AC motor used through to the inverter-drive 
systems available on the automation market. This will include details of how modern flux-vector open-
loop and closed-loop inverter systems operate. 
 
Chapter 4 -  the design of the test rig will be covered in detail. The operating specification that was 
created will be discussed, along with the equipment subsequently specified in order to control the test 
rig to an acceptable standard. 
 
Chapter 5-  the improvement of the experimental test rig performance by changing its configuration will 
be described, together with the equipment and design methods used. 
 
Chapter 6 -  the monitoring systems that have been developed and researched for use on AC motors 
and inverter systems are investigated and detailed. 
 
Chapter 7 – the tests carried out on the actual test rig using healthy and faulty gear sets will be 
presented and the experimental data will be analysed.  
 
Chapter 8 – contains the conclusions from the research performed and suggestions for future work. 
 
 
 
 
The next chapter presents a critical appraisal of the exiting publications related to electrical drives and 
related condition monitoring methods. 
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Chapter 2                  
Literature review 
 
This chapter describes a critical appraisal of the literature review about the operation of the various 
existing methods used for diagnosis on: 
 
− AC motor systems 
− AC Inverter drives 
− AC Inverter-driven motor systems  
 
Firstly, research on condition monitoring methods on motors involving measurements taken from motor 
speeds, vibration or current signals are detailed. Following on from this, investigation into the methods 
used for fault detection on the inverter drives is undertaken. This leads onto research work including 
model-based condition monitoring and those involving artificial neural networks.  
 
2.1 Fault detection methods on motors using motor current signature analysis (MCSA) 
Bo Liang’s [1] research involved the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of three-phase induction 
motors. Firstly, modelling of the three phase motor under different conditions and performing digital 
simulations of healthy and faulty inverter motor operation was carried out. This led to the second part of 
the research which was to evaluate the performance of range of fault detection and diagnostic 
techniques not limited to phase current analysis. The other techniques developed were vibration and 
transient speed variations. Finally, the research would lead to the development of fault detection and 
diagnostics for faults in three-phase induction motors based on novel signal processing techniques 
such as higher order spectral analysis and neural networks. 
From the research, it was found that vibration analysis and per-phase current analysis are the most 
sensitive techniques for fault detection of induction motors. The success of neural networks developed 
for the same purposes of per-phase current fault detection were found to be dependent on the input 
variables used by the model. The fault detection models were developed to detect stator and rotor 
symmetries. 
 
 Juggrapong Treetrong [2] researched the use of parameter identification methods for the condition 
monitoring of electric motor drives. This would use MCSA as a basis for the research, but the 
efficiencies of these systems would be improved by the use of parameter identification techniques. A 
key element of the research would be that the system performing the parameter identification would 
have to work from available data (such as stator voltages, currents and the rotor speed) collected 
easily from the motor’s power supply. The technique would not rely on any other intrusive equipment or 
sensors to help capture this data. To this end, a new technique of parameter estimation using the GA 
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(Genetic Algorithm) method would be used. This would use the MCSA signals without requiring any 
previous knowledge of the parameters to be estimated and without any other instruments. 
Induction motor parameter estimation using the GA technique minimised the difference between the 
measured and predicted state variables for the motor. The results from testing concluded that the new 
scheme can estimate the parameters and predict motor condition with sufficient accuracy for motor 
fault diagnosis. It was found that the method can not only detect the faults, but can also quantify how 
many faults are happening in the induction motor. 
 
Chinmaya Kar et al. [3] progressed MCSA research into motor gearbox loads, where load fluctuations 
on the gearbox and gear defects are two major sources of vibration.  Fast Fourier Transforms, along 
with further processing using Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) to study the transients in MCSA. The 
drivers of this research were not due to the complexity involved in detecting faults from the analysed 
signals, but in actually needing the vibration measuring instruments. If these could be dispensed with 
and the same faults detected through MCSA, then this would be an important step in advancing MCSA 
further. 
It was shown during the research that the use of Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) was unable to 
detect defects or load fluctuations. However, results did conclude that MCSA along with DWT can be a 
genuine replacement for conventional vibration monitoring. 
 
Serkan Günal et al [4], researched a method whereby the main motor fundamental frequency of 50Hz 
(Europe) would be notch-filtered out before being fed into the fault detection process. This was known 
as the Notch-Filtered Motor Current Analysis (NFMCSA) method. The reasoning behind this method 
was that the spectral components of motor current (other than the fundamental component) carry 
required information for fault detection and it is easier to interpret this data once the fundamental 
component had been removed. The experimental verification of the proposed features and classifiers 
revealed that NFMCSA approach is a promising analysis especially considering the fact that high 
classification accuracy can be achieved even in case of structurally different machines with numerous 
different faults under varying motor load conditions. 
 
Research undertaken by F. Gu et al [5], involved the use of induction motor current feedback signals to 
identify and quantify common faults within a two-stage reciprocating compressor based on bispectrum 
analysis. This theoretical basis is developed to understand the non-linear characteristics of current 
signals when the motor is driving a varying load under different faulty conditions. This work provides a 
novel approach to the analysis of stator current for the diagnosis of motor drive faults from downstream 
driving equipment and it was proved that the bispectrum feature gives rise to reliable fault classification 
results using non-intrusive methods.  
 
Mohamed El Hachemi Benbouzid et al [6], realised that intensive research had been focused on MCSA 
methods and proposed to use advanced signal processing techniques on the stator motor current 
signals instead. In their investigations, the frequency signature of some asymmetrical motor faults were 
identified using advanced signal processing techniques such as high-resolution spectral analysis. Initial 
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experimental results clearly illustrated that stator current high-resolution spectral analysis is very 
sensitive to induction motor faults that modify the main spectral components, such as voltage 
unbalance and single-phasing effects. Experimental results demonstrated that the stator current high-
resolution spectral analysis – proposed as a medium for induction motors faults detection – has 
definite advantages over the traditionally used FFT spectral analysis. Generally, this technique will be 
useful in detecting other fault conditions that modify the main spectral component signals. 
2.2 Fault Detection using motor Instantaneous Angular Speed analysis (IAS) 
Filippetti, F et al [7], researched using Artificial Intelligence techniques in induction machines diagnosis 
that including the ‘speed ripple’ effect. Torque ripples that occur due to the broken rotor bars in an AC 
induction machine manifest themselves as large speed fluctuations when using the high-resolution 
measuring device.  
Rotor electrical faults of AC induction machines were used as the basis for this research together with 
a new, simple procedure based on a model which includes the speed ripple effect. Their research led 
to a new diagnostic index being developed, that was independent of the machine operating condition 
and inertia value, thus allowing the implementation of the diagnostic system to be achieved with a 
minimum of configuration intelligence.  
This research validated the use of AI techniques because the improvements that they introduce in the 
diagnostic process and proved that in order to obtain an indication on the fault extent, faulty machine 
models are still essential.  
 
Ahmed Yousef et al [8], researched the technique of instantaneous angular speed (IAS) condition 
monitoring applied to reciprocating and rotating machinery. This technique was used to detect broken 
rotor bars in such systems.  Results from a broken rotor bar fault show that the power spectrum of the 
IAS signals could be used for the diagnosis of this failure mode. 
The key features in this case are the use of the pole pass speed sidebands around the rotor speed 
components for the purposes of fault detection. These sidebands could be visible at high loads as in 
vibration and current signature monitoring. 
2.3 Fault detection methods on inverter systems  
B. Biswas et al. [9] researched current harmonics analysis of an inverter-fed induction motor drive 
system under fault conditions. They presented harmonic analysis of motor current signatures under 
different fault conditions of medium and high power Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) systems. The 
medium to high power ranges can be a significant capital investment, making early diagnosis of faults 
in this arena even more paramount. Computer simulation of a variable speed inverter-fed induction 
motor based on constant voltage/frequency (V/f) operation is implemented using Powersim (PSIM) 
simulation software. Frequency response characteristics of motor currents are compared to analyze 
fault conditions in the motor drive system. 
The method used was to analyse each of the frequency responses for different fault conditions in the 
inverter and compare these to establish the utility of FFT algorithm to identify the nature of the fault. 
These faults were a fault at one of the six IGBT gate terminals, complete failure of one IGBT in the 
inverter module, and a line to ground fault at one of the motor phase terminals. It was found that the 
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frequency responses under three different fault conditions were distinctly different and the research 
was able to discriminate each of the different fault states.  
 
A. Azzini et al. [10] researched the use of tuned neural networks to diagnose incipient fault diagnosis in 
electrical drives. In order to identify any decrease in efficiency and any loss in industrial application a 
suitable monitoring system for processes is often required. With their proposed approach, useful 
diagnostic indications can be obtained by a low-cost extension of the monitoring activity. In this way, 
the reliability of the obtained  indications can be significantly increased considering the combination of 
advanced time-frequency transform, or time-scale, such as wavelets, and a new evolutionary 
optimisation approach based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN’s).  
Their research had been successfully applied to a real-world electric machine fault diagnosis problem. 
The experiments showed that the algorithm is quite robust with regard to the setting of the parameters 
– it does not require so much fine-tuning of the parameters. Their adopted methodologies were able to 
give good results for fault / non-fault identification in electrical drives. This was especially 
advantageous as it was found that due to the use of both wavelet processing of the acquired current 
and EA evolution of the ANN is a very simple and easy to implement system for diagnostic purposes. 
 
Khater, Faeka et al. [11] presented a fault diagnostics system for a three-phase voltage source inverter 
using rule-based fuzzy logic system. The system was developed as a rule-based fuzzy logic system for 
faults occurring on the inverter power semiconductor switches (IGBT’s). Based on a time domain 
simulation model, the inverter different fault conditions are simulated with the resulting voltage 
spectrum providing the database for the fuzzy logic system. The developed fault diagnostics system is 
capable of identifying the type and location of the inverter fault. 
The proposed fault diagnostics system resulted in a matrix that provides the fault condition according 
to the data base status 
 
Rozailan Mamat et al. [12] considered the fault detection of 3-Phase VSI using Wavelet-Fuzzy 
Algorithm. A real-time condition monitoring algorithm for a 3-phase PWM inverter drive using fuzzy-
logic was developed. It is designed to detect and identify the transistor open-circuit fault and an 
intermittent misfiring fault, which commonly occurs in the inverter drive system. The condition 
monitoring mechanism is based on discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and fuzzy logic (FL). With this 
method, stator currents are used as an input to the system – no direct access to the induction motor is 
required.  
Rigorous testing – both theoretically and practically – of the system proved that it is robust and reliable. 
The features are directly extracted from the wavelet transform of the stator currents. The results clearly 
show that wavelet analysis together fuzzy logic, offers a great potential for monitoring and diagnosis of 
power electronic drives. 
 
M. Abul Masrur et al. [13] researched intelligent Diagnosis of Open and Short Circuit Faults in Electric 
Drive Inverters For Real-Time Applications. A normal model and an extensive range of faulted models 
for the inverter-motor combination were developed and implemented using a generic commercial 
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simulation tool to generate voltages and current signals at a broad range of operating points selected 
by a machine learning algorithm. Extensive simulation experiments were conducted to test the system 
with added noise, and the results show that the structured neural network system which was trained by 
using the proposed machine learning approach gives high accuracy in detecting whether a faulty 
condition has occurred, thus isolating and pin-pointing to the type of faulty conditions occurring in 
power electronics inverter based electrical drives. 
Three important sets of signals, namely the torque, and voltages and currents in different phases were 
used for the fault diagnostics. These signals were segmented simultaneously and diagnostic features 
were extracted from signal segments. The accuracy of the diagnostic results has reached more than 
99% in average and furthermore, the authors presented a structured neural network system that is 
trained to detect and isolate any of the 15 faults in a three-phase induction motor in real-time. System 
performance is evaluated on the basis of time elapsed to detect a fault after it occurs and simulation 
results show that the proposed system takes less than 20 ms on an average to successfully detect and 
isolate a fault. 
 
Debaprasad Kastha et al. [14] investigated Fault Modes of Voltage-Fed Inverter System for Induction 
Motor Drive. They recognised that knowledge about the fault mode behaviour of an converter system is 
extremely important from the standpoint of improved system design, protection and fault-tolerant 
control. They have undertaken a systematic investigation into the various fault modes of a voltage-fed 
PWM inverter system for induction motor drives and then developed a preliminary mathematical 
analysis for the key fault types. Such faults covered include input supply line faults to inverter drive 
transistor open and short-circuit faults. The predicted fault performances were then substantiated by 
simulation study. The study has been used to provide fault-tolerant control by determining the stresses 
in power components to allow operation to continue, post-fault by using steady-state operating regions. 
The research applied to inverters operating in the volts/hertz mode and the extensive simulation study 
was able to define the zone of operation where the drive can continue to operate safely in a degraded 
mode. In high-reliability process control environments, this is extremely important.  
2.4 Model-based condition monitoring 
Filippetti, F et al [15], presented the improvement of induction machine rotor fault diagnosis based on a 
neural network approach. By training the neural network using data sampled through experimental 
tests on healthy machines and through simulation in case of faulted machines, the diagnostic system 
can discern  between “healthy” and “faulty” machines. 
This was found to be a more robust method for on-line identification of induction machine rotor bar 
failures. The input and the output patterns to train the neural network were obtained using both 
experimental data related to healthy machines and computed data obtained from a faulted machine 
model as a simulator. In addition to this, the network was able to be introduced to manufacturing 
dissymmetry – inevitable in equipment – rather than by setting a fixed trigger threshold for 
distinguishing between healthy and faulty machines. 
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Filippetti, F et al [16], then further researched the application of expert systems, artificial neural 
networks (ANNs), and fuzzy logic systems that can be integrated into each other and used with more 
traditional techniques for fault diagnosis of electrical machines and drives. This research brings 
together the diagnosis of the induction machine itself and the AC converter drive including both open 
and closed-loop variants for detecting failed machine rotor bars. 
Whilst the techniques covered are limited to only a number of practical implementations, it is believed 
that these techniques will have a significant role in electrical drive diagnostic systems. In particular, 
fuzzy-neural diagnostic systems will become extensively used for machine condition monitoring, 
potentially in self-repairing electrical drives. 
 
Loránd Szabó et al [17], researched an Improved Condition Monitoring System for Induction Machines 
Using a Model-Based Fault Detection Approach. The monitoring system was based on improving the 
accuracy of fault detection by the combined application of two monitoring methods. A fault signal will 
only be generated when both methods indicate its presence in the electrical machine. The two fault 
detection methods used are MSCA (motor current signature analysis) and IAS (Instantaneous Angular 
Speed).  
It was found that using two different monitoring methods at the same time improves the accuracy of the 
entire monitoring system following the correct operation of a vector controlled AC squirrel cage 
induction machine. However, with this paper, no actual simulated tests of motor faults was performed 
and the accuracy of the proposed system was not verified. 
2.5 Fault detection using vibration analysis and advanced networks 
Electric motor vibration creates additional power consumption and degrades the performance of the 
motor.  To avoid unexpected equipment failures and obtain higher accuracy in diagnostic for the 
predictive maintenance of induction motors, on-line health monitoring systems play an important role to 
improve system reliability and availability. The recent developments in MEMS technology shows an 
increasing trend to integrate vibration analysis for fault diagnostic purposes. Vibration-based detection 
using an accelerometer is gaining popularity due to higher reliability of the devices, low power 
consumption and low cost. 
 
To this end, Wei-Jen et al [18], presented a paper on a wireless health monitoring system for vibration 
analysis of induction motors. This paper presents the study of vibration due to the rotor imbalance. The 
technique of vibration detection and observation of vibration signal in the 3-phase induction machine is 
studied in this paper. A novel health monitoring system of the electric machine based on a wireless 
sensor network (ZigBee™/IEEE802.15.4 Standard) is also proposed and developed in this paper. 
Experimental results of the proposed severity detection technique of rotor vibration under different 
levels of imbalance conditions are investigated and discussed.  
 
Research on the actual signal processing techniques required was studied and some of the more 
recent examples are cited. 
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Piotr Czech et al [19], presented research on classification of tooth gear wheel faults of a gearbox by 
multilayer perceptron (MLP) and continuous wavelet transform (CWT) simulated on a test rig stand. 
The outline of the research was to build classifiers of the local teeth damages in gear wheels, based on 
artificial neural networks (ANN’s). The gear damage was in the form of a crack in the tooth base and 
the crumbling of a tooth tip. 
As a result of the conducted research it was possible to build a correctly working classifier of both the 
type and advancement of the gear damage. However, it was found that the achieved classification 
error relies extensively on how the damaged model is prepared and the teaching method of the ANN in 
order to obtain accurate results. 
 
Salem Al-Arbi et al [20], presented Early Diagnosis of Gear Transmission Failure based on Advanced 
Intelligence Analysis on vibration signals measured remotely. The research was concerned with 
investigating more reliable and effective approaches to the detection and diagnosis of different gear 
faults based on enabling techniques such as Time Synchronous Averaging (TSA), Spectrum analysis, 
Cepstrum analysis, Time-frequency analysis and Wavelet transforms. The sensors were mounted at 
two different locations, one on the gearbox and the other at the motor end. 
It was found that spectral analysis based on TSA signals is a more appropriate solution to the remote 
fault diagnosis problem and the analysis results illustrate that spectral analysis based on TSA signals 
can achieve the same results at a remote position as when the sensor is mounted as close to the gear 
as possible. 
Wavelet transforms were found to be the most effective due to factors such as allowing decomposition 
of signals at different scales, therefore allowing different gearbox transmission stages to be analysed, 
but further research work is required to confirm the operation of this in a real industrial environment. 
 
 
 
The next chapter presents the theoretical aspects related to the operation of electrical drives including 
inverter-driven systems.   
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Chapter 3             
Theoretical aspects related to inverter-driven motor 
systems 
 
This chapter will describe the operation and theoretical aspects of inverter-driven motor systems on 
which this research is based. Study of the AC motor and inverter in detail is important, as the two 
effectively become one system for this research. 
 
In the first instance, operation and theoretical equations of the AC asynchronous induction motor will 
be described. Following this, operation of modern inverter control systems will be detailed. From basic 
six-step inverters through to pulse-width-modulated sensorless vector units and then to devices 
operating in closed loop mode using motor encoder feedback. Closed-loop drive performance is 
discussed and comparisons made with other inverter operating modes.  
3.1 Inverter Systems 
An inverter-driven motor system controls the rotational speed of an alternating current (AC) electric 
motor by controlling the frequency and voltage of the electrical power supplied to the motor. This 
system is also called variable frequency drive (VFD), adjustable-frequency drive (AFD), and variable-
speed drive (VSD). Variable-frequency drives are widely used in ventilation systems, pumps, elevators, 
conveyors, machine tools, etc. There are four basic design types of VFDs that are described briefly 
below: 
 
a) Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) – this controller is extremely popular because it is affordable, 
highly reliable and reflects the least amount of harmonics back into its power source. The AC line 
supply voltage is the input signal for the converter (with diodes and large DC capacitors) which creates 
and maintains a stable DC bus voltage. The DC voltage feeds the inverter (now commonly with 
insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs)) which regulate both voltage and frequency to the motor to 
produce a near sine wave like output.  
PWM means that each transition of the alternating voltage output is actually a series of short pulses of 
varying widths. By varying the width of the pulses in each half cycle, the average power produced has a 
sine-like output. The number of transitions from positive to negative per second determines the actual 
frequency to the motor. The main advantages of PWM are: excellent input power factor; no motor 
cogging; high efficiency 92 - 96%; lower initial cost. However there are also several disadvantages: 
motor heating and insulation breakdown in some applications; non-regenerative operation; line-side 
power harmonics. 
 
b) Current Source Inverter (CSI) - is the dual of a six-step voltage source inverter where the DC 
power supply is configured as a current source rather than a voltage source. The inverter SCRs 
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(Silicon Controlled Rectifiers) are switched in a six-step sequence to direct the current to a three-phase 
AC load as a stepped current waveform. CSI inverter could have load commutation and parallel 
capacitor commutation which are assisted by the input current regulation so it requires a large internal 
inductor to operate. The main advantages of CSIs are: reliability due to inherent current limiting 
operation; regenerative power capability; simple circuits. The main shortcomings are: large power 
harmonic generation back into power source; cogging below 6 Hz due to square wave output; poor 
input power factor due to SCR converter section. 
 
c) Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) - uses an SCR converter section to regulate DC bus voltage. The 
inverter output is six-step output, the drive is a voltage regulator and uses transistors, SCRs or Gate 
Turn-Off thyristors (GTO’s) to generate an adjustable frequency output to the motor. VSI’s have the 
following advantages: simple design; applicable to multi-motor operations; operation is independent of 
load. The main disadvantages are: large power harmonic generation back into the power source; poor 
input power factor; cogging below 6 Hz due to square wave output; non-regenerative operation. 
 
d) Flux Vector PWM drive – contains new power switching devices and smart 32-bit microprocessors 
to drive high torque, low RPM applications. The power section is the same as for all PWM drives and 
the motor's rotor position and speed are monitored in real time via a resolver or digital encoder for a full 
closed-loop system. In a sensorless vector control system, the motor speed is calculated from the 
voltage and current signals measured from the motor. From this information, the drive microprocessor 
determines and controls the motor actual speed, torque, and power produced. The vector control 
algorithms can be programmed into the motor or learned by the drive. These drives have the following 
advantages: excellent control of motor speed, torque, and power; quick response to changes in load, 
speed, and torque commands; ability to provide 100% rated torque at 0 speed; lower maintenance cost 
as compared to DC motors and drives. 
The shortcomings of these drives are: higher initial cost in comparison to standard PWM drives; 
require special inverter-rated motors; and some drive manufacturer setup parameters are complex 
(although this is improving).  
3.1.1 Electric drive block diagram 
Figure 3-1 presents the components of an electric drive. The user introduces the input command 
(speed and /or position) into the controller which is sent to the Power Processing Unit (PPU). The 
electrical motor receives the electrical energy from the electric source and the command signal from 
the PPU. The electrical motor transforms the electrical power into mechanical energy which activates 
the mechanical load. The sensors are used to monitor the actual operating state of the drive and to 
feed back to the input of the controller an analogue or digital signal representing the output state. The 
actual and reference states are continually compared and if the actual state is different from the 
reference state an error signal is generated which the controller uses to force a change in the 
controllable parameters to eliminate the error by driving the system back towards the desired operating 
point. So the electrical drive is a feedback control system allowing the user to set a desired operating 
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state as a reference and the control system will automatically move the system to the desired operating 
point and maintain it at that point thereafter. 
 
Figure 3-1 - Block diagram of an electric drive [29] 
3.1.2 Six-step VSI Inverter 
The most basic form of a six-step AC inverter is the Variable Voltage Inverter (VVI). The term ‘six-step’ 
comes from the fact that it takes six 60° switching steps to complete one full 360° cycle. 
The VVI consists of an SCR (Semiconductor/Silicon Controlled Rectifier) circuit to convert the incoming 
AC voltage into DC. An SCR as opposed to just simply a bridge-rectifier arrangement is employed 
because the DC voltage needs to be controlled and regulated – this completes the ‘Converter’ section.  
A choke and capacitor make up the DC link section, helping to keep the converted DC voltage smooth 
and reduce ripple.  
Finally, the output (Inverter) circuit consisting in modern drives of an IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar 
Transistor) circuit is used to convert the DC bus voltage into an 3-phase AC waveform. Older drives 
employed Thyristors, Bipolar Transistors or MOSFETS, but these are rarely used now. A diagram of 
this basic VVI is shown in Figure 3-2: 
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Figure 3-2 - Variable Voltage Inverter (VVI) Basic Circuit Diagram [29] 
The circuit components of the six-step VSI are now described in more detail and Figure 3-3 below 
illustrates how all of the individual components function as part of a VSD controller and the control 
loops used. 
 
Figure 3-3 - Six-step VSI Block Diagram [29] 
Bridge Firing Unit 
The bridge firing unit is used to convert the firing angle, provided by the DC bus voltage regulator, into 
pulses applied to the thyristor gates. The bridge firing unit block contains notch filters applied to the 
voltage measurement to remove harmonics. The discrete synchronized six-pulse generator block is 
used to generate the pulses. 
The DC bus voltage regulator is based on a PI controller and a hysteresis chopper logic. When the bus 
voltage decreases, the PI controller reduces the firing angle. When the bus voltage increases, the PI 
controller increases the firing angle. The chopper logic is based on hysteresis control. If the voltage 
reaches the upper hysteresis limit, the DC voltage controller toggles to braking mode and the chopper 
is activated, whereas the thyristor bridge is shut off. In chopper mode, the proportional action remains 
active but the integral gain is set to zero because the chopper dynamics are very high and the integral 
gain is useless. When the bus voltage reaches the hysteresis lower limit, the braking chopper is shut 
down and the thyristor bridge is reactivated. 
DC Bus Voltage Regulator and Braking Chopper 
Figure 3-4 illustrates the DC bus PI regulator. 
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Figure 3-4 - DC bus PI regulator diagram [30] 
The six-step generator illustrated in 
Six-Step Generator 
Figure 3-5 contains six comparators to produce the six-step 
switching waveforms. Some supplementary logic enables a speed reversal by inverting two phases. 
 
Figure 3-5 - Six-step generator diagram [30] 
In the AC1 motor drive, the motor speed is not regulated in closed loop. Instead, the speed set point is 
used only to determine the motor voltage and frequency applied by the six-step inverter in order to 
maintain the (V/F) ratio (or the motor flux) constant from 0 to the nominal speed. Above nominal speed, 
the motor operates in the flux weakening mode; that is, the voltage is maintained constant at its 
nominal value while the frequency is increased proportionally to the speed set point. 
When reversing speed, a short delay is required at the zero speed crossing so that air gap flux decays 
to zero. 
The six-step pulses of the inverter circuit of the VVI are illustrated in Figure 3-6 below: 
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Figure 3-6 - Six-step firing pulses and motor current generated [29] 
This method of switching is no longer used in AC inverters, due to the torque pulsations that occur in 
the AC motor each time one of the devices is switched. These torque pulsations manifest as ‘cogging’ 
in the motor and as the motor current is no longer sinusoidal, harmonic currents produced in the motor 
create additional heating, requiring de-rating of the motor. 
However, because there is no high frequency carrier, a 6-Step type of inverter produces no audible 
noise in the AC motor. 
3.1.3 PWM inverter 
The block diagram of a PWM inverter is the same as for the six-step inverter. The major difference 
with a PWM inverter, however is how the 3-phase output to the motor is generated. 
All modern VSI’s now use PWM (Pulse Width Modulation), as this provides a more sinusoidal current 
output to control frequency and voltage supplied to the AC motor. Thus, they are more efficient and 
can provide a higher level of performance than the VVI or six-step units with no motor de-rating 
required. 
The advent of PWM inverters brought with it the need to have a device capable of switching at a high-
frequency and this is what an IGBT is designed to do. Typically, an IGBT can turn on in less than 400 
nanoseconds and off in approximately 500 nanoseconds.  
 
Figure 3-7 - PWM Inverter output switching waveform [31] 
Observing Figure 3-7, it can be seen that the output of the PWM drive doesn't provide an exact replica 
of the AC input sine waveform. Instead, it provides voltage pulses that are at a constant amplitude. 
 
The drive's control board signals the power device's control circuits to turn ON the waveform positive 
half or negative half of the power device. This alternating of positive and negative switching recreates 
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the 3-phase output. The longer the power device remains on, the higher the output voltage. The less 
time the power device is on, the lower the output voltage. Conversely, the longer the power device is 
off, the lower the output frequency with Figure 3-8 illustrating this. 
 
Figure 3-8 - PWM inverter drive output [31] 
The speed at which power devices switch on and off is determined by the carrier frequency, also 
known as the switching frequency. The higher the switching frequency, the more resolution each PWM 
pulse contains. Typical switching frequencies are between 3KHz to 4KHz. The higher the switching 
frequency, the smoother the output waveform and therefore a higher resolution is obtained. However, 
higher switching frequencies decrease the efficiency of the drive because of increased heat in the 
power devices so a trade-off is made between resolution and efficiency. 
High-performance drives have now taken PWM a step further and employ new technologies such as 
Sensorless Vector control to further improve motor performance. These are now described in more 
detail, with the Closed-loop flux-vector drive that uses encoder feedback being detailed last as this is 
the highest-performance drive offering. 
3.1.4 Sensorless Vector Drive Technology 
Sensorless Vector Control, like a V/Hz drive, continues to operate as a frequency control drive, with 
slip compensation keeping actual motor speed close to the desired speed. The Torque Current 
Estimator block determines the percent of current that is in phase with the voltage, providing an 
approximate torque current. This is used to estimate the amount of slip, providing better speed control 
under load. Figure 3-9 shows a typical Sensorless Vector drive block diagram. 
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Figure 3-9 - Sensorless Vector Block Diagram [31] 
The control improves upon the basic V/Hz control technique by providing both a magnitude and angle 
between the voltage and current. V/Hz drives only control the magnitude. Volts-angle (V angle in the 
figure) controls the amount of total motor current that goes into motor flux enabled by the Torque 
Current Estimator. By controlling this angle, low speed operation and torque control is improved over 
the standard V/Hz drive. 
3.1.5 Sensorless Flux-vector drive technology 
Sensorless flux vector control retains the basic core Volts/Hertz control philosophy and adds additional 
blocks around this core to improve the performance of the drive. A “current resolver” attempts to 
identify the flux and torque producing currents in the motor and makes these values available to other 
blocks in the drive. A current regulator that more accurately controls the motor replaces the current 
limit block. Notice that the output of the current regulator is still a frequency reference. 
Early versions of Flux-vector drives required a speed feedback signal (typically an encoder) and also 
detailed information about the motor in order to properly identify the flux and torque currents. This led 
to the requirement for “matched motor/drive” combinations and many of the Siemens “Masterdrives” 
units had every motor type stored in the drive memory for such control. While there was nothing 
inherently wrong with this approach, it does limit the choice of motor to the end user and at the time, 
did not offer independent control of motor flux and torque. Figure 3-10 shows the additional 
components added to the sensorless vector drive. 
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Figure 3-10 - Sensorless Flux Vector Block Diagram [31] 
3.1.6 Closed-loop flux-vector drive with field-orientated control 
The true closed-loop flux vector drive offers improved performance over the sensorless vector drive 
and modern units can now fully autotune to match completely the motor that they are controlling. These 
drives now employ field-oriented control that takes motor control a step further. What distinguishes a 
product using Field Oriented Control from a traditional vector product is its ability to separate and 
independently control (or regulate) the motor flux and torque. A block diagram of such a drive is given 
in Figure 3-11. 
 
Figure 3-11 - Field Oriented Control Block Diagram  
A high bandwidth current regulator that separates and controls the components of stator current 
replaces the Volts/Hertz core. The high bandwidth characteristics of this control eliminate nuisance 
trips due to shock loads and continuously adapt to changes in the motor and load characteristics. A 
separate adaptive controller uses information gained during auto tuning, actual reference information, 
and motor feedback information to give independent torque and flux control. This allows continuous 
regulation of the motor speed and torque. This is the type of controller that will be specified for the test 
rig. 
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3.2 AC Motors (actuators) 
The type of AC motor used in this test rig for research purposes is an asynchronous squirrel-cage AC 
polyphase induction motor. The construction and principles behind the operation of this motor are 
detailed under this section sub-headings. 
Construction - Stator 
The asynchronous AC induction motor construction consists of a stator and rotor part. Unlike a DC 
machine, there is no electrical link between the stator and rotor through a commutator. The stator part 
consists of a defined number of pole windings that matches up to the number of pole windings in the 
rotor. These windings are embedded in slots that are cut into the laminated sections of the stator 
material (see Figure 3-12 below). 
 
Figure 3-12 - Stator core detailing winding ‘slots’ [22] 
The stator is made up of laminations made from thin insulated rings with slots punched from sheets of 
electrical grade steel. A stack of these is secured by end screws, which may also hold the end 
housings. 
The pole windings are shown in Figure 3-13 below. Each phase of the supply is wound in opposing 
slots. Phase 1 is shown in green, 2 in red and 3 in blue. 
 
Figure 3-13 - Phase pole winding details [22] 
 
 
 
Construction - rotor 
The rotor consists of a shaft, a steel laminated rotor, and an embedded copper or aluminium squirrel 
cage. The illustration in Figure 3-14 (b) below shows the squirrel cage with the laminations removed. 
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Figure 3-14 - Rotor construction (a) – with laminations; (b) – laminations removed [22] 
There is a minimal air gap between the rotor and stator parts to allow the magnetic flux field to flow 
from stator to rotor, complete the magnetic circuit and provide electromotive force to the rotor. 
The squirrel cage conductors may be skewed, twisted, with respect to the shaft. The misalignment with 
the stator slots reduces torque pulsations for smoother motor running.  
Both rotor and stator cores are composed of a stack of insulated laminations. The laminations are 
coated with insulating oxide or varnish to minimize eddy current losses. The alloy used in the 
laminations is selected for low hysteresis losses. 
Construction – bearings 
An exploded view of a typical AC squirrel-cage motor is shown in Figure 3-15. 
Each part is covered in detail under the diagram, but the general construction is as follows: 
Parts IMB5 or IMB3 on the diagram below are the two possible motor front-end shields houses the 
motor bearing. Part IMB5 is a flange-style end housing that is usually used for mating directly to 
gearbox faces or into machinery housings. In this case, the motor may not be fitted with feet and is a 
flange-mounted motor. Part IMB3 is used where the motor is to be mounted on it’s feet – in this case a 
foot-mounted motor 
The rear end shield, part 6.2 is common to either foot or flange mounted motor 
Front and rear end-shield bearings, parts 1.60 and 6.10 hold the rotor shaft in place. The tolerance of 
these bearings is very tight as some rotors have as little as 0.1mm air gap between the rotor and 
stator. 
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Figure 3-15 - AC Squirrel-cage motor exploded view [23] 
 
Direct on-line operation 
AC asynchronous motors operate on the principle that the stator winding induces voltage and current 
into the rotor part so that there is a tangential force acting on the rotor due to the magnetic field and the 
motor rotor begins to turn if this force is sufficient to overcome the mechanical losses in the motor. 
Motor Speed 
With one pole pair isolated in a motor, the rotor rotates at a specific speed and this is defined as the 
base speed. The number of poles and the frequency applied determine this speed. A formula below 
allows the calculation of motor base speed based on the frequency, number of pole pairs of the motor 
and the fractional slip.  
( )( )( )ss nnnp
f /1120 −−••      (3-1) 
Where: f = Frequency; p = Number of pole pairs; sn = rev/sec. synchronous; n = rev/sec. 
There is one other factor that the equation above takes into account and that is motor slip. In an 
asynchronous machine, the rotor speed always lags behind the rotating magnetic field and the amount 
Item Description Item Description 
1.40  End shield 4.07  Housing foot 
1.43, 6.23 Shaft sealing ring 4.18  Rating plate 
1.58 Spring washer 5.00  Terminal box, complete 
1.60  Rolling-contact bearing 6.10  Rolling-contact bearing 
3.00 Rotor, complete 6.20  End shield 
3.02, 6.02 End bearing Circlip 7.04 Cooling fan 
4.00  Stator, complete 7.40 Cooling fan cover 
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by which the rotor lags behind the magnetic field is the amount of slip. A typical AC motor will exhibit 
between 3% and 5% slip. 
Slip is required in order to generate motor torque. It is the action of the magnetic flux cutting the rotor 
conductors as it slips which develops torque. a loaded motor will slip in proportion to the mechanical 
load. If the rotor were to run at synchronous speed, there would be no stator flux cutting the rotor, no 
current induced in the rotor = no torque. 
With one pole pair, and a supply frequency of 50Hz, a synchronous motor with no slip will rotate at 
3000RPM. If the number of pole pairs is doubled, the synchronous speed is cut in half because the 
magnetic field rotates 180° in space for 360° of the electrical sine wave.  
For example, the speed of a four pole motor (two pole pairs) with 2% slip connected to a 50Hz supply 
frequency will be: 
2940
100
2100
2
50120
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 −•
•
RPM    (3-2) 
Motor Torque 
When power is first applied to the motor, the rotor is at rest, while the stator magnetic field rotates at 
the synchronous speed Ns. The stator field is cutting the rotor at the synchronous speed Ns. The 
current induced in the rotor shorted turns is maximum, as is the frequency of the current and the 
frequency of this is equal to the line frequency. As the rotor speeds up, the rate at which stator flux cuts 
the rotor is the difference between synchronous speed Ns and actual rotor speed Nr or (Ns - Nr). The 
ratio of actual flux cutting the rotor to synchronous speed is defined as slip: 
s
rs
N
NN
s
−
=       (3-3) 
Where:  sN = Synchronous speed; rN  = Rotor speed 
The frequency of the current induced into the rotor conductors can only as high as the line frequency at 
motor start. This then decreases as the rotor approaches synchronous speed. As already detailed 
under the previous section, at full motor loading (100% torque), slip will be a maximum of 5%. If the 
slip value is 2% at 50Hz, then the rotating stator magnetic field will be cutting the rotor at 1Hz. This 1Hz 
value is the difference between the synchronous speed and the actual rotor speed. 
Motor torque curves 
A typical motor torque curve for an asynchronous AC motor is shown in Figure 3-16: 
 
Full load torque (FLT) is the safe, continuous torque rating of the motor 
Full load current (FLC) is the safe, continuous motor current rating  
Locked rotor torque (LRT) is around 50% higher than the FLT value and the Locked rotor current 
(LRC) is 500% of the FLC. 
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Figure 3-16 - AC Motor Torque Curve ; Redrawn from original diagram [24] 
The motor current is high at start-up because the stationary rotor at start up behaves in a similar 
manner as if the secondary circuit were shorted-out on a transformer, resulting in the primary winding 
taking a high current. 
As the rotor accelerates to within a few percent of synchronous speed, both torque and current will 
decrease substantially. Slip will be only a few percent during normal operation. 
To the far right-hand side of the above figure, it can be seen that the torque, slip, and current will 
approach zero for a “no mechanical torque” load condition – at which point, the motor would reach 
synchronous speed.. This condition is likened to an open secondary transformer, where the primary 
only dissipates energy through eddy-current losses and circuit resistance as little resistance is reflected 
from the secondary (rotor) to the primary (stator). This would never happen under normal operating 
conditions. 
Non-linear behaviour 
An AC motor is inherently non-linear, especially when compared to a DC motor. This is because an AC 
motor relies on a single supply to provide both the magnetising field for the rotor and then to provide 
power enough to drive the rotor and generate torque. 
The torque/speed curve given below shows this non-linear behaviour both in electromagnetic and 
mechanical torque terms as Figure 3-17 illustrates. 
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Figure 3-17 - AC Motor torque/speed curve; Redrawn from original diagram [24] 
From zero speed (n=0) up to synchronous speed, the torque does not increase in a straight line, but 
does rise sharply as the motor base speed is reached. At this point, maximum motor torque is 
available for driving the load. 
Motor efficiencies 
Large three phase motors are more efficient than smaller 3-phase motors. This is due in part to the 
higher magnetising current ratio to torque-producing current ratio that smaller motors have. 
 Large induction motor efficiency can be as high as 95% at full load, though 90% is more common. 
Efficiency for a lightly load or no-loaded induction motor is poor because most of the current is involved 
with maintaining magnetizing flux. As the torque load is increased, more current is consumed in 
generating torque, while current associated with magnetizing remains fixed. Efficiency at 75% FLT can 
be slightly higher than that at 100% FLT and efficiency only really becomes poor below 25% FLT. The 
variation of efficiency with loading is shown in Figure 3-18 below: 
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Figure 3-18 - Motor efficiency vs. loading curve; Redrawn from original diagram [24]  
Just as important as the efficiency of the motor is the motor power factor. As the motor gets closer to 
it’s rated load, the power factor gets closer to unity (100% or 1.0). An inductive load will never achieve 
true unity power factor, but a good AC motor will get close to 0.86cosø and this means that more of the 
power is going into actual work (torque produced) rather than being lost as heat. 
Motor power and torque 
Motor power is given by torque multiplied by speed of rotation: 
ωTP =       (3-4) 
Where:  P  = Power (W) 
  T  = Torque (Nm) 
  ω = Speed (rad/s) 
Translating the above equation to take in the usual measurement of speed (RPM – revolutions per 
minute) the equation becomes that shown below: 
NTP ••




=
60
2π
     (3-5) 
Where:  N = Number of revolutions. Rev/min. 
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3.2.1 AC motor equivalent circuit and equations 
The equivalent circuit for one phase of an AC machine is shown in Figure 3-19 below, and from this a 
formula is given that allows the torque output of an AC machine to be calculated using the equivalent 
circuit parameters: 
RI
EIVI
xI x2I R2I
(I-s)R2I/s
B=I/XmG=I/Rm
Pg=EIII2cosφ2
II I2I
IO
ImIp
 
Figure 3-19 - AC Equivalent Exact Circuit (one phase); Redrawn from original [25] 
=oI Current in magnetising branch  
=pI  Power component of oI  
=mI  Reactive or magnetising component of oI  
=gP  Air gap power per phase 
=mR  Magnetising resistance, representing iron losses 
=s Fractional slip = ( ) ss nnn /−  
=mX  Magnetising resistance 
The air gap power per phase 221 cosϕIEPg ′= transferred magnetically from stator to rotor has two 
parts: 
1. 22RI ′′ is converted into electrical power and associated with a voltage 1sE . It is 
dissipated as heat loss 
2. ( ) sRIs /1 222 ′′− is converted to mechanical power and is associated with a voltage 
( ) 11 Es−  
For Figure 3-19 a power balance equation can be written. Rotor input/phase sRIPIE g /cos 2
2
2221 ′′==′ ϕ  
or: 
221 cosϕIE ′  
2
2
21
/
Z
sRIE
′
′
′=    2
2
2 RI ′′=       ( ) sRIs /1 222 ′′−+  
sRI /2
2
2 ′′=    =rotor Cu loss   +mechanical output Pm 
gP=    gsP=     ( ) gPs−+ 1      (3-6) [25] 
For a motor, mP will be taken as positive. It includes the torque loss which is virtually due to friction and 
windage only, since the rotor iron loss is negligible at normal slip frequency. At large values of motor 
slip, the effect of rotor iron loss must be allowed for in practise. For a generating machine, mP would be 
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negative. The previous equation represents only one third of the total motor power, since it is 
expressed in phase values 
 
Motor torque 
The total torque developed electromechanically can be obtained from the previous equation and is 
given by: 
( )
( ) Nm2
3
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ππω
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==     (3-7) 
where: 
=mP  Mechanical power output 
=gP  Air gap power per phase 
=mω  Mechanical angular rotational velocity = nπ2 radians/sec. 
For any particular frequency and synchronous speed, the torque is directly proportional to the rotor 
input gP3 since both mP and mω vary as ( )s−1 . gP itself is a function of speed. The torque can 
sometimes be expressed as gP3 synchronous watts and from equation (3-7) this is equal to the torque 
in Newton-metres multiplied by the synchronous speed ss nπω 2= . A torque of one synchronous watt 
would develop one watt of power if acting at synchronous speed.  
Writing equation (3-7) for the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3-19, power gP being calculated from 
sRI /2
2
2 ′′ the equation then becomes: 
( ) ( ) s
R
xxsRR
V
n
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π
Nm   (3-8) 
From this, a mathematical model of a mechanical mass drive system can be given by the equation: 
fle
r TTT
dt
dJ −−=ω      (3-9) [26] 
J  = Moment of inertia of the rotating components of the drive (kg.m2) 
lT  = Applied load 
fT = Frictional torque loss 
The assumption made for deriving the above equation is that the output torque of a machine is 
predominately produced by the development of magnetic forces acting in a tangential direction on the 
magnetic material. 
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3.2.2 AC motor mathematical model 
In order to understand the methods of monitoring procedures for inverter-driven motor systems, it is 
important to have knowledge of how the motor rotating field is generated and how the phase currents 
in the stator may be affected by adverse load conditions. Some motor condition monitoring systems 
using motor current signature analysis (MCSA) methods are based on the principle that all of the 
phase current signals are balanced under normal operating conditions. 
In any three-phase motor system, the stator currents can be represented as )(),(),( 321 tititi SSS . The 
stator windings are positioned radians
3
2π or 120° apart and because each of the 3-phase supply 
currents is similarly displaced in time as given graphically in Figure 3-20: 
 
Figure 3-20 - 3-phase supply waveform [27] 
then:     0)()()( 321 =++ tititi SSS      (3-10) [28] 
is valid at any instance (the currents are balanced). Equations for the line-to-neutral voltages of the 
stator circuit are: 
  )(111 tudt
diR SSSS =+
ψ  
  )(222 tudt
diR SSSS =+
ψ  
)(333 tudt
diR SSSS =+
ψ        (3-11) 
And this is illustrated in Figure 3-21 below that details the magnetic linkages and voltages of the stator 
and rotor circuits: 
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Figure 3-21 - Magnetic Linkages and voltages; Redrawn [28] 
From this circuit, it is also found that the line-neutral stator voltages of the symmetrical AC machine are 
also balanced: 
0)()()( 321 ≡++ tututu SSS      (3-12) 
The same can be said of the rotor winding, where the currents are also balanced, due to the assumed 
fictitious neutral point: 
0)()()( 321 ≡++ tititi RRR      (3-13) 
The voltage equations for the rotor circuit are: 
)(111 tudt
diR RRRR =+
ψ  
)(222 tudt
diR RRRR =+
ψ  
)(333 tudt
diR RRRR =+
ψ      (3-14) 
From the above equations, it was proven that for a symmetrical three-phase winding fed by a set of 
symmetrical three-phase currents, the electrical machine components are balanced. Therefore, faults 
in the electrical circuit of the AC motor that distort the symmetry of the stator or rotor windings will 
cause disturbances in the motor operation and the analysis of such disturbances forms part of the 
condition monitoring of electrical machines. 
 
 
 
The next chapter will cover the design and implementation of the experimental test rig in open loop 
configuration.  
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Chapter 4                
Design and practical implementation of the experimental 
test rig 
One of the key research contributions was to produce a test rig that can be used for simulating load 
conditions on an AC motor for the purposes of advancing research into motor diagnostics using the 
motor as a transducer. The test rig may also be used for other motor measurement tasks in the future. 
An important part of the test rig control system was to provide a reliable, easy-to-use rig that utilised 
the very latest in automation equipment available in the marketplace. 
 
All aspects of the design, specification and operation of the gearbox test rig at the University of 
Huddersfield are covered. The mechanical control elements of the test rig will be considered first, 
followed by how the test rig is to operate. This will then lead onto how the design of the electrical 
control system was implemented to fulfil the operation and design criteria of the test rig according to 
the users requirements. DC motor principles for the type of motor used on this test rig will be covered 
at the end of this section. 
 
4.1 Mechanical Test Rig Design 
The mechanical design of the test rig had been undertaken by the University of Huddersfield 
engineering department and was fully completed prior to Optima Control Solutions involvement. At this 
stage, there was no electrical control system present to operate the rig.  
The mechanical layout of the test rig is shown in Figure 4-1: 
Disk 
coupling
Bearing 
block
Bearing blocks 
used for 
measuring 
instruments
DC Motor AC Motor
2-stage 
Helical
Gearbox
 
Figure 4-1 - Block diagram of test rig design 
The AC motor will apply electromotive force to the test rig and be driven from an AC inverter. Directly 
coupled to the AC motor will be the two-stage gearbox that will have faults created in it for the 
purposes of detecting them via the AC motor current signals. Bearing stages in the middle of this test 
rig provide support for the line shaft from the coupling after the gearbox to the final coupling at the DC 
motor end. A DC motor will be used to vary the load on the AC Motor/Gearbox combination allowing 
varying loads to be applied on a faulty gear set for simulation of different load conditions. 
The actual test rig is detailed in Figure 4-2: 
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Figure 4-2 - Actual Gearbox Test Rig 
 
Details of the test rig components are given thus: 
AC Motor 
Manufacturer:   Invensys, Brook Crompton 
Motor model:  DA160MJ G 298659 
Full load torque: 71.5 Nm Rotor inertia (J): 0.068 kgm2 
Rating plate data: 
Power = 11 kW  Voltage = 380 – 415 V Speed = 1470 rpm  (for Y connection)     
Power = 12.7 kW Voltage = 440 – 480 V Speed = 1760 rpm (for  ∆  connection) 
Cos Ɵ =0.88 Phase: 3 T.Rise: 80 Class: F IP: 55 IC 411 YR 02 
The supply voltage at the University of Huddersfield is 415VAC 3-phase measured line-to-line. Reading 
from the motor nameplate data, the motor power will be 11kW with a no-load motor base speed of 
1470RPM. 
Motor Gearbox 
Radicon  IT TYPE: M07223.6BMCELA11.A ORDER No. 1008043 
INPUT KW: 11KW DB OIL GRADE: 6E   ASSEMBLY POSITION: 1A 
The gearbox is of a planetary type, consisting of two gear sets (or stages). The first – or primary – set 
has two gears and the final set consists of two gears as well. The specification of the two sets is shown 
in the Table 4-1. 
DC Motor (Generator) 
The information from the DC motor rating plate is given below: 
Size: SD 200XLC           No: G63801N Power: 85 kW  Speed:   1750 rpm 
Duty type:    S1   Ins Class:  F Armature V:460, A:200 Enclosure: IP22 
Excitation V: 360V, I: 4.7A Brgs   DE. 6314 N.D.E.6309         Mass:    48.2Kg 
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The unit is a shunt-wound DC motor, having a field supply that is completely separate from the 
armature circuit. There is no tachogenerator fitted to this motor. At the rear of the motor is a force-
ventilation cooling fan with a 415VAC supply rating of 4.2A. 
 
Table 4-1 - Gearbox Specification 
  Primary set PG0740.8/M07E Final set   M07-24.5B-C 
Reduction ratio  0.810344828 4.538461538 
No. of teeth  58/47 13/59 
Contact ratio  1.45 1.469 
Overlap ratio  2.89 1.289 
Helix angle  27 13 
Circular pitch at 
reference diameter 
Normal  3.927 6.283 
Transverse 4.407 6.448 
Circular pitch at running 
diameter 
Normal  3.942 6.292 
Transverse 4.428 6.485 
Circular pitch at base 
circle diameter 
Normal  3.69 5.904 
Transverse 4.08 6.041 
 
4.2 Test rig specification 
In order that the test rig will meet the operational requirements of the user, it is important at the outset 
to agree how the unit is to operate, and with what equipment. This is best achieved by creating a 
project specification document that can be reviewed by both end user and designer, where any 
changes to the design can be made before the design process begins. 
This section of the chapter will detail this initial specification and design process, with the next section 
covering the actual design itself in detail. The following control system elements were within the scope 
of the test rig design: 
− Generate a project specification, review and discuss, sign-off 
− Design the electrical control system 
− Produce electrical circuit diagrams 
− Configure and calibrate the AC drive system 
− Build the enclosure 
− Provide electrical installation of the enclosure to site equipment 
− Perform a full functional test of both hardware and software elements on-site 
An outline of the major sections within the project specification document are given here under 
separate headings: 
General operation requirements 
The key operational elements required of the test rig are: 
− Test rig must operate off a standard 3-phase 415VAC supply; 32A rated 
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− Must be able to drive a 4-pole asynchronous AC motor, of rating 415VAC at 11kW 
continuously 
− Must be capable of dissipating the power generated by the test rig DC motor under full-
load conditions 
− AC motor speed to be fully adjustable from 0Hz to 50Hz 
− DC motor load fully adjustable from 0% to 100%  
− Display of DC motor Field and Armature current must be provided 
− Display of AC motor speed must be provided 
− All operator controls to be conveniently mounted on the front of the enclosure 
Control equipment 
Requirements for the control equipment to be used in the test rig control system are: 
− Must use the latest industry-standard equipment  
− Equipment used must be readily available (no custom-designed equipment) 
− All equipment must meet the latest CE and Low-voltage directives 
− The unit must conform to relevant EMC requirements for use in the desired operating 
environment 
 
The preference of equipment manufacturers to be installed in the University (whether fitted to this test 
rig or not) is: 
Variable speed drive equipment: Eurotherm/Parker SSD Drives 
PLC: Siemens 
General control equipment: Allen-Bradley 
Circuit breakers / Protection: Allen-Bradley 
 
Safety circuit 
For any installation that is controlling industrial equipment, the relevant standards for safety-related 
parts of the control system must be adhered to. For this control system, the safety standard is EN954-
1. Because the test rig is completely guarded and there is no risk of operator injury during operation 
(no access to moving parts) a simple category 0 stop system will be employed. This is a coast-to-stop 
system and will be provided by the panel isolator that will completely remove all power from the 
equipment when switched off. 
4.3 Electrical Drive Specification 
The design of the electrical control system was contracted-out to Optima Control Solutions Limited 
after consultation with the relevant parties at the University. 
In order that the control system design meets the customers requirements, it is important to manage 
the project correctly, whilst ensuring that all operating criteria are met. Thus, the project specification 
provides the template for the control system design. If any changes are made to the design as the 
project progresses, then the specification document will be modified for approval by the end user. 
When designing any control system, the following factors must be taken into account when specifying 
the equipment to use: 
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− Suitability for task (power requirements, functionality, compatibility with other equipment) 
− Cost versus performance balance (do not over-specify equipment) 
− Manufacturer approved by end user 
− Meets all requirements of EMC, and low-voltage directives and CE marked if appropriate 
− Meets the project budget requirements 
In order to specify the equipment correctly, a more detailed analysis of the operation required of the 
test rig is necessary. 
The experimental test rig is to be an open loop system, utilising Start / Stop pushbuttons to control the 
inverter operation, with the system finding its own equilibrium state (see Figure 4-3). For the AC motor, 
the desired operating equilibrium may be the motor speed or angular position. When the mechanical 
load or supply voltage / frequency are changed, then the motor will find a new equilibrium state with 
different speed. The actual equilibrium state can be changed by forcing a change in the parameters 
over which the operator has control. The major elements of this system are given in the figure below: 
AC Motor
Gearbox 
(Mechanical 
Transmission)
Load
AC
AC
Inverter Powerresistors
Input from 
3-phase 
supply
Load 
setpoint
AC M
Speed 
setpoint Start PB Stop PB
Field
controller
DC
AC
 
Figure 4-3 - Block diagram of the experimental test rig 
 
The input signal from three-phase 415 VAC supply is sent to the inverter with a speed set point. This 
commands the AC squirrel-cage motor connected to the mechanical load (DC motor) through a 
gearbox (mechanical transmission). The DC motor is controlled by a DC drive connected to the field 
supply terminals and the energy generated from the DC motor is dumped to a resistor bank and 
dissipated as heat. A load setpoint will be fed into the DC drive for full adjustment of the mechanical 
load. 
Inverter 
As the equipment to be used must be to the current industry standard, an AC drive controller that 
utilises flux-vector PWM (Pulse Width Modulated) control will be specified. This then makes the test rig 
shown in Figure 4-3 a closed loop system, where the feedback loop comes from within the flux vector 
PWM drive itself (instead of an external encoder). For this reason there is a trend to refer to this as 
"Sensorless Vector" drive which operates as follows: 
− A mathematical "model" of the motor operating parameters is created and stored by the 
drive microprocessor 
− The microprocessor monitors the output current as the motor operates 
− Actual motor current is compared to the model and the microprocessor determines from 
experience what the different current effects mean in terms of the motor performance 
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− Microprocessor executes the necessary error corrections (like the closed loop vector drive) 
The only drawback is that the ability of the microprocessor to detect the subtle changes in 
electromagnetic field becomes more difficult as the motor gets slower. So the open loop vector drive is 
not reliable enough to use on cranes and hoists at zero speed, but can be used on the likes of this test 
rig where high performance at low speeds is not required. In any case, the motor to be used is not a 
force-ventilated type so cannot be run for long periods of time at low speeds otherwise the motor will 
overheat. 
The drive must accept the following inputs: 
− Speed setpoint 
− Start signal 
− Stop signal 
The drive must have the following outputs: 
− Scaled motor speed 
− Scaled motor torque 
− Scaled motor current 
DC controller 
The field controller (actually a DC Drive) will be responsible for maintaining a set field current to the DC 
motor from two phases of the incoming 3-phase supply. It must be capable of providing the required 
maximum motor field current continuously and must regulate the current accurately, to ensure a stable 
load setpoint on the test rig. 
The controller must accept the following inputs: 
− Load setpoint 
The controller must have the following outputs: 
− Scaled current output 
Power Resistors 
The power resistors must be capable of dissipating the energy output by the test rig on a continuous 
basis without overheating or degrading. Whilst it was more desirable to have the DC motor energy 
being regenerated to the mains supply, cost restrictions meant that the resistor bank was the only 
realistic option. 
4.4 Test Rig Panel Equipment 
Now the test rig basic design has been finalised, each of the major test rig control elements specified 
for this test rig will now be detailed, along with a description of their equipment operation. The 
theoretical aspects of AC inverter-driven motor systems has been covered in detail under section 3.  
Inverter - Parker 690+ AC 
The model of inverter chosen was a Parker 690+ AC Vector Drive. A 11kW drive was chosen for this 
application, as the test rig will not be operated with a motor greater than this rating in future. This model 
of drive was chosen due to the future performance upgrades that it offers and the ease to which these 
can be added-on at a later date. Also, the drive is fitted as standard with a host of programmable 
control blocks that can be used to perform a variety of tasks that may be useful in future test rig 
operations. Some of these blocks include: 
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− Two independent PID blocks 
− S-Ramp generator 
− Speed preset blocks 
− Logic blocks including AND, OR, NOT and timer functions 
The 690+ series is a single range of AC drives designed to meet the needs of all variable speed 
applications from simple single motor speed control through to the most complicated integrated multi 
drive systems. At the heart of the 690+ is a highly advanced, 32-bit microprocessor-based motor 
control algorithm, to which can be added a host of control options that allow the drive to be tailored to 
meet exacting application requirements. These include options such as: 
− Closed-loop encoder feedback 
− Phase-lock control 
− Industrial Fieldbus networks 
− HVAC (Heating, Ventilation And Control for building management) systems 
Three phase (380-500V) ratings are available from 0.37 to 355kW and single phase ratings (220-240V) 
from 0.37 to 2.2kW. 
The drive will be programmed to provide the following control functions that will be operated on a 
keypad fitted to the front of the control panel door: 
− Drive start 
− Drive stop 
− Speed setpoint adjustment from 0% to 100% speed (0 to 50Hz). 
Once installed, the inverter will be tuned to match the AC motor it is driving and performance optimised 
for the test rig. 
FULL TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION: 
Power Supply – 220-240VAC (±10%) single or three phase; 380- 460VAC (±10%) three phase; (500V 
option available); Ambient – Constant torque ratings – 0-45°C (40°C with IP40 cover); Quadratic torque 
ratings – 0-40°C (35°C with IP40 cover) Derate from above temperatures to 50°C. Max Altitude up to 
1000m ASL, derate 1% per 100m above 1000m; Overload – Constant torque ratings – 150% for 60 
seconds, 180% for 1 second; Quadratic torque ratings – 115% for 10 seconds; Output Frequency – 0-
480Hz Switching Frequency – Frame B 3,6 or 9kHz; Frame C, D, E and F 3 or 6kHz (all with audibly 
silent switching pattern) Dynamic Braking – Frame B and C standard; Frame D,E and F optional 
 
The function diagram for the 690+ AC Vector drive as used in this test rig is given in Figure 4-4: 
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Figure 4-4 - Functional Block Diagram – 690+ Inverter, Frame C [32] 
The drive processor uses an advanced 32-bit microprocessor-based motor control model and the 
operates as a 6-pulse PWM unit with a 3kHz switching frequency as standard. The features to be used 
on this test rig are briefly summarised below:  
Control Terminals 
These are used for supplying both analogue and digital signals to the processor. Digital signals will be 
used to indicate the status of the DC motor cooling fan and stop the AC drive should this develop a 
fault. 
Relay Terminals 
Three volt-free relay contacts are available to control auxiliary systems (2A maximum current rating). 
One output will be used to control the DC motor cooling fan whilst the AC drive is operating. 
6901 Operator Station Interface 
This facilitates connection of an external alpha-numeric display to the drive for operator control, 
engineer configuration and diagnostics. 
 
Technology option 
The technology option can be used to fit an optional motor encoder feedback module to the drive in 
order to facilitate operation in closed-loop vector mode. This may be required, in order to improve the 
performance of the test rig. 
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Operating modes of the inverter are as follows: 
Open-loop (volts/frequency) control 
The simple volts/frequency control mode of the 690+ drive takes the form of a speed reference 
command from an external source and varies both voltage and frequency applied to the motor. 
Additionally, the 690+ drive has a “slip compensation” block which helps to improve the speed control 
under varying load conditions by altering the frequency reference when the load changes to keep the 
actual motor speed close to the desired speed. 
To summarise, this mode is ideal for basic motor speed control, or multiple motors driven in parallel. 
Sensorless flux-vector control 
High starting torque and tight speed regulation is provided by a sophisticated MRAS (Model Reference 
Adaptive System) motor control strategy. MRAS provides accurate speed simulation (without the need 
for any speed measuring transducer) by continually modelling the motor. There exist a number of 
different model reference adaptive control techniques such as parallel model, series model, direct 
model and indirect model. 
To summarise, this mode provides for better speed regulation than Volts/frequency but without the 
additional expense of a motor feedback device. 
− Conducted emissions for all environments (domestic and industrial) 
Closed-loop vector control 
Full closed-loop flux vector performance can be achieved with the 690+ drive by simply adding an 
encoder feedback ‘technology box’. This mode provides 100% continuous full load standstill torque 
plus a highly dynamic speed loop (up to 45 Hz bandwidth) that is more than sufficient for the most 
demanding of applications. 
Inverter drive filter 
For EMC (Electro-Magnetic Compatibility) purposes under EU regulation EN 61800-3, a filter is 
required for the inverter drive. Under EMC regulations, there are two emissions classes for electrical 
equipment, depending on the environment they are operating in. The environment for this equipment is 
non-residential so is class B (class A is residential). 
The purpose of the filter is to protect other equipment operating in the same environment against 
potentially harmful conducted and radiated emissions. When fitted with this filter, the Inverter drive 
frame C (11kW) complies with: 
− Radiated emissions for the “First Environment Restricted Distribution” 
From the regulations, “First Environment Restricted Distribution” defines a mode of sales distribution in 
which the manufacturer (Parker SSD in this case) restricts the supply of equipment to suppliers, 
customers or users who separately or jointly have technical competence in the EMC requirements of 
the application of drives. This ensures that the equipment is put into service by competent personnel or 
companies and incorporated into the operating environment correctly. The “First Environment” is a 
location that can include domestic premises. It also includes establishments directly connected without 
intermediate transformer to a low-voltage power supply network which supplies buildings used for 
domestic purposes. The test lab at the University of Huddersfield shares its supply transformer with 
other rooms within the Technology campus and is therefore a “First Environment” location. The 
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majority of these rooms contain sensitive computing and instrumentation equipment so the emissions 
regulations are extremely important in ensuring that operation of the test rig does not unduly affect 
other users of equipment within the facility. 
Compliance with EMC is not just about choosing the correct equipment – good design practise is 
essential. For example, in the design of the test rig, it will be stipulated that the AC motor must be 
wired in screened cable, be terminated using the correct EMC glands at the motor and the cable 
screen run uninterrupted back to the inverter. This essentially provides a “Faraday Cage” where the 
motor case, cable shield and drive cabinet all protect against harmful radiated emissions from the AC 
inverter drive. 
Inside the control cabinet, low-voltage signal cables will be routed away from high-energy voltage 
cables and sensitive components separated from those that provide a source of radiated emissions. 
DC Drive – Sprint 3200i DC 2Q 
On the test rig used for measurements, the DC motor that provides the load to the AC motor will not be 
controlled from a DC drive. Instead, the motor will convert the energy generated by the loading to heat 
in a resistor bank. The field current of the DC motor will be controlled by a simple DC drive connected 
to two supply phases and configured to supply a current that will be pre-set by a potentiometer. This 
will allow the test rig to provide from 0 to 100% load on the AC motor. The circuit will be as shown in 
Figure 4-5: 
M
Field
A+
A-
L
L2/N
+10 I/P MIN
2-phase
supply IN 
Field current 
setpoint
DC Thyristor drive 
module
DC Motor
DC Fuse Power 
Resistor
bank
 
Figure 4-5 - DC load motor diagram on the test rig 
The DC motor field controller is a DC thyristor drive that uses closed-loop control of the output current 
and feedback voltage to give precise control of the motor field. The drive is operated in a current-
controller mode (conventionally if the drive was controlling a DC motor armature, it would be in speed 
control mode) with the demand signal being supplied from a potentiometer that will be mounted on the 
control panel front. 
Because a DC motor exhibits a near-linear relationship between field current and armature current 
when used in this manner, if the motor field current is varied, then the motor load onto the AC motor 
will vary in proportion to this. The principles of the DC shunt machine will be covered in more detail 
later in this section. 
This controller was chosen because it provides the closest field current match at 8A (the test rig motor 
requires 4.7A) so is cost-effective in terms of the “amperes rating : pounds cost” ratio. It is also a 
proven-unit and commonly used on low-cost DC drive systems in industry. 
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The controller also has an analogue output that can be used to indicate how much current the unit is 
outputting to the DC motor field. This is a buffered signal so is safe to connect to an external meter. In 
this case, a 0-10VDC meter will be scaled to read from 0 to 5A on the test rig panel to indicate to the 
operator how much field current they have chosen. 
Once installed, the unit will be calibrated to match the field current required. 
DC Motor Power Resistors 
The size of the DC motor resistor bank was matched to that of the DC motor, should this motor/resistor 
bank combination be used on a test rig of a higher power rating. 
The current rating of the resistor bank is 200A at 250VDC. This voltage rating is adequate for this test 
rig, as the AC motor is running at 1750RPM and the gearbox ratio is 3.675:1 approx., giving a final 
drive maximum speed of: 476RPM. As the DC motor output voltage is proportional to speed, at 
maximum field voltage, the output voltage at 476RPM will be: 127470
1750
476
=




 × V. 
A diagram courtesy of Electrohm Limited showing a view of the resistor bank with covers removed is 
shown in Figure 4-6:  
 
Figure 4-6 - Resistor bank view [34] 
The schematic circuit given in Figure 4-7, courtesy of Electrohm Limited shows the connections made 
to each resistor section. For this application, all resistor sections will be left in-circuit. 
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Figure 4-7 - Resistor bank internal wiring schematic [34] 
Miniature circuit breaker – Inverter protection 
It is important to protect the input stage of the drive against faults or surges in the power supply lines. 
This can be done by the use of fuses, or more commonly now in the form of 3-pole circuit breakers due 
to their low cost and ease of resetting. The unit chosen for this was an Allen-Bradley 3-pole 32A D-
type, model 1492-SP. In case of short circuit or thermal overload, these devices are designed to 
protect equipment, systems and cables by quick disconnection. The Allen-Bradley units allow 10 to 20 
times less let-through energy than conventional circuit breakers, resulting in less wire heating and 
minimizing damage to downstream components. 
Other features of the 1492 range are: 
− True IP2X finger safe design 
− A positively trip-free mechanism (breaker operation cannot be defeated by holding the 
handle in the ON position) 
− Time delay (D characteristic) for high inrush currents during inductive start-ups such as 
transformers and power supplies 
Power Supplies: Switched Mode 
Manufacturer: Allen-Bradley 
The 1606-XLP Compact Power Supply was chosen due to its compact size as panel space is at a 
premium in the test rig enclosure. These devices are equipped with many of the same features and 
certifications as the XL devices, and support low-power applications. This power supply provides a 
cost-effective way to save space while delivering safe and reliable power. 
− Rated outputs between 15…100 W (0.6…4.2 A at 24V DC) 
− Multiple output voltages available 
− Multiple single and three-phase inputs available for global applications 
− Smaller, cost-effective solution for low power applications 
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Allen Bradley 140M-C2E-B63 Starter Motor Protector: 
This is a 3-pole, 575 Volt Max. Motor Protector with an adjustable current range of 4-6.3A. It is used to 
protect the DC motor cooling fan motor against stalling and overcurrent conditions. There is an 
auxiliary contact fitted to this device that will stop the test rig from operating should the cooling fan trip. 
This will protect against damage to the DC motor caused by thermal effects. The specification of this 
device is detailed below: 
– Isolator Module for Motor Protection Circuit Breakers 
– Isolates the load for highest safety of equipment and staff 
– Prevents unauthorized reconnection of power 
– Padlock capability 
– Ideal for preventive maintenance / plant shut downs 
– Permits testing of circuit breakers and auxiliaries while disconnected 
Motor Starter, Allen Bradley 100-C09*10: 
This is the motor starter (referred to also as a contactor) used to operate the DC motor 3-phase 
cooling fan. Features of this unit are: 
− AC and DC coil control 
− Common accessories with other 100-C contactors 
− IP2X finger protection 
− Provisions for adding two conductors per terminal 
− Meets IEC, CE, UL, and CSA standard requirements 
Routeco Transformer 
The transformer rating is calculated according to the load requirements of the equipment contained in 
the control panel. A transformer is required to bring the line-to-line voltage of 415VAC down to 110VAC 
for use by components such as the 24VDC power supply and DC motor cooling fan contactor. Total 
rating of the AC components was calculated as shown in Table 4-2: 
Table 4-2 - Control transformer sizing 
Qty Unit current (A) Total (A)
Motor contactor 1 0.0636 0.0636
Power Supply 1 0.609 0.609
Cubicle Cooling Fans 2 0.32 0.64
Control relay 1 0.0909 0.0909
Total current 1.4035 A
TX output voltage 110 154.385 VA  
A 200VA transformer unit was chosen for this application. 
 
DC Motor armature current transformer 
In order to give indication to the operator of the rig how much armature current the DC motor is 
dissipating into the resistor bank, a current transformer will be fitted into one leg of the DC motor 
armature connections. This will convert the 0 – 200A current into a 0-10VDC signal that can be fed into 
an indicator on the panel. The specification of the current transformer was chosen so that the range 
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can be changed by altering jumpers on the unit to give more resolution if the full range of measured 
current is not used. 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION: 
Manufacturer: LEM  Type:   DC Current transformer 
Part #:  DK200-B10    
Power supply: 24VDC  Output signal: 0 – 10VDC 
Jumper range: Normal -  100A 
  Mid -  150A 
  High -  200A 
The setting was left on HIGH, to utilise the full range of the current transformer and to match the panel 
meter scaling that will indicate 200A with a 10V supply input . If better resolution is required at a later 
date, then a new panel meter with a lower scaling will need to be ordered instead. 
DC Motor protection 
Because the DC motor is acting as a generator, circuit protection in the armature circuit must be 
provided. This is to protect against severe damage both to the DC motor and potentially personnel 
working close by should the resistor bank short-circuit or develop a fault.  
The type of fuse chosen for this purpose is a high-speed semiconductor fuse that has a fast-acting 
rupture time. These are commonly used in DC drive applications to protect the semiconductor devices 
in the drive, but their use here will ensure a fast disconnection of fault current with a potential clearing 
current of 22kA at 700V (the clearing current will be much higher for our lower-voltage motor) so we 
can be sure of safe and reliable fault disconnection. 
Type:   FWP-200A Description: Fuse link DC 200A 
Manufacturer: Cooper Bussmann 
Fuse carrier: BH1133 
4.5 Test Rig Panel 
The finished test rig panel is detailed in this section, along with a full description of the controls and 
photographs of the finished rig. The schematic diagrams are to be found under Appendix D. 
The front of the test rig panel is shown in Figure 4-8, with the control elements indicated: 
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Figure 4-8 - Test rig control panel front 
A brief description of the control panel functions is given in Table 4-3 below: 
Table 4-3 - Control panel functions 
Armature current Indicates DC motor armature Amperes; Range: 0 to 200A max. 
This indication is taken from the DC motor current transformer 
output. 
Load control Used to control DC motor field current from 0% to 100%. 
This potentiometer is fed directly into the DC Field Controller 
Field Current Indicates DC motor field current; Range: 0 to 5.0A max. 
This output is fed from the buffered output of the DC field 
controller 
Switch On/Off Speed Control 
(Local Control Keys) 
Pushbuttons control AC Drive Start/Stop 
Red (Stop); Green (Start) 
This keypad is connected to the inverter drive by the use of a 
serial communications lead. The keypad normally resides on the 
drive front, but an optional remote panel-mount kit was chosen 
to mount the keypad on the test rig panel front. 
Programming keys These are Used to access AC inverter drive parameters; 
Under normal operating conditions, the keypad is used to 
increase or decrease the motor set speed. 
If desired, an engineer mode can be selected to modify 
parameters such as speed loop tuning, ramp times, etc. 
 
The internal design of the test rig control cabinet is shown in the Figure 4-9. 
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Figure 4-9 - Test rig control panel interior 
All of the elements described previously are shown above. Room has been deliberately left to allow for 
other components to be installed in future. This is standard practise when building control system 
panels and typically, 20% free space should be left in any control panel for future use. 
4.6 External Test Rig Equipment 
This section describes in greater detail, any existing equipment that is outside of the scope of the test 
rig design (excluding the AC motor that was detailed in Chapter 3).  
Mechanical Transmission – Gearbox Set 
The need for combined motor gearboxes on an AC machines has been driven by machinery designers 
and end users who require a convenient, compact design that comes as a complete package without 
the need for additional mechanical components between motor and gearbox. The requirement to drive 
low-speed loads that require a high-torque has also been a factor, because at any given power, torque 
in an AC motor is inversely proportional to speed. High-torque, low-speed motors exist, but these are 
usually confined to DC machines as their AC equivalents run at a much lower power factor and 
generate much more heat than the high-speed motors. It is now considered more efficient to use step-
down gearboxes for driving lower-speed loads at higher torque values. 
Most motors now come with a motor-gearbox combination as an option that saves having to couple the 
motor up to a gearbox supplied separately. The motor is usually flange-mounted and mates directly to 
the gearbox front flange plate. One of the industry leaders in motor-gearbox combinations is SEW 
Eurodrive. 
A cut-away view of a helical motor gearbox combination – similar to the type used on the test rig – is 
shown in Figure 4-10: 
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Figure 4-10 - View of Helical Geared motor [35] 
Gearbox efficiencies 
Most motor gearboxes can achieve up to 98% efficiency, with this increasing as the rated power output 
of the unit increases. Because of this, the motor gearbox can usually be kept at the desired operating 
temperature by natural convection cooling.  
If we wished to size a motor up to drive a gearbox load, then account of service factors and gearbox 
efficiency should be included. The service factor for the gearbox used on the test rig is 1.18 according 
to the David Brown catalogue (see page extract below): 
 
Figure 4-11 - Service factor table from David Brown Catalogue (page 65) [36] 
If we wished to size a motor up for driving a load rated at 1000W using a helical in-line gearbox, we 
assume 98% efficiency for the gearbox as manufacturers rarely state their gearbox efficiencies (the 
Siemens web-site does not declare any motor gearbox efficiencies for it’s equipment). Pm = Motor 
power required; Pl = Load power required; 
W1020
0.98
11000  effPP lm =




•=•=    (4-1)   
As a rule-of-thumb, motors should be rated at 10% over the input power of the gearbox to allow for 
factors such as site conditions and mechanical wear. Therefore, 1020W motor power then becomes: 
1122W. 
We can now calculate the total power required to drive the load by multiplying this figure by the service 
factor provided by the gearbox manufacturer, giving: 
W15704.11122Pm =•=     (4-2)   
By taking into account all of the above factors, the designer can be assured that any expected transient 
loads to the gearbox are allowed for and that the motor will adequately drive the load for the duration of 
the gearbox’s intended service life. Other service factors can apply for different load types and these 
are readily available. 
Motor output torque and inertia 
As torque is inversely proportional to speed, the torque requirement of the motor reflected back 
through the gearbox is determined by the gearbox ratio. The following equation shows this: 
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TT       (4-3) 
Where: Tm = Motor torque arising mechanically (Nm); Tl = Load torque; Nl = Load Speed; Nm = Motor 
Speed. 
 
For example, if a load required 563Nm of torque and the input to output speed ratio was 1456:182RPM 
(assume that the driving motor is a 415VAC 4-pole motor with base speed of 1456RPM driving the 
load through an 8:1 ratio gearbox), the required motor torque would be: 
Nm37.70
1456
182563Tm =




=      (4-4) 
Because the speed ratio is fixed, any losses due to friction or otherwise will result in a loss of final 
output torque at the gearbox shaft. If the gearbox efficiency is taken into account, then equation 4-3 
becomes: 

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Where: gη = gearbox per unit efficiency 
 
For acceleration and deceleration, the inertia of the system needs to be considered. The inertia of the 
load is reflected back to the motor and determined by the gearbox input and output speeds: Jlr = Load 
inertia referred to motor; Jl = Load inertia; 
2
m
I
Ilr N
NJJ 
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=        (4-6) 
DC Shunt Motor 
The DC shunt motor will be acting as a generator in this application. To understand how the motor is to 
operate in this test rig, it is important to have a knowledge of how the machine operates and what the 
expected behaviour of the DC motor is likely to be. 
DC motors are amongst the earliest of motor types. Their main advantage is to be able to be battery-
powered and run at a variable speed easily by simply varying the DC supply voltage to the motor 
armature. The main disadvantage with DC machines is the need to have a commutator in order to 
generate current within the rotor windings. The main period of DC use was when supplies were 
predominantly DC, but since then their use has become the first choice in railway traction applications, 
on-board ships and for battery-powered vehicles. 
As with an AC motor, the DC motor comprises stator and rotor parts. Unlike an AC motor, however the 
DC shunt-type motor is made up of two distinctly separate electrical circuits. The stator windings 
(referred to as the Field) provide the magnetising current for the motor. These field windings generate 
lines of magnetic flux that flow around the blue shaded area of Figure 4-12 – the stator. Where there is 
a small air gap between the armature and stator, the magnetic field remains as strong as it is through 
the field core and the lines of magnetic flux cut through the armature windings. The field circuit is low-
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current with many coil turns generating the magnetic field and the field current only increases slightly 
with a large increases in DC motor power. 
 
 
Figure 4-12 - Cut-away view showing DC motor field/armature circuit; Re-drawn by ML [24] 
The rotor windings (referred to as the Armature) provide the motoring power of the DC machine and is 
a high-current circuit. In order to transfer voltage to the rotor, the DC machine relies on slip rings and 
brushes. The rotor circuit current increases proportionally with motor power – these two parameters 
being directly related. A circuit diagram for the DC shunt machine is given in Figure 4-13: 
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Figure 4-13 - Shunt-type DC motor as used on test rig 
In a shunt motor, the field coils are connected in parallel with the armature coil. Compared to other 
types of DC motor, shunt-wound motors generate the least torque for a given current, but their 
advantage is that the speed varies very little with load. They will not run away under no-load conditions, 
but may if the field windings fail. Their use is found in constant-speed applications with varying load, 
such as: 
− Extruders 
− Machine line-shafts 
− Constant-torque applications where good speed regulation is required 
In a control system where the armature voltage is varied to control speed, the speed is almost directly 
proportional to the voltage applied. A shunt motor also has the advantage of a near-linear torque-to-
current curve up to the motor’s base speed. Figure 4-14 on the next page illustrates this. 
As can be seen from Figure 4-14, motor speed is proportional to armature voltage up until the motor 
base speed (the speed available at maximum armature voltage). If the motor speed is desired to be 
increased above base speed then the field must be weakened. This can be done by reducing the field 
current, whereupon the motor speed will increase linearly (speed is approximately inversely 
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proportional to field current). Above the base speed point, the armature current and voltage remain at 
the maximum values. In addition, once above base speed, the torque available from the armature 
drops off linearly with the increase in speed.  
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Figure 4-14 - DC Shunt motor speed, torque, voltage relationships 
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Shunt-wound machine as motor
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Shunt machine equations: 
 
Figure 4-15 - Shunt wound machine circuit 
For the shunt machine shown in Figure 4-5, the relationship between armature voltage and current is 
given by the equation below: 
aaaa RIEV +=      (4-7) 
Where: Va = Applied voltage; Ea = voltage generated by rotation of armature in the field; Ia = armature 
current; Ra = armature resistance. 
The IR part of the equation takes into account the losses in the armature circuit caused by resistance 
of coils and brush-gear, although this is usually small, so Ea is approximately equal to Va. 
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If Equation 4-7 is multiplied by armature current, then a power balance equation for a DC machine is 
formed: 
a
2
aaaa RIEIIV +=      (4-8) 
Then, the mechanical power aIE •  can be equated to torque times speed product: 
meT ω•  gives: aa
m
e IkI
ET •=•





= φω
     (4-9) 
Where: φk =Flux factor; generated volts per radian/sec. or torque per ampere 
Any losses caused by resistance in the armature circuit become more apparent. DC motor I2R losses 
can often be significant in larger DC machines and these usually have to be taken into account when 
calibrating a DC motor drive. 
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Electromechanical relationship 
The armature current which will be drawn from the supply to drive a particular mechanical load, with V 
and R known can be calculated using the following equation. The smaller value that results from this 
equation is the one required. 
     (4-10) 
Where: ω m= Mechanical angular rotation velocity (2πn rad/s); Tm = mechanical torque (Newtons) 
When re-arranged, this equation will be useful in translating motor armature current into effective 
motor torque produced. 
A steady-state diagram for a DC machine when operating either as a motor or generator is given in 
Figure 4-16 below: 
  
Figure 4-16 - Power flow for Motor  / Generator [25] 
The equation for a mechanical source losscoupling TTTT me +== , analogous to RIVE += if the DC 
machine was motoring. Mechanical losses are replaced by IR losses in the armature circuit if the 
machine was motoring. 
Magnetisation characteristic:  ( ) ( )fmsaf IfpzIIfk ≈•





== φ
πφ
,    (4-11) 
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Electromechanical relationship:     aVe IkT •= φ    (4-12) 
So, the torque value, eT  is proportional to the armature current and is linear. If the torque/speed curve 
of the motor is available, given the known speed mω  then the corresponding value of mT can be read 
off the curve. 
The implications of the DC motor behaviour when applied to operation in the test rig must be fully 
understood. From Figure 4-14, it can be stated that motor armature current is directly proportional to 
field current and behaves in a near-linear manner up to the field-weakening range. As we will not run 
into this ‘field-weakened’ range with the test rig in its current configuration (the maximum speed of 
1750RPM on the DC motor rating plate will not be exceeded), if the motor field current is varied, then 
the motor load onto the AC motor will vary in proportion to this. 
This test rig DC motor controller will keep the DC motor field in current control, so the voltage will be 
regulated in order to achieve the required field current. This is a field control method commonly used in 
high-performance DC drives, because in practise it achieves a constant field flux strength regardless of 
motor temperature and the resultant change in field resistance. If the field were purely in voltage 
control mode, then there would be higher flux generated at lower motor temperatures and lower flux at 
higher temperatures. 
 
Wiring diagrams for the rig are given under Appendix D and commissioning tests used to verify the 
correct functioning of the test rig to specification are contained in Appendix C for those interested in 
how the operation of the rig was validated. 
 
 
 
The next chapter describes how the open-loop configuration for the test rig is changed to a closed-loop 
configuration in order to improve the performance of the practical test rig. 
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Chapter 5              
Improvement of experimental test rig performance by 
changing its configuration 
 
Because test results obtained with the original test rig design did not provide the consistency and 
repeatability of test criteria required, the test rig was to become fully automated and programmable to 
satisfy the strict test conditions required. This chapter firstly describes the design modifications and 
equipment required in order to fully automate the test rig. The equipment used is conveyed next, 
followed by the commissioning and test of the automation system.  
 
As applications for AC drives have advanced, it is necessary to provide test equipment that is capable 
of emulating the high-performance end of AC vector drives. Upgrading of the AC inverter drive from 
Sensorless Vector to full Closed-Loop vector control by the addition of an incremental motor encoder 
gives the performance upgrade required. The details of this upgrade are described herein. 
 
5.1 Test Rig Modifications – Automation 
It is necessary to clearly define what the requirements of the new test rig automation system will be so 
that there is a good understanding of what system will be installed in the test rig panel. This will allow 
individuals from various backgrounds (mechanical or electrical) to make useful and informed 
comments or alterations to the specification. 
The modifications required to the test rig are necessary in order to allow a repeatable, deterministic 
series of tests to be undertaken in order to keep the motor speed and load profile identical through 
each test run. Each test run will allow faults to be introduced into the mechanical or electrical system 
whilst keeping the test condition parameters exactly the same from one test run to another. 
At present, the test rig relies on a manual speed setpoint and load setting. This cannot be repeated 
accurately enough from run to run, so automation of the fundamental test rig control signals is 
required. These signals are: 
− AC motor speed setting 
− DC motor load setting 
For each of the signals above, a step sequence will be generated that can be set to run for any amount 
of time, with any value for speed or load to be set. The following parameters can be entered for each 
step: 
− Step sequence start value (Speed or load setting; 0% to 100%) 
− Step sequence end value (Speed or load setting; 0% to 100%) 
− Step ramp time (In seconds – defines the time taken to reach the next speed or load 
setpoint) 
− Step sequence holding time (In seconds – This is the amount of time each sequence step 
will be held before the next step is run) 
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For setting-up the test rig and programming the step sequence values, an operator screen will be 
provided. This will replace the existing start/stop pushbuttons on the drive operating keypad and the 
load setting potentiometer. However, these will be physically retained on the control panel as the drive 
keypad in particular allows detailed AC drive diagnostic data to be displayed. 
These modifications will allow tests to be run without the continuous supervision by an operator. Figure 
5-1 details how the sequence might run in an easy-to-interpret manner.  
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Figure 5-1 - Speed and load step operation 
The step sequences for speed and load will be separated. This will allow for independent variation of 
load or speed. The sequences will initially be developed to either provide ‘step’ or ramped’ changes in 
load or speed. To demonstrate the operation, some of the conditions in Figure 5-1 are described: 
 
a) Seq. 1 start value to Seq. 1 end value (in blue) is a ramped speed setpoint change from 
0% at the start of Step 1 of the sequence to just over 30% at the end of the sequence, the 
duration of the sequence being determined by the ’Speed step Sequence Time’ value. 
Step 2 then takes over and runs at this speed until Step 3, whereupon the setpoint is given 
a step change up to just over 80% speed. 
b) Seq. 1 start value for the load is over 50%, which is maintained for the duration of ‘Load 
Step Sequence Time’. At Step 2, the load setting is ramped to just over 80% setpoint and 
then at Step 3, this value is maintained. 
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Possible future developments of the test rig software could include: 
− Additional algorithms written to perform curved load or speed demands rather than the 
straight line ramps shown in the diagram. These can be developed at a later date once the 
initial test measurements have been started. 
− An external input could be used to modulate the load demand on the test rig. This could be 
a 0-10VDC signal provided by a signal generator to simulate a cyclic load, such as that 
from a compressor. 
5.1.1 Equipment used to automate the test rig - PLC 
A PLC was chosen as the most appropriate method of automating the test rig. The PLC operation is 
described under this section, with a view to proving why this was the most appropriate choice.  
A PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) is a device that was originally developed to replace traditional 
hard-wired relay logic for machine control. As machines became more complex, the task of controlling 
these through relay logic started to become onerous and when faults occurred, they were very difficult 
to trace. In addition, modifying the control operation slightly could require many days work of re-wiring 
and testing again. 
Now, instead of physically wiring relay contacts together to relay coil, all of the “wiring” is now done 
internally in software. The relay coil in this case is now an output from the PLC. 
Figure 5-2below shows how “Key 1” and “Key 2” would be wired in an electrical circuit and Figure 5-3 
shows how this circuit would look in a real PLC program. As can be seen, there is not much difference 
and basic machine functions are relatively easy to program in a PLC. 
Green
Light
Key 1
Key 2
+24V
0V  
Figure 5-2 - Simple hard-wired control circuit using two switches 
 
Figure 5-3 - Hard-wired control circuit shown in PLC software 
Figure 5-4 illustrates the basic building blocks of a PLC in block-diagram form. The elements of this 
are described on the following page: 
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Figure 5-4 - Simple PLC block diagram 
Processor unit - The processor unit houses the main PLC processor, memory expansion card slots (if 
available), back-up memory (battery or flash EEPROM). The processor has a high-speed 
communication bus system that is used to talk to the various expansion modules. Some of the possible 
expansion modules are detailed below. 
 Input modules - Input modules can take various types of inputs, ranging from digital (24VDC, 
110/240VAC), to analogue (0-10VDC, 4-20 mA). As the input signals are high-voltage, the modules 
protect the processor by isolating the high-voltage input signals from the low-voltage ones used by the 
processor. Damaging an input module with over-voltage will not damage the processor.  
The function of these modules is to convert and process the input signals so that the processor can 
read and interpret the values so they can be used by the program. 
Output modules - Output modules are designed to allow the signals from the PLC program to be 
output in a form that can be used to control equipment or signal to users what is happening within the 
PLC program. Without output modules, a PLC would simply be a processor of information with no 
means of outputting this to the real-world. Output signals can be in the form of digital (24VDC, 
110/240VAC), or analogue voltage/current (0-10VDC, 4-20 mA). 
Figure 5-5 is included to show how the units shown in Figure 5-4 are represented in physical hardware 
and descriptions of each element follow. 
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Figure 5-5 - PLC Hardware rack block diagram 
PLC Rack -  A PLC rack can vary in design from one manufacturer to another but always follows 
the same basic design principles. A rack can be ordered with a  number of free ‘slots’ according to how 
many add-on PLC modules are required. The larger an application (and therefore PLC program) then 
the more ‘slots’ can be specified. A maximum number is usually 17 but additional racks can be added 
to a PLC application if all of the slots become used up. The number of additional racks can be anything 
up to an additional 9 for a Siemens PLC system. The rack shown in Figure 5-5 has a total of 8 slots. 
PLC Rack Slots - With the exception of slots 1 and 2, any module type can be plugged into any slot of 
the rack. Slot 1 is always reserved for the PLC power supply, slot 2 is reserved for the PLC processor. 
PLC Rack BUS connections - Each rack slot provides a BUS connection to the rack chassis 
backplane that each module plugs into. Alternatively, a ribbon cable may be used to connect modules 
together that provides the same function as the rack BUS. 
PLC Rack data BUS - The data BUS is a parallel communications network that allows the PLC to 
communicate with the modules connected into the rack for the purposes of retrieving input data from 
input modules or outputting data to output modules. 
PLC Slot designations - Any PLC slot from 3 upwards can be used to house any module type (input, 
output, analogue or digital) except for slots 1 and 2 which have their own dedicated function. 
Slot 1: The power supply is always located in slot 1 of the rack. The power supply takes an industrial-
standard control voltage of either 110VAC or 24VDC and converts this to the voltages required by the 
PLC and all of the expansion modules. Typically 1.2V, 3.3V,+5V and 24V power supply lines are 
supplied to the rack BUS for an Allen-Bradley PLC system, other manufacturers can differ. 
Slot 2: The PLC Processor occupies slot 2 and controls the data bus. In addition to reading inputs and 
writing outputs to modules, the PLC is also responsible for retrieving diagnostic data from faulty 
modules and signalling this to the main PLC program. 
5.1.2 Example PLC Program operation 
Figure 5-6 shows a typical PLC program operation: 
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Figure 5-6 - PLC Program operation 
Inputs are read into the PII ‘process image input’ table so that during the PLC process scan, each input 
remains constant for the entire scan even if it does actually change state whilst the program is being 
executed. This allows for consistent and predictable program behaviour. 
Modern PLC’s have come much further than just replacing relay logic. They are now as fast as many 
home computers in performing mathematical calculations for operations such as PID control loops and 
other custom-written mathematical control functions. 
The additional features of modern PLC’s does not detract from their main function – that of machine 
control with regular, synchronised process functions. Unlike a PC that ‘multi-tasks’ and processes 
commands asynchronously and with no guarantee of execution time, a PLC is designed to allow 
functions to be processed at a set frequency. 
 
5.1.3 Test Rig PLC and operator screen 
The test rig PLC chosen was a Siemens S7-222 PLC, order code 6ES7212-1AB23-0XB0 and is shown  
in Figure 5-7. The reason for this choice was: 
− Cost effective, but powerful with up to 4kbytes of programming memory 
− 8 Digital Inputs, 6 Digital Outputs included as standard 
− Expandable with up to 3 additional modules for analogue/digital inputs/outputs 
− Communicates to Siemens Touch-screen via PPI network 
− PLC has already been used by University of Huddersfield previously and programming 
software exists for this 
The PLC would be expanded with the following additional cards in order to provide the analogue 
control signals required to drive the test rig: 
− 4-way analogue input module 
− 2-way analogue output module 
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Figure 5-7 - S7-222 PLC [37] 
Operator touch-screen 
Siemens manufacture a touch-screen that is designed to communicate with the S7-200 PLC over the 
PPI network. The screen is programmed using Siemens WinCC Flexible Micro 2008 software. This 
software allows the user to freely program a number of operator screens that can contain input/output 
values, pushbuttons, text lists, graphics, trending displays. All of the values used by the screen are 
programmed and referenced to the internal variables in the PLC. Communication to the PLC is 
established by setting the correct communication protocol, baud rates and individual addresses for 
each device. 
The model of the touch-screen is TP177 Micro and this is shown in Figure 5-8: 
 
Figure 5-8 - TP177 Micro Touch-screen [38] 
PLC communication to / from screen 
The network that the S7-200 PLC communicates to the touch screen is a PPI (a Siemens term). PPI is 
a master-slave protocol: the master devices send requests to the slave devices, and the slave devices 
respond. A typical PPI network is illustrated in Figure 5-9: 
 
Figure 5-9 - Typical PPI network [37] 
The HMI (Touch-screen) operates as master on the test rig PPI network – it gives the read/write 
instructions to the PLC. When the Laptop is connected to the network, it is also a master, but the 
network supports multiple masters and communication is shared between the two devices  (Laptop 
and HMI). In this configuration, all devices are given a unique network address (the maximum number 
of devices on the network is 32). 
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PLC Programming software 
Siemens Step 7 MicroWIN 32 is used to create the PLC program used by the test rig and an overview 
of the software is given in Figure 5-10 below: 
 
Figure 5-10 - Step 7 MicroWIN programming software 
Programming can be done in: 
− STL (Structured Text Language). This text-based concept is very similar to assembly 
language programming 
− LAD (LADder diagram format). This displays the program as a graphical representation 
similar to electrical wiring diagrams 
 
5.1.4 Test rig PLC control strategy 
This section will detail how the PLC will be incorporated into the existing test rig and how the program 
will operate in a block-diagram format.  This is given in Figure 5-11. 
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Figure 5-11 - Test Rig PLC design philosophy 
From studying the diagram, the PLC block contains on the left-hand side, the program sequence steps 
(the first 1 – 5 are shown) with two outputs being fed to a ramp generator. Each step sequence has a 
time delay associated with it. When the time delay has expired, the PLC program will move onto the 
next step. A step-change of input will be fed into the ramp generator and this will provide an output that 
changes at a rate determined by the ramp time from the old value to the new step-change value. 
A touch-screen will be provided to enter test rig operating data, rather than entering it step-by-step 
using the PLC programming tools and this will be situated on the control panel door. The screen allows 
the test rig to be operated by non PLC-literate engineers. 
Further information on how the PLC program is structured and software state diagrams to describe 
how each sequence operates is given under Appendix B. 
The test rig modifications for the PLC are detailed in Appendix A. 
 
5.2 Test Rig Modifications – Closed-loop operation 
To upgrade the 690+ Vector drive to full closed-loop operation, an encoder ‘Technology Box’ as termed 
by Parker SSD Drives would be fitted to the existing inverter. As part of this upgrade, an encoder would 
be fitted to the motor for speed feedback purposes and connected into the inverter drive. Closed-loop 
encoder control allows the motor torque and speed to be more finely controlled with speed holding of 
typically +/-0.1%. Fitting of the encoder signal box is straightforward, is simply plugs into the front of the 
drive, see Figure 5-12. 
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Figure 5-12 - Installing the HTTL Speed Feedback Technology Box Option [51] 
The encoder used on the motor provided pulse outputs of A, B and a once-per-revolution marker 
pulse. The connection diagram given in Figure 5-13 was followed and all of the unused pulse 
connection inputs were grounded to terminal 11 on the encoder board. 
 
Figure 5-13 - Single-ended encoder wiring [51] 
Once wired correctly, the drive was configured to the correct number of encoder pulses, in this case 
1000. The mode of operation was set to quadrature, that gives direction and speed from the two 
pulses. 
 
5.3 Commissioning the test rig 
After installation of the new control equipment, it was necessary to fully test the operation of the new 
PLC program to ensure that the operation met the original design specification. 
The equipment required to commission the test rig was 
− Laptop, complete with: 
o PLC programming software (Siemens ‘Step 7 MicroWIN Version 4.0’) 
o Touch-screen programming software (Siemens ‘WinCC Flexible Micro 2008 
version’) 
o Drive programming software (Parker SSD ‘DSE Lite’)  
− Laptop programming leads: 
o Siemens CP5512 PCMCIA communication adaptor (PLC Programming and on-
line diagnostics) 
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o Siemens Serial to PPI converter (programming touch-screen) 
o Parker SSD serial communication lead (Drive programming and on-line 
monitoring) 
− Fluke DM85 Multimeter complete with fused test leads 
− Hand-held current-clamp meter 0-200A range, AC/DC voltage 
− Hand-held digital tachometer 
 
Full details of the commissioning tests performed and the results obtained are given in Appendix C. 
 
After the commissioning tests had been carried out, an assessment was made as to the improvement 
of the test rig performance both from the PLC automation aspect and for the drive performance 
improvements by changing into closed-loop mode. These improvements are detailed in the next 
section. 
5.4 Performance improvements 
PLC Automation 
The accuracy of test results obtained by using the PLC to automate the test rig was confirmed by 
thorough commissioning tests. Figure C-8 on page 10-11 in Appendix B compares two results from 
separate test runs to compare the consistency of the test runs. It was shown that the test conditions did 
not vary from one run to the next, so automation of the test rig has seen a major advance in 
performance of the rig in this aspect. 
Motor performance 
Improved motor performance by converting the test rig AC drive into true closed-loop mode is shown in 
Figure C-21 and Figure C-22 on page 10-22 under Appendix B. The speed holding of the test rig motor 
is significantly improved and allows the test rig to simulate operation of high-performance closed-loop 
vector drives for the purposes of fault detection. 
 
 
 
The next  chapter will detail the monitoring systems that have been developed and researched for use 
on AC motors and inverter systems.  
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Chapter 6                           
Monitoring procedures for inverter-driven motor systems 
 
Key trends for condition monitoring are summarised along with some of the more common motor 
failures experienced by industry. Research methods used to detect some of these motor faults are 
then described. Attention is then drawn to inverter faults and current techniques used to detect these. 
Fuzzy logic and neural network systems for learning and adapting fault detection algorithms complete 
the chapter. 
 
6.1 Introduction to monitoring procedures 
There are many methods in use that provide condition monitoring for induction motor-driven systems. 
The popularity of the induction motor has seen it being used for a wide-range of industrial applications 
and a considerable amount of data has been obtained as to how the motor fails and the common 
causes of failure. 
This initial research leads others to develop systems that can detect the causes of failure at an early 
enough stage so as to allow corrective action to be taken on the equipment. It is highly desirable in 
industry to have the maximum amount of up-time available on equipment with the minimal amount of 
intervention and preventative maintenance. Indeed, there are mathematical maintenance models that 
are used to try and ascertain the most efficient frequency of maintenance. These are based on 
Stochastic modelling but this topic is outside the scope of research. Nevertheless, it gives an insight 
into the drivers in industry that are being used to bring the level of maintenance intervention down. 
As stated previously, because the induction motor is so popular in industry then any system that can 
actively monitor the motor and give reliable indication of the inception of faults will help prevent down-
time by indicating that preventative maintenance is required before the motor fails catastrophically. 
Quite often, types of mechanical faults such as cracked or broken rotor bars/end-ring, minor bearing 
damage, and misalignments which do not completely block (stall) the rotor, may cause noise and 
excessive currents and heat during the steady-state operation of the motor that remains undetected by 
the user. 
Conventional motor overload units usually guard against frequent starting and blocked rotor but may 
not trip under the conditions mentioned previously. Of course, Such protection is only activated in 
response to a fault which has already happened, whereas condition monitoring aims to identify the 
cause and give the operator time to respond before the trip occurs. 
There are both invasive and non-invasive methods are used to measure motor vibration, temperature, 
speed and torque variations for detection of motor abnormalities. The most advanced of all of these 
methods, however is based upon using motor current signature analysis (MCSA), since it has been 
found that the motor current signals contain the required information that can be used for fault 
detection without requiring additional hardware to be fitted to the motor. 
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Seven Key Trends for condition monitoring in 21st century  
Sandy Dunn [39] identified seven key trends for condition monitoring: 
– The development of smart sensors, and other low-cost on-line monitoring systems that 
will permit the cost-effective continuous monitoring of key equipment items  
– The increasing provision of built-in vibration sensors as standard features in large 
motors, pumps, turbines and other large equipment items  
– Increasingly sophisticated condition monitoring software, with rapidly developing "expert" 
diagnosis capabilities  
– The acceptance of Condition Monitoring within the "mainstream" of Operations and 
Maintenance, with Production operators increasingly utilising Condition Monitoring 
technologies as part of their day-to-day duties  
– Increasing integration, and acceptance of common standards for interfacing Condition 
Monitoring software with CMMS and Process Control software  
– An increasing focus on the business implications and applications of Condition 
Monitoring technologies, leading to the utilisation of Condition Monitoring technologies to 
improve equipment reliability and performance, rather than to merely predict component 
failure. 
– A reduction in the cost-per-point of applying Condition Monitoring technologies - possibly 
leading to more widespread use of these technologies 
These trends identified by Sandy Dunn are written from a maintenance perspective and are aimed at 
improving the way that industry monitors and plans plant maintenance on equipment. Now that users of 
such equipment are accepting that active or at the least regular manual condition monitoring is a key 
part of their day-to-day running of the plant, then any such system that can integrate easily into existing 
plant equipment will find favour in the marketplace. 
6.2 Motor fault detection 
Methods of fault detection that were researched were found to each measure different core motor data 
sources: 
− Motor supply 
− Motor speed 
− Vibration 
− Acoustics 
There are a number of methods used for each of the core motor data sources in order to detect motor 
faults and each of these has been studied in detail. Methods for detecting motor faults are detailed in 
the following chapters following the headings given in the list above, but first the categorisation of 
motor faults will be examined. 
 
Motor faults 
Motor faults can be categorised into the following electrical, thermal or mechanical faults and these are 
given in Table 6-1: 
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Table 6-1 - Examples of motor failures arising from external system faults [40] 
Mechanical  
Shock loads  
Bearing failure  
Misalignment  
Mechanical unbalance  
Loss of lubricant  
Thermal  
Overload  
Stall  
Single phasing  
Loss of coolant/inadequate cooling  
Harmonic heating  
Electrical  
Insulation breakdown due to: 
– Contamination 
– Vibration/mechanical damage 
– Thermal cycling 
– Overvoltage 
Broken rotor bars/rotor windings due to: 
– Overspeed 
– Frequent starts 
– Harmonic heating 
– Lamination damage  
Commutator, slip 
rings and brushgear 
(DC motors) 
Overheating  
Contamination  
Excessive sparking  
 
Further to this table of possible failures, two comprehensive studies have been carried out into the 
most common induction motor fault occurrences in industry. The first of these, in 1986 was undertaken 
by the Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRI) [41], [42] and in 1987, the IEEE (Institute of Electrical 
and Electronics Engineers) published the results of their survey [43], [44], [45]. The results of these 
studies are shown in Table 6-2: 
 
Table 6-2 - Component failures in motors > 50hp and <=200 hp 
Rank Failed Component Percent of total 
1  Insulation > Ground 17.9 
2  Sleeve bearing 11.4 
3  Ball bearing 5.5 
4  Oil Leakage 4.8 
5  Thrust bearing 3.9 
6  Insulation-Turn 3.5 
7  Squirrel-cage winding 3.5 
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8  Bearing Seal 2.2 
9  Roller bearing  2.0 
10  Shaft 1.8 
11  Loose blocking 1.6 
12  Oil system 1.1 
13  Stator slot wedges 1.1 
14  Accessories 1.1 
15  Frame 0.9 
16  Loose rotor iron 0.8 
17  Line cable 0.8 
18  Coil connections 0.7 
19  Balance weights 0.6 
20  Other unspecified 34.8 
 
From the total list of 19 specified faults, there are a total of 5 directly attributable to the electrical wiring 
or winding part of the motor. The remaining faults are all mechanical and some of these are not related 
to the drive-train part of the motor. 
Each of the fault detection methods will now be covered under each of the four core motor data 
sources outlined previously. 
6.2.1 Motor supply 
Each method researched in this section involves the measurement of signals from the motor supply 
terminals. This could be resistance, inductance, current, or voltage signals being supplied to the motor. 
In effect, these measurement methods require no other measuring instrument to be connected to the 
motor and the motor remains unmodified from it’s original form supplied by the manufacturer.  
Some of the methods studied involve the detection of asymmetrical conditions in the motor – this is 
covered in principle under heading “3.2.2 -AC motor mathematical model” and helps the understanding 
of how these are to be applied. 
Other methods involve the modelling of healthy motor parameters and then comparing these with the 
normal running data returned from the motor to detect differences between data sets. 
 
Stator Phase Currents 
Bo Liang [1] researched using stator phase current analysis to detect asymmetrical faults in the motor 
caused by either broken rotor bars, stator winding faults, or asymmetrical phase supply voltages. 
A broken rotor bar in an induction motor was known to cause asymmetry, resulting in modulation of the 
air gap flux as the rotor turns. This will in turn be reflected in the stator winding currents so that the 
main supply frequency component 1ω will be observed with a series of ...2,1,)21( 1 =± nns ω sideband 
components. 
When asymmetrical conditions are existing in the motor, sidebands appear around the pole pair related 
supply frequency. It was noted that at greater motor load and therefore increased motor slip, these 
sidebands were more pronounced. The sidebands were more apparent from phase current analysis 
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than in the vibration analysis Bo Liang undertook (see section ). However, with the motor under no 
load, broken rotor bars were not detectable because the low currents flowing in the rotor give rise to 
very little asymmetries. 
Phase current analysis is advantageous as the motor supply cables can be accessed anywhere from 
the switch room to the motor and the data acquisition can be non-invasive as current measurement is 
via hall-effect devices – there is no direct wiring-in to the motor circuit. 
 
Parameter Identification/Estimation Methods 
Juggrapong Treetrong, [2] researched Recursive Least Square (RLS) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
methods. 
12i
vR DCS =
RLS (Recursive Least Square) method 
RLS had been used in this research to estimate parameters for the motor stator. For RLS to function, 
data on the motor characteristics has to be obtained ‘off-line’. This requires de-coupling of the motor 
from any load and performing a series of tests on the motor to provide ‘base-line’ data. These tests are 
given below: 
DC Test 
A DC test is used to determine stator resistance. This is how a modern inverter drive will also perform 
the measurement – the inverter fitted to the test rig will have this feature built-in. As there is no induced 
voltage to the rotor and no rotor current, we have a true measurement of the stator resistance. Stator 
resistance is calculated as: 
        (6-1) 
Where: vDC = Test DC voltage applied; i1 = Stator current flow 
for a star-connected AC motor as there will be two stator windings in series at the motor terminals used 
for the test.  
No-load test 
The no-load test is used to measure rotational losses from the induction motor and find information 
from its magnetisation currents – the losses in this case being only windage and frictional losses. The 
test results give: 
− Input power 
− Currents from each of the three phases 
− Supply frequency 
− Line voltage 
 
Locked-rotor test 
For this test, the rotor must be locked in position mechanically so it can not rotate. A low voltage (90 
volts) of normal frequency is applied to the motor stator windings. 
The following motor parameters are calculated: 
− Power factor 
− Total motor circuit impedance, made up of 
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o Stator resistance 
o Rotor resistance 
o Stator leakage reactance 
o Rotor leakage reactance 
− Incoming winding health 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) method 
This method is useful to estimate the values of rotor and stator parameters using the motor nameplate 
data without the intrusive tests that the RLS method requires. 
The flux linkage model and torque model of an induction motor is adapted to the estimation. The 
scheme is developed to obtain all the motor parameters: stator and rotor resistance, stator and rotor 
leaking reactance and magnetizing reactance to provide good ‘base-line’ motor parameters so that 
estimated vs. actual motor parameters can be compared to help diagnose faults more effectively. 
The GA scheme was evaluated with different motor sizes and different load levels using simulation 
tests and then by the experimental data of the induction motors under normal operating conditions at 
different load levels and then under fault conditions at differing loads. The results from both tests show 
that the new scheme can estimate the parameters and predict the motor condition with sufficient 
accuracy for motor fault diagnosis. 
 
Motor current signature analysis (MCSA) 
MCSA is based on the principle that the motor current signal provides the necessary data content 
required for fault detection. The signal processing tools of Fourier, Wavelet, and Hilbert–Huang 
transformations are applied to the acquired motor current data to extract the detail necessary for motor 
fault detection. 
Each of the motor phase supplies contain current components that are a direct by-product of unique 
rotating flux components caused by faults such as broken rotor bars, air gap eccentricity, and shorted 
turns ‘T’ in low voltage stator windings and others. MCSA can detect these problems at an early stage 
and thus avoid secondary damage and complete failure of the motor.  
MCSA is a system used for analyzing or trending dynamic, Energized systems. Proper analysis of 
MCSA results will assist the technician in identifying: 
− Stator winding health 
− Rotor Health 
− Air gap static and dynamic eccentricity 
− Coupling health, including direct, belted and 
− Geared systems 
− Load issues 
− System load and efficiency 
− Bearing health 
 
Basic steps for analysis 
There are a number of simple steps that can be used for analysis using MCSA. These are as follows: 
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1. Map out an overview of the system being analyzed. 
2. Determine the complaints related to the system in question. For instance, is the reason for 
further investigation due to the equipment being operated improperly, rather than known 
regular machine faults, and is there other data that can be used for analysis. 
3. Take data. 
4. Review data and analyze: 
a. Review the 10 second snapshot of current to view the operation over that time 
period 
b. Review low frequency demodulated current to view the condition of the rotor and 
identify any load-related issues. 
c. Review high frequency demodulated current and voltage in order to determine 
other faults including electrical and mechanical health. 
Most faults can be determined at a glance, with many rules being similar for both MCSA and vibration 
analysis. In addition, there are several rules that should be considered: 
− Pole Pass Frequency (PPF) sidebands around the line frequency indicate rotor bar 
faults. The higher the peaks, the greater the faults. 
− Harmonic Pole Pass Frequencies often relate to casting voids or loose rotor bars. 
− Non-PPF sidebands that cause a ‘raised noise floor’ around the line frequency peak 
normally relate to driven load looseness or other driven problems. 
− ‘Raised noise floor’ signatures relate to such things as looseness or cavitations. 
− Peaks that show in current and voltage relate to electrical issues, such as incoming 
power disturbances, loose wiring connections. 
− Peaks that show in current only relate to winding and mechanical faults. 
− Peak pairs that do not relate to running speed or line frequency are most often bearing 
related problems. 
 
Research undertaken by F. Gu 
MCSA using a modified bispectrum for fault diagnosis of downstream mechanical equipment  
[5] et al, involved the use of induction motor current feedback signals to 
identify and quantify common faults within a two-stage reciprocating compressor based on bispectrum 
analysis. This theoretical basis is developed to understand the non-linear characteristics of current 
signals when the motor is driving a varying load under different faulty conditions. Although conventional 
bispectrum representation of current signal allows the inclusion of phase information and the 
elimination of Gaussian noise, it produces unstable results due to random phase variation of the 
sideband components in the current signal. A modified bispectrum based on the amplitude modulation 
feature of the current signal is then adopted to combine both lower sidebands and higher sidebands 
simultaneously and hence characterise the current signal more accurately. Based on the new 
bispectrum analysis, a more effective diagnostic feature is developed – named Normalised Bispectral 
Peak – for fault classification. In association with the Kurtosis value of the raw current signal, the 
bispectrum feature gives rise to reliable fault classification results. In particular, the low feature values 
can differentiate such faults as belt looseness from other fault cases. Even different degrees of 
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discharge valve leakage and inter-cooler leakage can be separated easily using two linear classifiers. 
This work provides a novel approach to the analysis of stator current for the diagnosis of motor drive 
faults from downstream driving equipment. 
Chinmaya Kar et al 
Monitoring gear vibrations through MCSA and wavelet transforms 
[3], progressed MCSA research into motor gearbox loads, where load fluctuations 
on the gearbox and gear defects are two major sources of vibration. Using MCSA may be favourable 
as conventional measurement of vibration in the gearbox is not easy because of difficulties in mounting 
the vibration transducers in certain environments due to gearbox inaccessibility. In this paper, a multi-
stage transmission gearbox (one with and one without defects) has been studied with a view to 
replacing conventional vibration monitoring by using MCSA. 
It has been observed through Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis that low frequencies of the 
vibration signatures have sidebands across the line frequency of the motor current whereas high 
frequencies of vibration signatures are difficult to detect. To this end, Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT) is suggested to decompose the current signal, and FFT analysis is carried out with the 
decomposed current signal to trace the sidebands of the high frequencies of vibration. The advantage 
of DWT technique to study the transients in MCSA has also been cited. The inability of Continuous 
Wavelet Transform (CWT) in detecting either defects or load fluctuation has been shown. The results 
indicate that MCSA along with DWT can be a genuine replacement for conventional vibration 
monitoring. 
FFT analysis of current and vibration signals 
Figure 6-1 shows the spectra of the steady vibration signatures and current signatures of the gearbox 
With no defect, one defect in the 2nd gear (defect-1) and two defects in the 2nd gear (defect-2) at 
5.625kW load condition, within the frequency range 0–100 Hz. The following observations were made: 
1. The rotating shaft frequencies such as input shaft frequency (f1), lay shaft frequency (f2) and output 
shaft frequency (f3) are of the order of 49, 30 and 20 Hz respectively and hence lie within 0–100 Hz 
range. In all the vibration spectra, prominent frequencies such as f1, f2, f3 are observed. In some cases, 
harmonics of f1 and f3 are also detected. The corresponding Sidebands of the rotating frequencies 
across the line frequency (fe) are observed in the current Spectra. 
2. Rotor eccentricity in the induction motor … is also traced by examining the Remaining sidebands of 
the line frequency in the current signatures. These are shown by a line Drawn in the spectra. Since the 
amount of load affects the rotor speed, the slip factor also Changes in each case. The amplitudes of 
the sidebands due to rotor eccentricity are very large after the load removal than those before the load 
removal. It is due to the fact that the load acts as a damping factor for vibrations due to the rotor 
eccentricity. 
3. In an induction motor, the speed is normally inversely proportional to the load applied. However, it 
was noted that when coupled to a gearbox, a large fluctuation of speed in the order of 0.5 Hz (30 RPM) 
is observed. It has been observed that a defect-free gear running at 3.75kW load has input shaft speed 
of 49.7 rpm whereas at 1.875 kW, it is 49.4 rpm – one would expect a higher load to reduce the motor 
speed, not increase it. The reason is that the gearbox casing vibration is retransmitted back to the 
gearbox drivetrain through the flexible rolling element bearing, and as a result, a very large excitation of 
the gearbox takes place due to various time-varying parameters like tooth mesh stiffness, frictional 
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forces and torques and bearing forces. This causes the large speed fluctuations observed. It was 
concluded that tracking of the rotating speed is not effective in monitoring of the gearbox condition. 
 
 
Figure 6-1 - Spectra of vibration and current signatures (0 -100 Hz) at 5.625 KW with no defects 
[3] 
Serkan Günal et al 
Induction machine condition monitoring using Notch-Filtered Motor Current Analysis (NFMCSA)  
[4], researched a method whereby the main motor fundamental frequency of 50Hz 
(Europe) would be notch-filtered out before being fed into the fault detection process. The reasoning 
behind this being that the spectral components of motor current other than the fundamental component 
carry required information for fault detection. The distinguishing approach in this research was to utilize 
only localized time-domain information instead of employment of spectral information (such as Fourier 
or wavelet domain) which are commonly used in most of the previous works. 
What sets this research apart from other methods is that existing methods considered faults of either 
broken rotor bars or defected bearings with the developed fault classification and detection methods 
being tested with identical motors (same manufacturer) and one of these would always be the healthy 
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reference. This research added a second (and completely different) healthy motor to the test. When 
the classiﬁcation algorithm was performed with two healthy motors and ﬁve faulty ones, the healthy 
motors were successfully classiﬁed from faulty motors in spite of the clear differences between the two 
healthy motors. 
Motor current waveform data is acquired from both healthy and faulty motors at a sampling rate of 20 
kHz with 16 bit vertical resolution. Real-time notch-ﬁltering was performed with a DSP based 
programmable ﬁlter. Careful inspection of the current waveform reveals that the waveform consists of 
a fundamental harmonic which constitutes the largest factor of the signal, and a noise-like additive 
waveform which is relatively subtle and therefore occluded by the fundamental. By eliminating the 
fundamental harmonic, the subtle details which actually carry the necessary information are 
emphasized. This can be seen in Figure 6-2 below: 
 
 
Figure 6-2 - Original and Notch-filtered current signals – healthy motor [4] 
The classiﬁcation of faulty motors with the proposed parameters was performed using three classiﬁers: 
− Bayesian 
− Gaussian mixture model (GMM) 
− Fisher’s linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 
to verify the effectiveness and the success of the proposed feature set. Experimental veriﬁcation of the 
proposed features and classiﬁers revealed that NFMCSA approach is a promising analysis especially 
considering the fact that high classiﬁcation accuracy can be achieved even in case of structurally 
different machines with numerous different faults under varying motor load conditions. 
6.2.2 Motor speed 
The motor speed – when measured with sufficient accuracy – can also be used to diagnose valuable 
information about how the motor is performing. If the speed resolution is high enough, then rapid 
changes in speed measured over one motor revolution can be further processed to study the relevance 
of these speed changes in relation to motor condition. 
Filippetti, F et al 
Transient Speed Analysis to detect rotor or stator asymmetrical faults 
[7], researched using Artificial Intelligence techniques in induction machines diagnosis 
including the speed ripple effect. transient speed analysis methods for detecting motor stator or rotor 
asymmetrical faults using a high resolution encoder and performing additional speed monitoring. 
Torque ripples that occur due to the broken rotor bars manifest as large speed fluctuations when using 
the high-resolution measuring device.  
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The speed ripples are at the same frequency as those that occur when measuring the stator currents, 
so the same principles of detection would apply. 
However, the conclusions found that motor inertia and load could absorb the speed ripples, especially 
with only one broken rotor bar. The sensitivity of this detection method was therefore dependant upon 
the load type but the speed spectrum detection method “provided valuable information in identifying 
frequency components 12 ωs  and 12ω  caused by pulsating torque.”. 
Ahmed Yousef et al 
Instantaneous angular speed monitoring of electric motors  
[8], researched the lesser-known technique of instantaneous angular speed (IAS) 
condition monitoring applied to reciprocating and rotating machinery. 
In practice, many mechanical systems in engineering applications rotate with a varying speed, despite 
the assumption they rotate at a constant speed. This sub-revolution varying speed data contains 
significant information about reciprocating and rotating machinery parts. In diesel engines, for example, 
angular speed variations can reflect the characteristics of gas pressure in cylinders, which can be used 
to diagnose engine combustion related faults and efficiency. 
The principle of IAS extraction 
Many techniques can be used to extract IAS from an incremental rotary encoder signal. Sweeney and 
Randall (1996) overviewed these techniques including carrier tracking, pulse timing, frequency domain 
block-shift transforms, frequency domain zoom demodulation and Hilbert transforms. 
The Accuracy of the first two techniques: (carrier tracking and pulse timing) is determined by the 
Hardware resources available. This limits the wide application due to the cost of the required hardware 
and the non-generic nature of these techniques. The last three techniques use essentially the same 
principles to obtain the IAS signals. These methods are developed based on fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) and rely largely on digital signal processing. In addition, the raw data can be collected using a 
low cost general-purpose ADC device (data accuracy can be as low as eight bits). As rapid advances 
have been made in computational capability, FFT-based techniques have great potential as generic 
approaches for use in a wide range of applications. 
The residual IAS signal extraction can be summarised in four steps: 
1. Band-pass filtering. 
2. Analytic representation (Hilbert transform). 
3. Carrier frequency removal (frequency shifting). 
4. Angle calculation and differentiation. 
These IAS features were utilised to predict the operating condition of an electric motor. Results from a 
broken rotor bar fault show that the power spectrum of the IAS signals could be used for the diagnosis 
of this failure mode. The key features in this case are the pole pass speed sidebands around the rotor 
speed components. These sidebands could be visible at high loads as in vibration and current 
signature monitoring. 
6.2.3 Motor vibration 
Of all the motor condition monitoring methods, vibration analysis is one of the most widely used in 
industry and therefore most developed. As imminent failure of a motor can be directly related to the 
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level and frequency of motor vibration detected, this method provides a reliable indicator of motor 
condition. 
For each type of mechanical failure of a motor (given under  on page ) the analysis of the data will be 
examined with a different set of reference parameters, since each mechanical component will have 
differing frequency characteristics. Some common detection methods using vibration analysis are 
given below. 
Bo Liang 
Detecting Rotor or Stator Asymmetrical Faults 
[1] researched using vibration analysis to detect asymmetrical faults in the motor caused by 
either broken rotor bars, stator winding faults, or asymmetrical phase supply voltages. 
By spectrally analysing the motor phase currents using FFT’s (Fast-Fourier-Transforms) the 
predominant characteristic frequency 12ω  for stator asymmetry and 12 ωs− for rotor symmetry that exist 
below the rotor frequency rω can be seen when such asymmetrical faults are present. 
Comparisons can be made between sets of data from a healthy motor and those from a motor with 
broken rotor bars.  
 The conclusions from these results were that stator and rotor faults could be clearly detected by 
vibration spectrum analysis. The characteristic asymmetric stator fault symptom of a sideband at two 
times the supply frequency on the spectral display is substantially increased when stator asymmetry 
exists. 
Some disadvantages with this method were that in order to accuracy detect faults present in the motor, 
knowledge of the motor structure is required due to the differing frequency responses of different 
motors. 
6.2.4 Motor acoustic emissions 
The techniques that can be used to interpret and analyse data from the above sources are: 
- Stator Phase Current Analysis 
- Application of Higher Order Spectrum Analysis to Induction Motor Fault Diagnosis 
- Application of Neural Networks to Induction Motor Fault Diagnosis 
Not all the data analysis methods given apply to all data sources but each data source description will 
be followed by the analytical methods for each. 
 
6.3 Inverter Fault Detection 
With the development of power electronics, microprocessors and digital signal processors (DSP’s), 
induction motors are predominantly fed from pulse width modulation (PWM) inverters for variable-
speed operation. This section will detail the existing methods used for fault detection and/or prediction 
of faults on inverter-driven motor systems. Whilst monitoring of motor current signals is important, 
there are failures that can occur in PWM inverter drives that often the drive cannot detect. 
Whilst incipient motor faults can lead to premature motor failure, the same can be said of inverter drive 
faults. If left undetected, certain inverter faults can lead to eventual failure of the motor [46]. For 
example, the intermittent failure of a switching device in one of the phases can cause imbalances in 
rotor phase currents and heat up the motor. 
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Some of the methods researched can detect and identify the transistor open-circuit fault and an 
intermittent misfiring fault, which commonly occurs in the inverter drive system. 
In order to maintain a high-uptime of equipment, advance warning and a controlled shutdown are 
desirable in order to keep the plant running effectively. If advance warning is made available soon 
enough, standby equipment can be arranged, or in some instances a ‘hot-swap’ may take place with 
one inverter being ‘switched-out’ of circuit whilst the other then regains control of the process. 
If motor faults can also be diagnosed using signals supplied from the inverter to the motor, then this is 
a further advance that will have considerable potential in industry. 
Faults detected by the Siemens PWM inverter 
Some of the faults that can be detected by a Siemens Masterdrives AC PWM inverter shown in Figure 
6-3 are listed in Table 6-3 
 
Figure 6-3 - Siemens Masterdrives Inverter Unit [47] 
Faults will cause the drive to immediately shut-down in order to protect itself, or the motor it is driving. 
Table 6-3 - Selected inverter fault codes [47] 
Fault code Description 
F011 - Over-current Over-current shutdown has occurred. The shutdown threshold has 
been exceeded. 
Check the converter output for short-circuit or earth fault 
F020 - Excess temperature 
of Motor 
The motor temperature limit value has been exceeded. 
Check: Motor (load, ventilation etc.); Sensor for cable break, short-
circuit 
F023 - Excess temperature 
of Inverter 
The limit value of the inverter temperature has been undershot or 
exceeded.  
Check: That minimum and maximum ambient temperature from 0°C to 
45°C 
F025, 26, 27 - UCE upper 
switch/UCE Phase L1, L2, L3 
The current limit of the inverter output switch for phase 1 has 
exceeded its limit 
Whilst the fault cause is of interest to the user, the process that the motor is controlling is now stopped 
and no advance warning of the fault has been given. This is not desirable for continuous process 
industries (extrusion, for example where plants run 24-7 and shutting-down a machine takes 2-3 days 
to restart). 
On the other hand, drive alarm codes give more imminent warning of failure, so these signals may give 
indication of possible future failures. Table 6-4 gives some of these alarms from the same drives 
manual that a system could use to warn the user that there is a potential problem arising. 
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Table 6-4 - Selected inverter alarm codes [47] 
Alarm code Description 
A023 
Motor temperature 
Check: the motor (load, ventilation, etc.). Read off the current 
temperature in r009 Motor Temperature 
A025 
I2t converter 
If the current load state is maintained, a thermal overload of the 
converter occurs. The converter will lower the max. current limit 
A034 
Setpoint/actual value 
Deviation 
The difference between frequency setpoint/actual value is greater than 
the parameterized value and the control monitoring time has elapsed. 
A042 
Motor stall/block 
Motor is stalled or blocked. 
 
As can be seen from the above table, the list of potential alarms that the drive can indicate before an 
actual trip occurs are limited.  
The alarm is generally triggered from basic information such as the motor temperature (from a simple 
pt100 temperature sensor) or total failure of part of the IGBT (I2t) converter using the drive’s in-built 
current transformers. However, with the IGBT’s, no indication is given as to whether each gate of the 
firing circuit is operating as it should – a fault is only generated if the device overloads. There is no 
alarm indication for open-circuit and the motor may commutate (albeit with poor response and control) 
with a failing firing circuit, especially if the fault is intermittent. 
Faults not detected by inverter drives – future work 
AC inverter drives cannot detect subtle faults on individual elements of the PWM circuit or motor faults 
such as those covered in chapter 4 (broken rotor bars, shorted stator windings) so other external 
monitoring systems would be required to improve the level of fault diagnosis that can be obtained. 
This data could be transmitted from the drive, across a high-speed network (some AC drives now 
support Ethernet protocols) to allow further signal processing by a higher-level system. Once these 
systems have been proven, and as the data processing capabilities of AC vector drives become more 
powerful, this could be re-integrated into the drive control software.  
Some of the methods used for inverter fault detection are given next. 
6.3.1 Incipient Fault Diagnosis in Electrical Drives by Tuned Neural Networks 
A. Azzini et-al [10], researched a diagnostic tool that can be added to an AC drive control system using 
non-invasive techniques (requiring no modification of the AC inverter) or dedicated sensors. Their 
research was based on using the AC inverter input terminals as the only accessible point on the 
system.  
With the proposed approach, useful diagnostic indications can be obtained by a low-cost extension of 
the monitoring activity. In this way, the reliability of the obtained indications can be significantly 
increased considering the combination of advanced time frequency transform, or time - scale, such as 
wavelets, and a new evolutionary optimisation approach based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). 
Due to the variety of different AC drive designs, a system that relied on accessing the internal control 
elements of an inverter would be difficult to implement in the real-world and most inverter units are 
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generally considered by their users to be a ‘black box’ where there is no modification work ever 
undertaken inside the unit. The concept of opening the unit up to access internal components and 
signals is not an approach that would be appropriate, since with new equipment, this would almost 
certainly invalidate the manufacturer’s warranty. 
A system of fault detection that is totally customised to the application, using dedicated sensors for the 
purpose is bound to achieve a level of diagnosis that is more reliable than a system that does not. 
Clearly, there is a trade-off to be made. The trade-off is that in many applications, it is more important 
to recognise a fault or no-fault condition in the unit without needing any further information (i.e. which 
particular component inside the inverter has failed). Further diagnosis can be done off-line once the 
unit has been replaced. Providing that an abnormal condition can be reliably detected in the beginning 
of the fault situation, then this will be of great importance to the user of the equipment. Some typical 
faults were identified, classified and studied in this research and Figure 6-4 details these: 
 
Figure 6-4 - Classiﬁcation of common fault types [10] 
The research involved the use of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN’s) and in particular “biologically 
inspired computational models that use evolutionary algorithms (EAs) in conjunction with artificial 
neural networks (ANNs) to solve selected problems.”  
A block diagram of the actual inverter system investigated is shown in Figure 6-5 below: 
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Figure 6-5 - Block diagram of an AC drive with highlight on the measurement location and 
processing flow [10] 
The operation of the system in relation to measurement and processing of data is as follows: 
− The current signals are acquired at the input terminal of a PWM inverter connected to a 
three-phase induction motor (230V, 50Hz). 
− The numerical representation of the current signals are then elaborated by a Matlab 
function to perform wavelet processing [48], [49]: 
o Perform the wavelet decomposition using the mother wavelet Daubechies 3;  
o For each level of decomposition extract the coefficients with maximum value; 
o Build a vector of selected coefficients and normalize the vector to infinity norm;  
o Associate it to a fault index C equal to 1 (fault condition), or 0 (normal condition). 
The tests were run on a motor with an inserted fault of high resistance in one of the rotor phases. The 
experimental settings are given in Table 6-5 below: 
Table 6-5 - Experimental setup settings [10] 
 
Ten simulation runs were performed for each of the conditions above so the network could learn the 
condition effectively. Figure 6-6 illustrates the expected condition (No fault – 0; Fault – 1) along with 
what the ANN algorithm produced. The expected result is indicated by a solid marker and the ANN 
result by an asterisk: 
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Figure 6-6 - Comparison between expected validation outputs and predicted [10] 
The conclusions from these experiments showed that the ANN approach has been successfully 
applied to a real-world electric machine fault diagnosis problem. The methodologies were found by the 
researchers to give good results in fault and non-fault identification in electrical drive. Results obtained 
on the real-world problem compared well against alternative approaches based on the conventional 
training of a pre-deﬁned neuro-fuzzy network with backpropagation (BP). 
This research indicates that despite the Inverter being seen as a potential barrier to collecting useful 
information from the motor under fault conditions, if the correct data analysis is applied, good 
information on the motor condition can still be obtained from the supply signals. This research will be 
especially useful if the motor and inverter are combined into a single package (as some newer designs 
are) and the unit is in a remote location. 
6.3.2 Fault Diagnostics in an Inverter Feeding an Induction Motor 
Khater Faeka et-al [11], studied using fuzzy logic to diagnose faults on a three-phase voltage source 
inverter. The research was based on a time-domain model and different inverter faults were simulated 
with the resulting voltage spectrum being used to provide the database for the fuzzy logic system to 
work from. 
In contrast to the previous research under heading 6.3.1, this concentrates on developing fault 
diagnosis for the Inverter itself. This was due to the fact that while several techniques have been 
developed for fault diagnostics and fault diagnostics model of an induction machine, there has been 
limited work carried out to investigate fault diagnostics in the inverter. The research was to propose an 
adequate method to determine fault types and their location in the inverter. Figure 6-7 illustrates the 
drive system with data monitoring and processing feeding the developed fault diagnostics (FD) system. 
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Figure 6-7 - Fuzzy logic fault diagnostics system [10] 
Some techniques have previously been developed for detecting inverter faults and these are listed 
below: 
− Open-switch FD in the voltage source inverter (VSI) feeding a synchronous machine drive 
system. The techniques utilize measurement of voltages at key points of the drive system 
and an analytical model  
− Detection based on knowledge model using either current-vector trajectory or the 
instantaneous frequency to detect and identify the fault of an open transistor in the inverter. 
− Knowledge-based expert system approach has been presented for fault diagnosis of a 3-
phase inverter except the fly wheeling diodes – however limited to the most probable 
defect since the measurement information with Fourier analysis was not able to result 
explicit determination of the fault. 
The fault modes of the VSI were investigated for the key fault types taken from the document 
published by Debapradad Kastha et-al [14]: 
1. Input supply single line to ground fault (F1)  
2. Rectifier diode short-circuit fault (F2)  
3. Earth fault on dc bus (F3)  
4. DC link capacitor short-circuit fault (F4)  
5. Transistor base drive open fault (F5)  
6. Transistor short-circuit fault (F6)  
7. Line-to-line short circuit at machine terminal (F7)  
8. Single line to ground fault at machine terminal (F8) 
These are shown in Figure 6-8: 
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Figure 6-8 - A voltage-fed PWM inverter system indicating the possible failure modes [14] 
This study concentrates on the IGBT circuit switches and rightly notes that “…short circuit faults at the 
inverter output occur as short circuit at the machine terminals and thus protection system activates the 
circuit breaker but often fails to define faults in the power semiconductor switches (IGBTs).” [54] As 
stated at the beginning of this chapter. 
Faults that can occur in the drive IGBT circuits are: 
1. Open circuit faults in : 
a. One switch (upper or lower) 
b. Two switches for different phases (same side of dc bus) 
c. Two switches for different phases (different sides of dc bus) 
2. Short circuit faults in : 
a. One switch (upper or lower) 
b. Two switches for different phases (same side of dc bus) 
Simulation models were developed for healthy and differing fault conditions (open and short-circuit 
faults) to provide details on the waveform and the spectrum of voltage and current both before and 
after the fault occurrences. FFT’s were used on the signals obtained and it was found that each fault 
condition had a distinct “salient waveform feature” that distinguished it from other faults. 
This is indicated in the figure shown next (phases a, b, and c shown from top to bottom). The healthy 
inverter case indicates no even harmonic components and no dc components (Figure 6-9(a)) whereas 
(b) shows with one of the six switches open that even harmonic components appear in all phases in 
particular the second harmonic with the largest value occurs in phase A. 
F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 F6 
F7 
F8 
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Figure 6-9 - Inverter voltage spectra: (a) healthy case (b) one switch open (c) one switch short 
[14] 
 
6.3.3 Fault Detection of 3-Phase VSI using Wavelet-Fuzzy Algorithm 
Research carried out by M.Rozailan Mamat et al [12], was designed to help detect firing faults in the 
IGBT circuit of the inverter drive. Results were promising - the developed system was rigorously 
assessed theoretically and experimentally, and it was shown that the system is robust and reliable. The 
system uses a real-time condition-monitoring algorithm for 3-phase pulse width modulation (PWM) 
inverter in fuzzy speed controlled induction machine. 
They found that by analysing the supply variations to the motor after component failure and creating 
equivalent circuits for this, they could create algorithms for the faults that a higher system would use to 
provide the base-line for fault indication. One examination was of a MOSFET transistor failure (T1 in 
case of Figure 6-10) 
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(a)      (b) 
Figure 6-10 - A PWM voltage-fed inverter of induction motor (a) and after fault occurrence (b) 
[14] 
 
This chapter describes the methods used to perform testing on the experimental test rig. Following on 
from the successful commissioning and validation of the test rig equipment, it is now possible to 
proceed with testing and record accurate results. 
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Chapter 7                  
Fault diagnosis of experimental inverter-driven motor 
system 
 
Particulars of the data acquisition equipment are firstly presented. Following on from this, the testing on 
healthy gearbox equipment is described. Testing then proceeds to the faulty gearbox equipment and at 
the end of all tests, results from the two tests are compared and analysed.  
 
7.1 Introduction 
A fault is implemented on the motor gearbox fitted to the test rig (see the technical details for healthy 
gearbox in Table 4-1) and the experimental data is compared between healthy and faulty gearbox. 
These tests take the form of a model-based approach, whereby a healthy system is first tested and 
used as a baseline for the results. Testing on faulty system is hoped to reveal differences in the model 
data compared to the actual faulty data. 
The data collection equipment will be described, followed by the actual tests and results obtained. All 
commissioning tests have been performed prior to this run (see Appendix C) so the results can be 
relied upon to be accurate. Modifications made to the data acquisition system to collect additional 
information from the modified test rig are given in Appendix A. 
7.2 Data Acquisition System 
Data from the test rig will be fed to an external data monitoring system. Transducers, namely an 
accelerometer and angular speed encoder, have been fitted directly on the test rig. Each transducer 
produces a voltage output proportional to the amplitude of the measured parameter and each is 
connected to a data acquisition (DAQ) system by coaxial BNC cables to reduce signal noise.  
The placement of transducers is presented in Figure 7-1  
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Figure 7-1 - Setup for experimental gearbox test rig 
Accelerometers with frequency range 0-40 kHz, sensitivity 74mv/ms-2, and acceleration of up to 
2000ms-2 are positioned directly at the side of the gearbox itself and at the top induction motor flange 
(near gearbox) to measure vibration levels. Each accelerometer is connected via a screw-threaded 
brass stud bonded to the casing with ceramic cement, which helps avoid over-heating. 
Shaft Encoder - An incremental optical encoder (Manufacturer: Hengstler; Type: RS32-O/100ER) is 
used to measure Instantaneous Angular Speed (IAS). It is fitted to the end of induction motor shaft 
itself via a bracket mounted to the fan cowl (see Figure 7-2). The encoder is directly connected to the 
computer via the DAQ system. There will be 100 pulses per revolution of the motor. 
 
Figure 7-2 - Mounting of motor encoder 
Specification of the encoder is as follows; 
Shaft diameter:   5 mm / 6 mm 
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Absolute maximum speed: max. 6,000 RPM 
Vibration proof (IEC 68-2-6): 100 m/s2 (10 … 2,000 Hz) 
 
Devices for Current and Electrical Power Measurement – A digital photo and diagram of the three-
phase current measurement unit are presented in Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 respectively. The motor 
current and voltage in each phase are measured using a PCB-mounted hall-effect current transformer 
(CT). A measured value for the current in each line is fed into the DAQ unit, which converts this into a 
voltage measurement, provides appropriate filtering and anti-aliasing, and feeds the signals to the data 
collection channel of a data collector / analyser. Thus, this unit can be used to measure the 
instantaneous current in each of the three phases, the instantaneous voltage of each of the three 
phases and the instantaneous electrical power supplied by each of the three phases. 
 
Figure 7-3 - Three-phase current measuring unit 
In Figure 7-4; 
VL1L2, VL2L3 and VL1L3 are line to line voltages;  
IL1, IL2 and IL3 are the three line currents. 
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Figure 7-4 - Diagram of three phase measurement unit 
Data acquisition process 
The data acquisition system is configured to take a maximum of 15 channels, of which a total of 10 will 
actually be used for this condition monitoring application. A PC card is connected to a spare PCI 
(Peripheral Card Interface) slot in the computer.  This configuration is shown in Figure 7-5 below: 
Gear Test Rig
Channel 0
Channel 1
Channel 3
Channel 2
Channel 4
PC Data
acquisition
card
Computer
 
Figure 7-5 - Diagram of measured signals 
Channel 0 – Blue: signal from shaft encoder (1 pulse / revolution) to determine average speed 
calculation 
Channel 1 – Dark Green: Signal from shaft encoder (100 pulses / revolution) for Instantaneous 
Angular Speed 
Channel 2 – Bright Red: Motor current  
Channel 3 – Yellow: Vibration signal from gearbox 
Channel 4 – Dark magenta - vibration signal from motor flange   
These five signals are measured from the test rig and sent to the data acquisition system which is 
connected with a software package allowing the display of virtual instruments on the computer screen. 
The data acquisition system display is shown in Figure 7-6: 
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Figure 7-6 - Screenshot of measured signals 
Also, the software allows the display of operating conditions through a real-time ‘dashboard’ in Figure 
7-7: 
 
Figure 7-7 - Screenshot of operating status through 'dashboard' 
 
7.3 Measurement of experimental data for healthy and faulty gearbox 
Two sets of tests will be performed for the healthy gearbox and another two sets of tests will be done 
for faulty gearbox in order to check the repeatability and reliability of the measurement procedures. 
Figure 7-9 and Figure 7-11 contain the measured values for the healthy gearbox for the following 
variables: DC motor armature current; load set; AC motor speed feedback; AC motor torque feedback; 
AC motor current; AC motor speed demand. The same variables are measured after the fault 
(introducing a break in tooth number 47 from the gearbox primary drive set ) was implemented in the 
gearbox and the results are shown in Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-13.  
The commands included in the PLC program are set manually on the operator screen and their 
relevant details are shown in Table 7-1. 
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Table 7-1 - Simulation data set for all healthy and faulty gear sets 
Step Speed (%) Load (%) Time (s) 
1  100 0 60 
2  100 20 60 
3  100 40 60 
4  100 60 60 
5  100 80 60 
6  100 100 60 
 
A key for each of the data plots in the graph is as follows together with a description and scaling 
factors: 
 
Figure 7-8 - Simulation plots colour key 
Table 7-2 below gives more information on each of these signals collected: 
Table 7-2 - Data plot signals and scaling factors 
Value Description Scaling 
Armature current Measured current in DC motor armature from 
a C.T. mounted on the resistor bank 
0 – 100% = 0 to 200A 
Load set Load set by the test rig PLC and output to the 
DC motor field controller 
0 – 100% = 0 to 4.0A Field current 
Speed feedback AC motor speed feedback indicated by the AC 
inverter 
0 – 100% = 0 to 1470 RPM 
Torque feedback AC motor torque feedback indicated by the AC 
inverter 
0 – 100% = 0 to 71.5 Nm (Full-
load-torque) 
Motor current AC motor torque feedback indicated by the AC 
inverter 
0 – 100% = 0 to 20.9 A 
Speed demand Speed output from the test rig PLC to the AC 
Inverter 
0 – 100% = 0 to 1470 RPM  
 
Measured data for healthy gearbox (Test number 1)  
Figure 7-9 shows the measured values for the healthy gearbox and the following aspects are worthy to 
be noted:  
1. The load setpoint has been set to give an actual torque feedback of 20, 40, 60, 80%, 
rather than a load setpoint of 20, 40, 60 and 80%. This is due to the relationship between 
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the DC motor load and the motor torque feedback not being entirely linear (i.e. a load 
setting of 20% will not yield a 20% torque feedback from the motor). 
2. The DC motor armature current follows the increase in DC motor field current in the same 
proportion, as we would expect – the relationship between DC motor field current and 
armature current produced was proved to be linear during the commissioning tests. 
 
 
Figure 7-9 - Measured data for healthy gearbox – Test number 1 
The healthy gearbox shows that a flat torque response exists at each of the load settings. At the 60% 
torque figure, motor torque is observed to fall away slightly before the next load increase is applied and 
at 80% torque, there is a dip in the torque feedback before the end of the test is complete.  
Figure 7-10 shows that the lowest point on the graph for torque feedback can be observed at data 
point 762. By plotting the torque feedback and DC motor armature current, it can be seen that the two 
values follow the same pattern. Therefore, it could be said that the dip in motor torque was not 
gearbox-related, but due to a fall in armature current. This could be the field controller, but because no 
active measurement of field current is being taken, this is difficult to prove. 
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(a)     (b) 
Figure 7-10 - Comparing motor torque (a) vs. armature current (b) 
Measured data for healthy gearbox (Test number 2)  
Test number 2 will follow exactly the same load test parameters and the measured data is presented in 
Figure 7-11.  
 
Figure 7-11 - Measured data for healthy gearbox – Test number 2 
The motor torque readings at 60% and 80% show a greater disturbance in Figure 7-11 than Figure 7-9. 
Mid-way through the 60% torque feedback, the value sees a minimum of 59% and a maximum of 61%. 
The 80% value peaks at up to 82%, before falling back to 79%. Again, if this is compared to the DC 
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motor armature plot, it can be seen that this is repeated therefore it was concluded that the 
measurement procedures are reliable. 
 
Measured data for faulty gearbox (Test number 3)  
The same commands have been applied to the PLC and the following variables have been measured 
for the faulty gearbox: DC motor armature current; load set; AC motor speed feedback; AC motor 
torque feedback; AC motor current; AC motor speed demand. These variables are the inverter drive 
signals.  
The experimental data for Test number 3 is shown in Figure 7-12: 
 
Figure 7-12 - Measured data for faulty gearbox – Test number 3  
 
Measured data for faulty gearbox (Test number 4)  
The second test is done for the faulty gearbox and the measured results are presented in Figure 7-13: 
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Figure 7-13 - Measured data for faulty gearbox – Test number 4 
Once again the comparison of the experimental data for the faulty gearbox produced good results 
(there were no major differences between the measured values) so the conclusion was that the 
measurement procedures are reliable.  
 
Comparison between measured data for Test number 1 and Test number 3 
The experimental data measured by the inverter for healthy gearbox (solid line) is plotted on the same 
graph with the measured results for faulty gearbox (dotted line) and is shown in Figure 7-14 
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Figure 7-14 – Comparison of experimental data for Test number 1 and Test number 3  
Healthy gear set:   Solid line 
Faulty gear set:   Dotted line 
 
From the two sets of results, it is immediately clear that the torque feedback from the drive with the 
faulty gear set is higher than that of the healthy set because it is necessary to produce more work to 
overcome this defect. In addition to this, the torque demand is higher once the load setpoint has 
changed, gradually dropping off as the test rig stabilises. The same can be said of the motor current 
value. The motor speed feedback remains constant throughout the range of loads applied. 
 
Comparison between the actual AC motor phase currents for test number 1 and test number 3 
Comparing actual motor currents (measured from a C.T. in one of the motor phases) between Test 
number 1 and test number 3,  the effect of the faulty gear set on motor current can be seen to manifest 
itself in a different manner to that observed from experimental data measured by the inverter (see 
Figure 7-14) and it is presented in Figure 7-15. 
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(a)     (b) 
Figure 7-15 - Comparison between the actual AC motor phase currents  
(a) healthy gearbox ; (b) faulty gearbox 
 
Torque pulsations from Figure 7-15 (b) have a different pattern than those from Figure 7-15 (a) as 
expected. These pulses can last between 20 and 5 second periods and there are no such oscillations 
observed on the healthy gear set. One suggestion is that these pulses can occur on a system that is 
‘under-damped’ in terms of gain values applied to the speed or current loop. As the faulty gear rotates, 
there is potential for greater backlash in the gearbox and this will reduce the damping effect of the load 
that the motor is driving, the result being an oscillation in the drive speed loop and therefore the current 
demand to the motor. 
The sampling rate of the DAQ system limits the examination to a time-domain analysis – the rate is too 
low to allow FFT to be performed and a frequency analysis to be performed. 
By comparing each of the healthy and faulty data gearbox sets on the same graph, the differences in 
the signals become easier to visualise. Figure 7-16 below gives the two actual measured current 
signals and it is obvious that the values for the motor actual current for a faulty gearbox become 
greater than the actual motor current when a healthy gearbox is installed in the electrical drive. This 
was expected because the torque feedback is increasing and the controller has to produce higher 
demand values in order to compensate for a faulty mechanical transmission. The inverter signals 
follow the same pattern therefore it is possible to use them instead of actual motor current for fault-
detection purposes and more details about the usefulness of using these signals are presented in 
Chapter 8 (section 8.4).     
The comparison between measured current signals for healthy and faulty gearbox is showing that the 
AC motor (actuator) can be used as a transducer for detecting electrical and electromechanical faults 
on an inverter-driven motor system. The next step was to analyse in more depth the differences 
between the two sets of measured data and the next paragraph is explaining this approach. 
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Figure 7-16 - Measured current signals for healthy and faulty gear set 
Advanced data analysis for the differences between the measured inverter drive torque 
feedback for Test number 1 and Test number 3  
Several Matlab programs implementing algorithms for advanced data analysis have been produced by 
the researchers from Diagnostic Engineering Research Centre within the University of Huddersfield. I 
would like to express my special thanks to Dr Fengshou Gu for giving me access to these programs 
and assisting me on using the programs to analyse the experimental data.  
 
The data analysis is based on the system modelling method. The system on the experimental test rig is 
shown by Figure 7-17. 
AC
AC Motor Mechanical system Load
 
Figure 7-17 - Experimental Test Rig System 
The healthy data set is then used as the ‘System Model’ reference for the model. When the test rig 
faulty data is obtained, this is given as the ‘Actual System’ in the model shown in Figure 7-18 : 
Input (x)
System 
Model
Output
+
-
Actual 
system
ÿ
y
 
Figure 7-18 - Model reference system used for data analysis 
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If both sets of data were the same, the output from the model system (y – ÿ) would be zero. Any faults 
present in the actual system will bring the output from the system above zero.  
 
Figure 7-19 shows the results for the comparison of measured torque feedback values between the 
healthy and faulty gear set. The following steps have been taken: 
1. A simple subtraction of torque feedback is taken between the values from each set over time; 
2. The root-mean-squared value of differences in the % torque feedback is calculated at each data 
points to measure the difference;  
3. The difference is normalised by nominal current to remove the effect of load settings 
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Figure 7-19 - Comparison of torque feedback values from drive measured between a healthy 
and faulty gear set 
As shown in Figure 7-19, the normalised data set (bottom) shows that the error percentage stays the 
same at each load level, whilst the non-normalised data (middle) naturally gives a higher % difference 
at higher values of torque, as this is where the greatest difference in values occurs. RMS (Root-Mean-
Squared) values are used for the non-normalised data because the peak deviation between the 
measured signals is so high. Both the middle and bottom data sets indicate the output from our model 
reference system shown in Figure 7-18. 
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For a monitoring system that is to trigger faults from a percentage value difference being greater than a 
set threshold, then the normalised data analysis method is preferred. There will be no requirement to 
modify the threshold value as the value of torque feedback increases because the data is normalised 
dynamically to the healthy data set. 
If both data sets were from healthy gearboxes, we would expect the points at each load setting to be 
grouped closer together to form a circle pattern, rather than a line. 
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Advanced data analysis for the differences between the actual current feedback (measured by 
Current Transformer) Test number 1 and Test number 3  
Figure 7-20 shows the results for the comparison of measured actual current feedback between the 
healthy and faulty gear set after following the three steps mentioned above.  
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Figure 7-20 - Comparison between actual motor current signals for healthy and faulty gears  
 
The grouping of this data is more spread-out at each load, but it must be considered that the actual 
current value is non-sinusoidal coming from the PWM drive and the X-axis data spread is due to the 
fluctuations in currents measured as the drive switches and these fluctuations are not ‘in-phase’ from 
one test run to the next. If we zoom into the phase current signal measured, the ‘sawtooth’ current 
signal obtained can clearly be seen 
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Figure 7-21 - Measured phase current waveform 
If we try and subtract one current signal directly from the other, it becomes impossible to overlay the 
peaks of each signal exactly and that is where the wide data spread on the x-axis occurs. 
However, by comparing the two results from Figure 7-19and Figure 7-20 it can be seen that the drive 
torque output gives a sufficiently detailed signal to allow a comparison to be made between healthy and 
faulty gear sets from the torque signal obtained. 
This is important, as it may be possible to perform additional data analysis on the signals output from a 
standard inverter drive. The 32-bit microprocessor that the inverter drive uses will rely on accurate 
current and voltage signals being measured by the drives own instruments. These signals may lose 
some resolution before being fed out to the drive analogue outputs but sufficient resolution may be 
retained. 
 
After this initial research work was completed, the test rig has subsequently been used by the 
department to advance other methods of motor condition monitoring. These include vibration 
monitoring, instantaneous speed analysis and acoustic measurements. The rig will form a key part of 
allowing the department of diagnostic research to continue the advancement of motor condition 
monitoring. 
 
 
The next chapter contains the conclusions of this research project and suggestions for further work. 
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Chapter 8                 
Conclusions and further work 
 
This chapter will present a review of the project objectives and achievements. Following from these, 
conclusions obtained from the research work will be discussed. The key contributions are summarised 
separately. Finally, future work which is helpful in further development of the methods investigated in 
this thesis is discussed.  
8.1 Review of Objectives 
A review of the initial project objectives and achievements is given in this section. 
 
Objective 1.  Investigate actual motor condition monitoring techniques with a view to determining 
whether any existing research has been undertaken into the specific area of using the AC motor as a 
transducer together with the AC inverter signals for detecting electrical and electromechanical faults on 
an inverter-driven motor system. 
Achievement 1. It was important to ensure that the research undertaken is not duplicating any existing 
works. From the literature review, it became clear that the area of using the inverter drive output 
signals to monitor and detect faults in the driven equipment is not one that has been studied in any 
detail. Therefore, the research work could continue in the knowledge that any results obtained would 
be a valuable research contribution in this field. 
 
Objective 2.  Research the operation of modern AC Flux-vector controllers with a view to using the 
latest inverter controller methods for these tests.  
Achievement 2. The use of a Parker 690+ AC Vector Drive ensures that this test rig is using one of 
the most modern AC vector inverters on the market. Operation of the drive in true closed-loop mode 
with motor feedback encoder gives a high level of performance from a standard AC asynchronous 
motor. Results obtained from this rig can then be stated to be from with the most up-to-date drive 
technology and therefore the research is not restricted to use on old technology. 
 
Objective 3. Design a test rig, using equipment that will meet the demands of the research work to be 
undertaken. 
Achievement 3. The test rig design was successful as the most up-to-date drive equipment had been 
specified and incorporated into the rig, whilst keeping the project cost within the budget constraints. 
This equipment could also be upgraded in future if the test rig research demands changed. 
 
Objective 4. Test and commission operation of the rig to ensure design criteria are satisfied. This will 
also involve running simulated test runs on the rig and analysing any results obtained. 
Achievement 4. After designing and specifying the test rig from a clean sheet, the rig was then 
commissioned to ensure that the performance of the rig was up to the designed standard. However, 
after successful commissioning, initial research work was attempted on the test rig for an application 
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involving detecting motor gearbox faults. After running a series of tests, it was impossible to create 
identical test conditions for any test run. If any two sets of results could not be compared under like-for-
like test conditions, then no further research could be carried out.  
 
Objective 5. Design and implement improvements to the test rig if these improvements can be proven 
to return more accurate test results.  
Achievement 5. A design to automate the test rig was developed to meet the conditions for repeatable 
tests. The incorporation of a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller), together with means of 
programming test conditions into the PLC, was shown to provide the test conditions required of the rig.  
 
Objective 6. Perform simulated tests to prove that the test rig is providing accurate and repeatable test 
conditions 
Achievement 6.
Chapter 7
 From thorough testing, it was found that the test rig PLC modifications carried out as 
part of this research provided consistent control signals to operate the test rig and therefore maintained 
identical test runs. This was important as a research project commissioned by David Brown had to 
guarantee the same test conditions for each run to determine if there were different test results 
obtained from healthy and faulty gear sets. The modifications allowed this work to be carried out 
satisfactorily and results detailed in  provide conclusive proof of this. 
 
Objective 7. Use the test rig to run a series of tests on healthy and faulty equipment. 
Achievement 7. The PLC-automated test rig was eventually required to satisfy research demands on 
a key application involving motor gearboxes from a major manufacturer. This allowed both healthy and 
faulty gear sets to be exchanged in order to introduce the desired faults. 
 
Objective 8. Investigate the signals received from the inverter drive to ascertain their usefulness in 
detecting fault/non-fault conditions on the faulty equipment 
Achievement 8. Data was collected from the gearbox test rig and analysed using MATLAB. From a 
series of tests performed on the healthy and faulty gear sets, some clear differences in the signals 
received from the inverter were noted. This provided an important step forward in the research to show 
that there is good potential in using these signals to detect downstream mechanical faults. The 
detection method is novel as it uses the drive signals to monitor the load, rather than the motor 
currents. 
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8.2 Conclusions 
Based upon these achievements, we can conclude that: 
 
• The decision to design and build a test rig using the most up-to-date closed-loop drive technology 
provided an important starting point for this research. Closed-loop vector drive technology is unlikely 
to advance much further than it is at present, except by incorporating the technology into ever-
smaller drive footprints, so any results obtained will remain valid for the foreseeable future. A 
modern closed-loop drive (such as the Parker 690+ unit) can provide the feedback signals required 
by an external data-logging system without any modification. Three analogue outputs were used in 
this case and this allowed the internal feedback signals of motor speed, current and torque to be 
ported out for measurement by external instrumentation with ease.  
 
• The importance of selecting a mechanical fault that is typical of what will be encountered in industry 
is vital to ensure that the research will have value in industry. This came in the form of a true 
research project commissioned by David Brown to determine if gearbox faults could be detected by 
using the AC motor as transducer. Originally, this research was to be performed using a direct on-
line (DOL) AC motor running at fixed-frequency but the principle of using the inverter drive signals 
to detect the fault was to be used instead. The gearbox chosen was a standard two-stage gearbox 
using two sets of helical gears. David Brown defined the faults to be simulated and provided actual 
faulty gear sets for this purpose. Having real-world faults present in the gearbox that were specified 
by the manufacturer provided ideal fault test conditions and paves the way for this research to be 
used on the many applications that use helical gearbox technology in industry. 
 
• In an environment where tests are to be performed on a repeat basis, there must be a guarantee 
that one test is run in an identical manner to another. Test runs initially performed on the non-
automated test rig highlighted clear flaws in the testing methods used. Test conditions were that the 
motor was to run at a fixed-speed, with an increasing load applied in steps. Upon analysis of the 
first few tests, it could be seen that there was not one single set of test run conditions that could be 
compared to another. Whether this was the load setting, or the time taken to run at each load not 
being the same, it was always the case that there were slight differences. Human beings are not 
robots and whilst every effort can be made to operate the test rig under the same conditions from 
one run to the next, in practise this will not happen – and didn’t. It follows that without an absolute 
defined set of repeatable test conditions, it is impossible to compare any two sets of results and any 
research relying on these results would be invalid.  
 
• The use of a PLC to automate the test rig provided a vital guarantee of consistent test conditions. 
When the results of two identical tests are analysed and compared against each other, an 
assurance can be given that any deviation from the expected conditions is as a result of factors 
external to the control system, rather than anomalies in the test procedure itself. In this research, 
automation allowed a reliable base line data source to be obtained from the series of load tests run 
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on the healthy motor gearbox unit. Knowing that the test conditions would be identical, load tests 
run on the known faulty motor gearbox set could be run and results of the two tests compared like-
for-like. 
 
• From the tests, it has been shown that for a particular mechanical fault introduced, the inverter drive 
signals have provided sufficient information to allow a difference between healthy and faulty gear 
sets to be observed. The data has been analysed and feedback provided to David Brown who are 
pleased with the results obtained. 
 
• Although the data was captured and analysed using a low-sampling frequency (1 second interval), 
meaning that only a time-domain visualisation could be carried out, the difference between healthy 
and faulty gearbox data could still be clearly seen. Because of the low signal-processing overhead 
that this brings, application of these methods will become easier to incorporate in general 
automation equipment. Memory storage becomes less of an issue, as does the processing 
overhead on the hardware – it is not desirable for the monitoring software to take up the majority of 
processing time on equipment who’s primary function is controlling the plant or equipment. The 
appeal of this method of fault diagnosis is therefore greatly enhanced for both automation 
equipment manufacturers and end-users.  
 
• Monitoring methods such as MCSA rely on a high level of data storage and analysis, with a 
significant cost and performance implication on the equipment used to perform the analysis. As this 
used standard drive output signals, the cost and complexity to implement this method is significantly 
reduced over other methods. This should ensure that the technology is more readily embraced by 
industry than other methods. 
 
• There is significant interest from industry in motor and mechanical sub-system condition monitoring 
– as shown in the work commissioned for David Brown. The customers of Optima Control Solutions 
Ltd. have regular vibration analysis checks carried out on key plant equipment. Often, this has 
shown to be valuable in detecting early failures. In July 2010, vibration analysis led to a new inverter 
motor being replaced only six months into service. The unit had failed due to an assembly issue in 
production (early end roller-bearing failure). Had this remained undetected for a year or so, the unit 
would have to be replaced at the end users cost. As it stood, the unit was replaced free of charge 
by the manufacturer, saving the user hundreds of pounds. Bringing the cost and availability of 
condition monitoring systems down is key to getting established in customer sites. If this is as 
simple as linking up to drives and monitoring the key output signals, then this method of detecting 
mechanical failure has a high commercial value. 
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8.3 Contributions to Knowledge and Understanding 
Contribution I: The practical design and implementation of an experimental test rig for the particular 
purpose of detecting motor faults using the inverter signals was an essential part of the research 
programme. This made sure that the correct equipment was used and that the test rig would give the 
required level of performance. It also allowed the rig to be fully tested to the design criteria and in future 
the test rig can be calibrated on a yearly basis to ensure that it still conforms to the original design 
specification. 
 
Contribution II: Improvement of the test rig performance by upgrading to closed-loop control was 
provided. As applications for AC drives have advanced, it is necessary to provide test equipment that is 
capable of emulating the high-performance end of AC vector drives. By adding additional optional 
equipment to the existing AC vector drive used in the test rig it is now possible to offer this operating 
mode for testing. At present, this form of AC asynchronous motor control is still the most advanced 
method on offer and is unlikely to be superseded in the near future. 
 
Contribution III: Automation of the test rig by a using PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) to drive 
test rig operation. This implementation represents an important contribution to several research 
projects done by the researchers from the Diagnostic Engineering Research Centre within the 
University of Huddersfield. The use of a PLC to automate the test rig provided an important step to 
guaranteeing consistent test conditions. Thus, for this test rig guarantees can be made that one test 
condition is identical to another allowing verifiable results to be obtained. 
 
Contribution IV:
8.4 Future work 
 Detection of gearbox faults using the inverter drive signals. Because the area of 
MCSA has seen so much research undertaken, it is important to research other means of condition 
monitoring. The use of inverter-driven systems in modern industry is now so widespread and detection 
methods that are not compatible with such systems will have limited applications. This model-driven 
method of detecting faults using the inverter signals is a logical forward step to take and it is hoped that 
this particular area of research will now receive much more attention in the coming years. The research 
carried out in this thesis is an important step in driving this further. 
 
The initial research work can be concluded as a success, but needs to be progressed further in order 
for this method to provide an automated non-intrusive monitoring technique that provides reliable fault 
indication in real-world inverter-driven systems. For example, this research has been performed using 
a fixed speed for all tests, which may not be applicable to some inverter-driven systems. 
Progression of the research is important, as existing methods involving motor condition monitoring 
through vibration, speed, or current measurements are mostly limited to applications that run at a fixed 
speed and on non-inverter, DOL (Direct-On-Line) systems. If progression does not happen, then these 
condition-monitoring techniques will be left behind as more and more AC motor applications become 
inverter-driven as a result of energy saving measures required by industry. 
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8.4.1 Compatibility of existing condition monitoring methods with inverter-driven systems 
Inverter-driven motor systems can present issues to existing research involving motor condition 
monitoring through vibration, speed, or current measurements. Further research is required in order to 
validate these existing motor condition monitoring methods with inverter technology. Existing methods 
are listed, along with the effects that an inverter drive may present to these methods: 
Vibration, speed and current measurement 
On current analysis methods, a varying speed may compromise fault diagnosis that relies on the 
presence of harmonic data shown as sidebands of the main 50Hz carrier frequency to detect fault 
conditions. These sidebands will experience frequency-shift and amplitude variation as the motor 
speed and frequency is varied. 
Speed variation will also affect vibration and angular speed monitoring systems as the reference data 
point of speed may be constantly changing. For vibration analysis, this will mean that the frequency 
components measured will shift and unless the system monitoring these signals compensates, false 
triggering of faults may occur. As speed analysis relies on measuring subtle changes in rotor angular 
speed, this may be affected by inverter technology as at a motor speed of 1500RPM, an inverter with 
3kHz switching frequency can affect the rotor speed up to two times in one revolution and more if the 
motor is running slower. 
Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) – phase current noise 
Complications with diagnostics involving motor current signals stem from the fact that each phase 
output waveform from a modern PWM drive is not sinusoidal. Because of the manner in which a PWM 
drive operates, there is effectively a modulated carrier signal (the switching frequency of the drive) 
imposed over the main 50Hz frequency. Additionally, as the drive does not always switch on and off for 
one full carrier cycle – but parts of it – the motor phase signal is enriched with harmonic content. It 
follows that any system relying upon monitoring low-amplitude sideband frequencies around the main 
motor carrier to observe faults (NFMCSA – Notch-Filtered Motor Current Signature Analysis, for 
example) may find that these low-amplitude sideband frequencies are swamped by the many 
harmonics that a PWM drive produces. In a typical AC vector drive manual, there are no less than 50 
harmonic currents listed [32] all with varying degrees of amplitude, decaying as the harmonic number 
increases.  
Initial analysis of motor phase current data from the test rig was performed using a high sampling 
frequency, then processing the signals using FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) techniques to analyse the 
frequency content of the motor phase current signals. This revealed sideband frequencies that were 
numerous and not generally of fixed frequency. Whilst the main carrier signal could be clearly seen, the 
sideband content had more of a ‘white-noise’ appearance about it. NFMCSA methods would clearly 
struggle to pick out the required data in this ‘noisy’ environment.  
Motor Current Signature Analysis (MCSA) – motor slip 
However, this is not the only barrier to using MSCA. Phase current signature analysis as researched by 
Bo Liang [1] relied upon the fact that the sidebands appeared more prominently when the motor was at 
a higher load, with more slip occurring. Between 0 and 25% load, the sidebands were not visible, 
because of the small amount of slip that occurs. A closed-loop inverter drive compensates for 
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increased motor slip by increasing the supply frequency to maintain base speed. With limited slip at 
higher loads due to this slip compensation, there may be no motor sidebands and therefore no 
indication of the motor broken rotor bar faults being studied. 
The phase current analysis method used by Bo Liang and others will require further testing on AC 
closed-loop systems to confirm if this still gives reliable fault indication. It may be possible to adapt 
some of these existing methods to use the inverter-generated signals for the purposes of fault 
detection.  
All of the above issues strengthen the case for using the inverter drive output signals for condition 
monitoring on inverter-driven systems. 
 
8.4.2 Use of adaptive algorithms to signal motor faults 
Although the test results obtained from this research have not been incorporated into a system that can 
automatically signal faults after learning base-line data, this is an area that shows a lot of potential for 
further work. Some of this work could see the inverter drive signals being used with adaptive algorithm 
techniques to learn the motor operating conditions over a range of motor speeds. This would firstly be 
limited to machinery that has a constant, predictable operating mode such as fans or pumps. Systems 
that experience sudden changes in load, such as conveyors or lift/hoist systems may not be suitable. 
The algorithms would be tested on suitable industrial inverter-drive applications and their use then 
proven out in the field. 
 
8.4.3 Improvement of measured inverter signals 
At present, the resolution of the inverter signals is unknown and as the research progresses, it may be 
necessary to extract greater information from the drive signals. Closer co-operation with a drive 
manufacturer will be required to determine more information about the intended feedback signals being 
used. For example, the torque, speed and current signals are output from the drive via analogue 
signals at the moment. Information is not given in the drives manual as to the output resolution of these 
signals (12 bit plus sign, for example) or the sampling rate. It may be possible that higher resolution 
signals at a higher sampling rate can be retrieved over Fieldbus, for example, as the drive internal 
processor is 32-bit. One would expect the 32-bit processor to be working from measured signals to the 
same resolution. Without the introduced latency and potential for noise that analogue signals have, the 
Fieldbus data can be read directly into a data acquisition system for further processing. 
This will be possible on the existing rig, and may be the next key step in this research. The Parker 
690+ AC Vector drive has an Ethernet ‘technology box’ available. The manual for this does not state 
the data transfer rate available, or the bit resolution of parameters available from the drive, however 
this data should be obtainable from the UK manufacturer. Even closer co-operation with the drive 
manufacturer may lead to a special version of firmware being issued that allows 32-bit data to be 
passed across the Ethernet network if this is not currently available and improves the data analysis. 
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8.4.4 Combining inverter and motor condition monitoring 
Condition monitoring of inverter drives for fault diagnosis is not a new research area. It has been 
considered that although electric motor problems can occur for a variety of reasons – ranging from 
design faults and poor manufacturing quality to incorrect design application, or harsh operating 
conditions on-site – what can also have an influence on the failure of motors, is the inverter itself. If the 
drive output circuit is intermittently failing, or the feedback device on closed-loop systems is providing 
incorrect speed data, the motor can be stressed with the harmonic content of currents due to ‘misfiring’ 
of the inverter output circuit or higher phase currents than are necessary to achieve a given speed. 
MCSA for motor failure and Wavelet-fuzzy algorithms for inverter failure are just two types of methods 
that can be applied to inverter-driven motor systems for early fault diagnosis. 
It is therefore important to consider how condition monitoring for both motor and inverter could be 
applied as a whole to the inverter-motor system. An inverter that can signal potential failure of both 
itself and the motor it is driving will have a serious commercial interest for drives manufacturers, 
providing the end-user has confidence that the drive is not indicating potential failure too soon, 
necessitating a premature drive replacement. There is the potential for a perceived conflict-of-interest 
to occur and this may prove to be a barrier to such a system being wholeheartedly embraced by the 
end-users of inverter equipment. 
 
8.4.5 Incorporating fault detection algorithms into existing automation/drive equipment 
A useful step would be to incorporate the motor condition monitoring algorithms into industrial 
automation equipment. This could be in the drive itself, or a supervisory system that reads data from 
the drive over a proprietary network (Ethernet, for example). Such algorithms would need to function 
on systems that do not require a high signal processing rate, or large amounts of data storage 
overhead if they are to be incorporated into AC inverter drives or PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) 
systems.  
If this could be incorporated into a drive, the technology could be licensed to drive manufacturers for 
use in their equipment. This would advance industrial AC motor condition monitoring into a readily 
available product and provide manufacturers with a unique selling proposition. As inverter drive 
technology stands, there is little to separate manufacturers in terms of performance or features. Most 
decisions taken with regard to which manufacturer is chosen for an application is down to price, 
perceived brand reliability, or simply personal preference. The first drive manufacturer to offer motor 
condition monitoring as an optional extra will certainly steal an advantage over competitors. 
Alternatively, now that most drive manufacturers (Parker amongst them) provide Ethernet connectivity, 
it may be possible to transfer data out of the drive at a higher rate and process this data in an industrial 
PC located in the plant. The majority of modern factory automation systems have higher-level Fieldbus 
systems (namely Ethernet) to process data for operators and supervisors, so it should be possible to 
incorporate the algorithmic software into these systems and market this as a separate ‘bolt-on’ 
package. 
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8.4.6 Validating the fault detection algorithms  
Final stages of the research would see the algorithms implemented on suitable industrial applications 
in industry. As many inverter systems are used on fans and pumps for energy saving, then these 
should be some of the first target systems. The load profile is not overtly affected by normal operating 
conditions and so can easily be base-lined. If faults can be detected – especially those that might 
impact on the energy savings offered by such systems – then this potentially a very large market area. 
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Appendix A Gearbox Test Rig Modifications 
A.1 Test rig modifications – mechanical and electrical works 
The final stage of implementing the test rig modifications comes in the form of installing the actual 
equipment inside the existing test rig control panel. The existing control panel had sufficient space 
inside the panel and on the panel door to accommodate the additional equipment – the initial design 
philosophy of leaving the 20% free space had proved beneficial in this case. 
Internal modifications 
The PLC would be mounted in space available at the top left of the control panel backplate. A 24VDC 
power supply would be taken from the existing power supply unit inside the panel. It was calculated 
that there was enough capacity in this to feed both the PLC and touch-screen that were to be fitted. A 
DIN-rail to mount the PLC on would be installed and additional trunking to contain the cables would be 
fitted above the PLC to keep the installation neat and be in-keeping with the rest of the control panel 
work. 
Wiring the PLC into the existing circuit required some modifications to the internal wiring, detailed on 
the electrical schematics that are included in Appendix D. The internal modifications required the 
following additions: 
− 4 off Fused terminals were fitted to protect the PLC and the expansion modules against 
excessive fault over-currents that may damage the modules. 4x20mm glass fast-acting 
fuses of 1A rating were used. 
− New terminal block sections installed for future expansion, wired to the spare inputs and 
outputs on the PLC 
The PLC wiring was completed before the equipment was installed in the test rig as this would save 
time during the installation. Approximately 2 metres of cable was left from each of the PLC terminals to 
free ends and all of the cables were marked-up with numbers. Two hours were spent making off the 
PLC cabling that included both ferrule termination and cable numbering to allow ease of identification. 
A close-up image of the PLC detailing the modules used can be seen in 
Wiring the PLC 
Figure B-1: 
 
Figure B-1 - Test Rig PLC Hardware components 
Fused terminals 
for modules 
Main PLC 
Processor 
Communication 
cable to screen 
Digtal outputs 
Digtal inputs Analogue input 
expansion unit 
Analogue outputs 
Analogue inputs 
Analogue output 
expansion unit 
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Spare terminals were left for future expansion of the test rig PLC to avoid the inconvenience of adding 
extra cabling in future. These are for digital inputs and outputs and may be used for external 
control/signalling to/from the test rig if required. 
External  
The now obsolete manual load potentiometer would be left on the front panel in case it may be 
required in future. The operating keypad for the drive would also be maintained as it is useful in 
providing diagnostic information on the status of the drive. 
A new hole would be cut-out of the panel door to fit the new screen into. New power supply (24VDC) 
and a network cable (PPI interface to communicate from Screen to PLC) would be routed from the 
backplate to the panel door. Images of the test rig before (left) and after (right) the modification work 
was undertaken are shown in Figure B-2 and Figure B-3 below: 
 
Figure B-2 - Test rig panel exterior before and after modification 
New operator 
panel 
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Figure B-3 - Test rig panel interior before and after modification 
The modification work took approximately 8 hours to complete at the University and was done in an 
evening while the rig was not being used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New PLC 
Additional 
test rig 
inputs 
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A.2 Data acquisition system – modifications 
After the test rig modifications as detailed in Chapter 5 were completed, additional signals were added 
to those already present on the data acquisition system. These were necessary on two fronts: 
− To verify that the automated signals were correct on each test run 
− To determine if the feedback signals from the inverter drive could be used for fault 
diagnosis on this test rig. 
The channel configuration was now as shown in Figure B-4: 
 
Gear Test Rig
Channel 0
Channel 1
Channel 3
Channel 2
Channel 4
Channel 11
Channel 12
Channel 14
Channel 13
Channel 15
PC Data
acquisition
card
Computer
 
Figure B-4 - Diagram showing additional test rig signals 
Channel 11 – Cyan:   DC Motor Armature current 
Channel 12 – Magenta:  Automated load setting; PLC > Field controller 
Channel 13 – Orange:  Inverter drive speed feedback  
Channel 14 – Lavender: Inverter drive motor current feedback 
Channel 15 – Black:   Automated speed setting; PLC > Inverter drive 
These were made available to the data acquisition system by the fitting of a 9-way D-type connector to 
the bottom of the test rig panel. This will be wired according to the diagram below: 
 
Figure B-5 - D-Type connector wiring for Data Acq. system (Optima Drawings) 
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Appendix B PLC Program detail and Memory allocation 
This appendix provides additional data to accompany Chapter 5, for the test rig modifications 
concerning the operation of the PLC software and how this is structured. 
B.1 PLC Program design 
The PLC will have a data block assigned to store speed values and ramp times for each step. A similar 
data block will be used for the load values and ramp times. A “Data Block” is an assigned area of 
memory that contains contiguous values of data grouped together for ease of organisation and 
programming. 
Each step sequence (maximum of 20 steps programmed) will output either a speed or load value to 
the ramp block and a ramp time for each sequence step. If the ramp time is zero, then the ramp output 
will be bypassed for that step using the ramp “switch” and the raw output will be fed directly to the AC 
inverter drive or DC field controller. 
Consistency of tests 
Because a PLC has predictable program cycle scan times, it can be relied upon to perform consistent 
tests from one test to the next using the same data. This is important, as inconsistent test cycles will 
produce inconclusive results. 
PLC Inputs 
The PLC inputs are defined as follows in Table B-1: 
Table B-1 - PLC External Inputs 
PLC Outputs 
The PLC outputs are defined as follows in Table B-2: 
Type: Description Function / Scaling 
Analogue Speed feedback from AC inverter 0 – 10V = 0 to 100% calibrated speed 
Analogue DC Motor field controller feedback 0 – 10V = 0 to 4.7A Field current 
Analogue Current feedback from AC inverter 0 – 10V = 0 to 100% calibrated speed 
Analogue DC Motor armature current 
feedback from current transformer 
0 – 10V = 0 to 207A (maximum armature 
current) 
Digital DC Field controller health 1 – Controller healthy 
Digital AC Inverter health 1 – Inverter healthy 
Digital AC Inverter at zero speed 1 – Motor at zero speed 
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Table B-2 - PLC External Outputs 
Operator Screen Data 
The data that the operator enters into touch-screen to run the test rig needs to be stored in the PLC for 
use by the program.  
PLC data is organised into the following groups: 
- WORD/INT’s for storing of speed or load setpoint values as integers. The format of 
WORD data in the PLC is MW(x) where ‘x’ is the unique address number. 
- BOOLean (bit) data for operator pushbuttons. The format of BOOL data is Mx.x where ‘x.x’ 
is the unique address. 
Some of the integer values are held in non-volatile RAM in the PLC so that when power is turned off to 
the test rig, the values are not lost. Each data value has a unique address and the operator screen can 
read or write values into these address areas. The tables are grouped into data that is either sent from 
the screen to the PLC (input values) or from the PLC to the screen (output values).  Not all data values 
are shown below for every speed or load setting, but the main data types are given: 
B.1.1 PLC Program Structure 
The structure of the PLC program is shown below. The program is made up of MAIN routines (these 
are fixed in the PLC) and SBR routines (sub-routines that are written specifically for the application and 
can be called freely in the PLC program, sometimes more than once). 
Type: Description Function / Scaling 
Analogue Speed setpoint to AC inverter Control speed of AC motor according to the 
program demands 
0 – 10V = 0 to 100% calibrated speed 
Analogue Load setpoint to DC field controller Vary the AC motor load demand according to the 
program demands 
0 – 10V = 0 to 100% calibrated load 
Digital AC drive start 0 – Stop AC Drive 
1 – Start AC Drive 
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MAIN
(OB1)
Main 
Sequence
(SBR0)
Speed 
Sequence
(SBR2)
Load 
Sequence
(SBR4)
Functions
(SBR1) Ramp
(SBR3)
Ramp
(SBR3)
Speed Seq 
Time Total
(SBR3)
 
Figure B-1 - PLC Program structure 
A description of each program function is given below: 
MAIN (OB1) 
This is the main routine that the PLC calls at every program scan. This program cannot be deleted and 
all of the functions required for the test rig to operate are contained in this routine. Any subroutines 
written are called from this ‘Master’ program as well. 
Main Sequence (SBR0) 
The Main Sequence provides the main control of the speed and load state sequences. This sequence 
ensures that the operator follows all of the correct set-up screens before operating the test rig. 
A state diagram programming approach was used for the software design as it allows the operation of 
the test rig to be finalised before the software is written. It should be possible to define any control 
system operation by a definite number of operational steps. Once each step has been clearly defined, 
writing the software from this becomes far more straightforward and allows ease of fault finding 
because if the program is halted at a particular state, it can clearly be seen what operation is required 
to move the program on. Another advantage is that operation of the software can be viewed with ease 
by people with no programming knowledge or background. 
In the main state diagram written for this test rig and shown in Figure B-2, the state operations are as 
follows: 
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S4
Test Rig Running
Auto mode selected
AND
‘Setup’ PB pressed
S0
Wait for Setup 
Request/Manual 
start
S1
Select No. of  Steps
S2
Wait  for speed and 
load data to be 
Entered
Auto mode selected
AND
'Enter' button pressed
on steps screen
S3
W ait For S tart
Data Entered.
‘Finish’ pushbutton pressed
'RigStart' Pressed
'Stop' button pressed
or Drive Fault
'Stop' button pressed
or  Dr ive Fault
Manual mode selected
AND
‘Start’ PB pressed
 
Figure B-2 - Main Sequence (SBR0) 
S0 - The test rig is idle. The AC inverter and DC drive are de-energised.  
Auto mode:  To proceed from this state, the test rig operator must press the ‘Set-up’ pushbutton on 
the main operator screen. The program proceeds to state S1. 
Manual mode:
S2 -  The test rig is idle. The operator will enter the required speed and load data on each screen 
(there are 4 screens with 5 speed and load data parameter sets on each – described later in this 
section, [Chapter: 
  To proceed from this state, the test rig operator must press the ‘Manual Start’ 
pushbutton. The program proceeds to state S4. 
S1 - The test rig is idle. Once the number of speed and load sequence steps have been entered on-
screen, the operator must press the ‘Enter’ pushbutton to confirm this. The program proceeds to state 
S2. 
B.1.2 - Operator screens page 9-15]) then press the ‘Finish’ pushbutton. The 
program proceeds to state S3. 
S3 -  The test rig is idle. The operator will now be returned to the main operator screen, where the 
‘Auto Start’ pushbutton will now be displayed. Until all of the above steps have been completed, the 
‘Auto Start’ pushbutton will not be displayed. Once this button is pressed, the program proceeds to 
state S4. 
S3 -  The test rig is running. The AC inverter and DC field generator are enabled and the test rig will 
run all of the programmed speed and load sequence steps. The test rig can be stopped by pressing the 
‘Stop’ pushbutton. The test rig will also stop of there is a fault on either the AC inverter, DC field 
generator, or the DC motor cooling fan. 
Translation of the main sequence SBR0 design into the PLC’s native programming language (LADder) 
logic can be seen in Figure B-3 below. The program is represented in the top half of the figure and the 
symbols used by the network are included below. 
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Figure B-3 - Subroutine SBR0 LAD network and symbols used 
As this is state 0 (zero) – initial program state – the equality statement “= =I“ is used to only run the 
operations in this network if the value ‘Main_State_Seq_IN’ is equal to 0. There are two parallel routes 
that the program can take. The top route will advance the state sequence engine to stage 1 if all the 
conditions are met (or ‘True’). The symbols -| |- represent logic states, unless there is text inside the 
symbol (as is the case with the instruction at the top left). If all logic cases are TRUE (1), then the end 
statement of MOVE_W will move a value of ‘1’ into the variable ‘Main_State_Seq_OUT’. At the end of 
the subroutine, the integer ‘Main_State_Seq_OUT‘ will be written to integer ‘Main_State_Seq_IN’. This 
is to ensure that when the state condition changes, a full PLC scan occurs of all other subroutines 
before the next state sequence is advanced. The bottom route will similarly allow an advance to state 4 
if all of the conditions are met. 
This corresponds to Figure B-2 on the previous page, where it can be seen that there are only two 
possible transitions from State 0 – the selection of Auto mode (State 1) or Manual (State 4). Auto mode 
is selected initially by pressing the ‘Set-up’ pushbutton on the screen – represented by symbol ‘M0.1 – 
SetUp_PB’ in the PLC program. Manual mode is enabled by selecting ‘Manual’ on the touch-screen – 
symbol ‘M0.7 – HMI_Man_Mode’. State programming allows the program operation to be easily 
modified in future and faults with operation to be quickly traced because if the program is stopped, the 
condition for transition to the next state can easily be identified. 
Speed Sequence (SBR2) 
The speed sequencer has been written to allow up to 20 different speeds to be run on the test rig, each 
with its own ramp time from one setpoint to the next and time to run each speed before the next step is 
run. This can be seen in (a).  
On state 1, the program writes the speed setpoint to be run <VW14 - Set_Speed1…>  to the integer 
value <VW316 - Motor_Speed_Set>. The ramp time for state 1, <VW16 - SpeedRampTime1> is 
written to the integer value <VW342 - Speed_Ramp_Time>. Both these integer values are fed into the 
RAMP function SBR3 to set the speed and ramp time in which to achieve it. State 2 operates in the 
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same manner, writing the speed and ramp time values for state 2 to the ramp block – this continues up 
until state 20 (the last state). The state sequence is timed by the ‘Speed_Timer_2’ value and when the 
TON (on-delay timer) has expired, the bit associated with it is set to state 1 and the sequence moves to 
the next state. State 2 is displayed in Figure B-4: 
 
Figure B-4 - SBR2 Speed Sequence Diagram; State 2 
Load Sequence (SBR4) 
A separate load sequencer has been written to allow different load patterns to be programmed 
independently of the speed set-points. A maximum of 20 load steps can be programmed each with its 
own ramp time from one load setpoint to the next and time to run at each load before the next step is 
run. 
The load and speed sequences are given in Figure B-5. Some multiple states (steps 3 through 19) are 
left out for clarity, but there are 20 running states each in total for the speed and load sequences, 
giving up to 40 different speed/load combinations. The structure of the stage sequencer for load 
settings is the same as the speed sequencer so program detail on this does not warrant inclusion.  
State sequence 
timer 
Move speed and 
ramp time values 
to variables for 
further processing 
Compare previous 
set speed with 
current to allow 
the correct ramp 
rate to be 
calculated 
When timer 
elapsed – move 
to stage 3 
Move current 
elapsed time 
value to HMI for 
operator display 
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State advance on '1'
CS0
Idle
Sequence Timer expired
Sequence Timer expired
Sequence Timer expired
Sequence Timer expired
CS20
Run Speed 20 - Start 
s equence timer
CSx
Run Speed x - Start 
s equence timer
CS1
Run Speed 1 - Start 
s equence timer
CS2
Run Speed 2 - Start 
s equence timer
END
State advance on '1'
CS0
Idle
Sequence Timer expired
Sequence Timer expired
Sequence Timer expired
Sequence Timer expired
CS20
Run Load 20 - Star t 
s equence timer
CSx
Run Load x - Start 
s equence timer
CS1
Run Load 1 - Start 
s equence timer
CS2
Run Load 2 - Start 
s equence timer
END
 
Figure B-5 - Speed (SBR2) and Load (SBR4) state diagrams 
Functions (SBR1) 
This subroutine performs the following tasks: 
- Calculates and generates the ramped speed and load setpoints before outputting to the 
AC drive and DC field controllers respectively. The Ramp function (SBR3) is called to 
generate the ramped setpoints. The setpoint values are then scaled or offset to give the 
required output voltage. 
- Scale and move PLC analogue inputs to internal PLC registers for outputting to the 
operator HMI 
- Subroutine ‘Speed Seq Time Total’ (SBR5) calculates the total speed and load sequence 
times so the operator can ensure they are equal and correct if necessary 
- Operates the PLC digital outputs to control the AC drive and DC field controller 
Ramp Function (SBR3) 
The ramp function block is shown in Figure B-6. The RAMP function limits the rise and fall of the 
floating-point variable ‘IN’ and returns the calculated floating point value as variable ‘OUT’. 
 The parameters input to the block are given in the table below. REAL data type is a floating-point 
variable. As the variables input from the operator screen are INTeger format, they must be converted 
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to floating-point values before being passed to this function. The RAMP function block has been written 
by Siemens for the S7-200 Processor. 
Table B-3 - Ramp function block inputs and outputs 
 
 
Figure B-6 - Ramp function block 
Ramp times are usually defined for the maximum range of a value. For example, an AC inverter may 
have a ramp time set of 10 seconds. The drive will therefore take 10 seconds to ramp from zero speed 
to 100% speed. If the speed setpoint changed from 0% to 10%, the drive would take 1 second to ramp 
up to 10%. This is not what is required for our application. Instead, we require the ramp time to be 
effective for each speed change. In order to achieve this, we will calculate the maximum variation in 
units per second dynamically in the PLC program according to the current speed set and the next 
speed value to reach given in the following formula: 
( ) ( ) IONMAX_VARIATABS
(s) Time Ramp
Setpoint SpeedCurrent Setpoint Speed New
=




 −   (9-1) 
ABS is a notional command that converts the result to always be a positive integer number. The 
MAX_VARIATION value is sent to the RAMP block. For example, we require a ramp time of 5 seconds 
from the current speed of 10% to 50%. 
Maximum variation units/second = 0.8ABS
5
1050
=




 −     (9-2) 
The following function has been written to perform this calculation: 
 
Figure B-7 - Ramp change calculation block 
PLC variables 
The symbol editor is used to declare all of the global program variables. These include the variables 
that are sent to and from the HMI). An extract from the actual program symbol table is shown below: 
Symbol Type Description / Function / Scaling 
IN REAL Input value for RAMP block 
MAX_VARIATION REAL Maximum output variation; Units per second 
OUT REAL Ramp output value 
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Figure B-8 - PLC Program Symbol Table for Test Rig Program (screenshot from S7-MicroWIN 
software) 
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B.1.2 Operator screens 
The operator screens have been written on a Siemens TP177A unit that interfaces to the S7-200 PLC 
via. a PPI connection (Point-to-Point Interface) that handles all of the data transfer between screen and 
PLC. The operation of the protocol is invisible to the programmer – the transfer of data values to and 
from the PLC is performed automatically and no communications routine is required. 
The editing software used is Siemens WinCC Flexible Micro edition software. Each screen will be 
shown and the functions on the screen identified: 
Total state 
sequence time
Speed step no.
Step no. running 
time
DC motor 
armature current
DC motor field 
current
DC motor load 
setpoint out 
(Auto) / operator 
input (Manual)
AC motor % load
AC motor running 
speed
AC motor speed 
setpoint out 
(Auto)  / operator  
input (Manual)
Select Auto or 
Manual 
operating mode
Text list showing  
current rig status
Go to System 
settings screen
Automatic 
operating mode 
Start/Stop controls
Manual operating 
mode Start/Stop 
controls
Run Once / Repeat 
Steps
(Auto mode only)
Select ‘Set-up’ 
screen
Main operator screen 
This screen is the main screen used to operate the test rig once all of the parameters have been set-
up. Auto or Manual running modes can be selected from this screen. Automatic mode runs the test rig 
according to data set up in the ‘Recipe Screens’. The speed and load setpoints are run from one value 
to another automatically and an option is provided to ‘Repeat’ the test rig operation continuously. 
Manual mode allows a set speed and load to be run on the test rig for general operation. 
 
Figure B-9 - Main Operator Screen 
This screen can be left at any time that the test rig is running without affecting operation. 
All the DC motor status information is on the left of the screen. The load of the DC motor can be set 
here if the test rig is in manual mode, otherwise the load setting that is being sent to the DC motor from 
the auto sequence is shown. Other useful information is the total time that has been set for the load 
test to run and what step sequence is currently in operation.  
The AC motor information is on the right of the screen. AC motor speed can be set here in manual 
mode and the actual motor speed and load percentage value can be viewed as well. 
At the bottom middle of the screen is a text list showing the test rig status. If the test rig is not 
responding to user input, it is useful to check this to see which user step the test rig is waiting for if it 
cannot be operated for whatever reason. 
Selecting Auto or Manual mode is performed by pressing the toggle button in the middle-bottom of the 
screen. By default, the test rig always starts-up in Automatic mode. 
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Automatic mode – Single Cycle: 
‘Start’ and ‘Stop’ pushbuttons for this mode are at the bottom-left of the screen. The ‘Start’ pushbutton 
will only be shown once the number of steps required has been entered, all of the sequence step data 
has been filled in and the ‘Finish’ key pressed on this page. The test rig can be stopped at any time by 
pressing ‘Stop’. The automatic mode can either operate as a single-step (runs through all steps and 
speeds then stops) or continuously where after the last step has finished, the test rig will start again 
from step 1 without stopping. 
To switch modes, use the toggle button to select ‘Run Once’ or ‘Repeat’. 
Manual mode: 
Manual mode operation keys are at the bottom-right of the screen. These are only shown if the test rig 
is in manual mode. ‘Start’ and ‘Stop’ buttons control the test rig. 
The speed and load setpoint displays on the screen now change to input values so the operator can 
manually alter the values. A ramp time of 10 seconds is automatically applied to these setpoint values 
to protect the drive and load against sudden load or speed changes. 
Go back to 
‘Operator Screen’
Number  of Speed 
Steps required
Number of load 
steps required
Accepts values 
and moves to next 
screen – ‘Recipe’
Run ‘Trending’ 
Display
‘Set-up’ Screen 
This screen lets the operator input the required number of speed values and load values to be run in 
sequence on the test rig. Once the number of steps has been entered, pressing the ‘Enter’ button will 
move to the ‘Recipe’ screens. 
 
Figure B-10 - ‘Set-up’ Screen 
To allow trending of values to assist with diagnostics, a trend screen is included on the display. Press 
the ‘Trending’ button to open the trend screen. 
‘Recipe’ Screen 
This screen is repeated 4 times for entry of up to 20 recipe steps for each of the load and speed 
sequences. Only the number of steps that were entered on the previous page will be shown, if the 
number of steps is lower than the step numbers shown on-screen, then blanks will be displayed on-
screen. Once recipe entry is complete, pressing ‘Finish’ will return to the main Operator Screen. 
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Load section 
follows the same 
layout as for the 
speed steps
Speed 0 - 100% 
to run at 
If there are more than 5 steps required, 
press this button to move to next screen 
(Steps 6 – 10)
If there are no more than 5 steps, 
press this button to finish and return 
to operator screen
Time (in 
minutes) to run 
at Step 1 speed
Go to ‘Set-up’ 
screen
Ramp time 
(seconds)  to 
reach the set 
speed
 
Figure B-11 - ‘Recipe Screen 1’ 
Go back to 
‘Operator Screen’
Use these buttons 
to scroll through 
the trend display 
parameters
Trend screen 
The trend screen is configured to show the following values in a continuous display with an update rate 
of 1 second. The trend screen is shown below: 
 
Figure B-12 - Trending Display Screen 
This display is not intended to be used for accurate measurements, but as a general indication of test 
rig operation. 
A list of inputs to and from the PLC to the operator display screen is given on the following pages. 
These inputs and outputs allow the operator to control the test rig and monitor its operation. 
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HMI > PLC (Inputs) 
Table B-4 - Operator Screen to PLC Data 
N - non-volatile memory area 
* - total of 20 values, one for each step sequence (the next step addresses are offset by 6 – VW12, 18, 
24 etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
Address Symbol Description / Function / Scaling 
M0.1 SetUp_PB ‘Setup’ pushbutton on operator screen 
M0.2 Steps_PB ‘Enter’ pushbutton on Steps entry screen 
M0.3 Finish_PB ‘Enter’ pushbutton on Speed & Load sequence set-up screen 
M0.4 RigStart_PB ‘Start’ Pushbutton on Operator screen 
M0.5 RigStop_PB ‘Stop’ Pushbutton on Operator screen 
M0.7 HMI_Man_Mode Select Manual Mode on Operator screen ('1' – Manual mode) 
M2.0 HMI_Manual_Start ‘Start’ pushbutton in manual control area on Operator screen 
M2.1 HMI_Manual_Stop ‘Stop’ pushbutton in manual control area on Operator screen 
MW10 N Speed_Steps_HMI Number of speed sequence steps required set on ‘Steps entry’ screen; 
Value: 0 to 20 
MW12N Load_Steps_HMI Number of load sequence steps required set on ‘Steps entry’ screen; 
Value: 0 to 20 
VW12… 
VW126* 
Speed_Time_1 Recipe screen - Time to run at speed setting 1; Scaling: 0 to 50.0 
minutes on screen = 0 to 30,000 in PLC 
VW14… 
VW128* 
Set_Speed1 Recipe screen - Speed to run at on step 1; Scaling: 0 to 100.00% on 
screen = 0 to 32,700 in PLC 
VW16… 
VW130* 
SpeedRampTime1 Recipe screen - Time to reach the speed setting; Scaling: 0 to 60.0 
seconds on screen = 0 to 600 in PLC 
VW150… 
VW264* 
Load_Time_1 Recipe screen - Time to run at load setting 1; Scaling: 0 to 50.0 
minutes on screen = 0 to 30,000 in PLC 
VW152… 
VW266* 
Load1 Recipe screen - Load to run at on step 1; Scaling: 0 to 100.00% on 
screen = 0 to 32,700 in PLC 
VW154… 
VW268* 
LoadRamp_1 Recipe screen – Time to reach the load setting; Scaling: 0 to 60.0 
seconds on screen = 0 to 600 in PLC 
VW270 HMI_Man_Speed Operator screen – Manual speed setting; Scaling: 0 to 100% on screen 
= 0 to 32,700 in PLC 
VW272 HMI_Man_Load Operator screen – Manual load setting; Scaling: 0 to 100% on screen = 
0 to 32,700 in PLC 
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PLC  >HMI (Outputs) 
Table B-5 - PLC to Operator Screen Data 
 
 
Address Symbol Description / Function / Scaling 
M0.6 Allow_Start ‘1’ - Show Start PB on Operator Screen 
M1.0 Rig_Running ‘1’ - ‘Test rig is running’ status for screen 
VW2 Main_State_Seq_OUT Main state sequence number to indicate status of the test rig to 
operator and guide them as to the operation or next steps required. 
Values 0 to 4 are converted to a text list for display purposes with the 
following text displayed for each value: 
0: “Idle – Press ‘Set-up’ or ‘Manual’ Pushbutton” 
1: “Press ‘Steps’ Pushbutton” 
2: “Press ‘Finish’ Pushbutton” 
3: “Press ‘Start’ Pushbutton” 
4: “Test Rig Running” 
VW298 HMI_DC_Mot_Curr DC Motor Armature Current Feedback; Scaling: 0 to 200A on screen = 
0 to 32,700 in PLC 
VW300 HMI_AC_Speed AC motor actual speed;  Scaling: 0 to 100% on screen = 0 to 32,700 in 
PLC 
VW302 HMI_DC_Field_Current DC Motor Field Current; Scaling: 0 – 4.7A on screen = 0 – 32700 in 
PLC 
VW304 HMI_AC_Current AC motor actual current;  Scaling: 0 to 100% on screen = 0 to 32,700 in 
PLC 
VW308 HMI_Speed_Seq_Time Current elapsed time of the speed sequence step; Scaling: 0 to 50.0 
minutes on screen = 0 to 30,000 in PLC 
VW310 HMI_Load_Seq_Time Current elapsed time of the load sequence step; Scaling: 0 to 50.0 
minutes on screen = 0 to 30,000 in PLC 
VW312 HMI_Speed_Step_No Current step number of the speed sequence that is running; Value: 0 to 
20 
VW314 HMI_Load_Step_No Current step number of the load sequence that is running; Value: 0 to 
20 
VW316 Motor_Speed_Set Motor speed setpoint from the PLC to the AC drive; 0 to 100% on 
screen = 0 to 32,700 in PLC (0 to 10V at drive) 
VW318 DC_Motor_Load_Set Setpoint from the PLC to the DC motor field controller; 0 to 100% on 
screen = 0 to 32,700 in PLC (0 to 10V at controller) 
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Appendix C Commissioning tests 
This appendix details the commissioning tests performed on the test rig and consists of four main 
sections.  
C.1 The first test is for the initial calibration of all equipment used on the test rig, from the AC 
inverter to DC motor loading, after the PLC modification works were undertaken (first described in 
Chapter 5). 
C.2 The second details the tests carried out to confirm the correct operation of the test rig 
automation PLC program.  
C.3 The third section confirms the correct operation of the PLC program together with the 
calibrated test rig to ensure that the automation standard required of the test rig has been met and 
that consistent test result measurements can be carried out. Analysis of the modification works and 
the final results obtained are discussed in section C.3, page 10-5. 
C.4 This gives actual pictures of the working operator screen taken during commissioning. 
C.1 Test and calibration 
In order to ensure the correct operation of the test rig, it is important to ensure that the rig is operating 
to specification. If the test rig is not calibrated correctly, then any results obtained from the rig will be 
invalid. The specification of the test rig is: 
Maximum speed:   1750RPM 
Maximum load (AC motor):  80% of motor F.L.C. 
The following main parameters, given in Table C-1 can be adjusted to give the desired test rig 
operation: 
Table C-1 - Main calibration parameters 
The test rig has two modes of operation, Manual and Automatic. To test the rig calibration, the 
following test runs were carried out and the results noted. The values for these results were taken from 
the AC drive operating keypad on the front of the test rig: 
Table C-2 - Calibration results table 1 
The maximum load value of the AC motor was being exceeded and the drive was limiting the motor 
current after a period of time running at over 150% rated motor current. The drive manual states 
“Output Overload Motoring 150% for 60s, 180% for 0.5s short term rating” [60]. After 60 seconds of 
Equipment Parameter Description / Function / Scaling 
AC Drive 
 
Maximum speed 
Motor Current 
Motor maximum speed RPM set to 1470RPM 
Motor maximum current (A) set to 20.7A 
DC Field controller Maximum current Maximum DC motor field current adjustment 
potentiometer 
Test conditions Parameter Value 
100% speed 
0% Load 
Motor speed 
Motor current A 
1470RPM 
≈3.6A (Motor F.L.C. 11.2A) 
100% speed 
100% Load 
Motor speed 
Motor current A 
1200 – 1400 RPM (oscillating) 
22 – 31A (oscillating) 
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running at 150% current, the drive will limit the motor output voltage to reduce the current. This 
limitation was occurring in an oscillating manner – the drive limiting maximum current down to approx 
90% in order to protect itself and the motor, then restoring 150% current after a time, before limiting it 
again. If the test rig was to operate in this manner for a length of time, the motor could be damaged 
due to being thermally overload. This was the reason for limiting the maximum loading to 80% of motor 
FLC to protect against accidental against test-rig misuse. 
 
Figure C-1 - Field controller (maximum current potentiometer arrowed) 
The current of the DC field was reduced by using the adjustment potentiometer on the field controller 
(see following diagram). After this adjustment, the test results were taken again. 
Table C-3 - Calibration results table 2 
 
Calibration checks 1:  Expected Value  Actual value
Test conditions 
  Result 
Maximum motor speed  1470RPM  1470RPM  PASS 
AC motor loading  18A    18A   PASS 
The current transformer used to measure the DC motor current was checked next. The specification 
for this units is: 
DC Current range:  0 to 200A (DC Motor maximum current rating) 
Supply voltage:   24VDC 
Output voltage:   0 to 10VDC (0.5% accuracy) 
For the test below, the following result was taken: 
Parameter Value 
100% speed 
100% Load 
AC Motor speed 
 
AC Motor current A 
DC Motor current A 
1470 RPM (steady) – confirmed by using hand-held 
tacho to verify RPM value 
18A (steady) 
40A  (from current-clamp meter) 
Max. current 
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Table C-4 - Calibration results table 3 
 
The current, I  measured from the CT can be calculated as the a ratio of the maximum output voltage: 
A26200
10
3.1I =•= . This was deemed to be of sufficient accuracy as the CT is purely for indication, not 
actual measurement. 
Calibration checks 2:  Expected Value  Actual value
Calibrating the operator screen 
Now that it was confirmed the DC test rig was operating to specification, the operator screen of the 
PLC would need calibrating to indicate correct values for the test rig .  
The scaling of operator screen values is as follows: 
  Result  
DC motor current transformer  27.8A   26A   PASS 
Table C-5 - Operator screen value scaling 
 
The PLC scales analogue inputs according to the following specification. Analogue output values are 
scaled in the same manner. 
PLC Integer value:  
Test conditions 
Input voltage: 
0 to 32,700   0 to 10VDC 
It is common to scale the display to the maximum value possible from the input, although in reality this 
will never be realised. One example is the DC armature current. From commissioning tests performed, 
the maximum expected current is 40A and this equates as a voltage input to the PLC of 2VDC. 
The only screen display that has been purposely configured to not be a true representation of an input 
is the AC motor load value. The test rig screen has been calibrated to indicate 100% load demand and 
feedback, with the drive at 80% load, so the rig motor cannot be overloaded.  
 
 
 
 
Parameter Value 
100% speed 
80% Load 
DC Motor current A 
Output from C.T. 
27.8A  (measured from current-clamp meter) 
1.3V 
Parameter PLC Value Screen Display Value 
DC Armature current 0 to 32700 0 to 200A (scaling determined by maximum CT rating 
and max. DC motor current) 
DC Field Current 0 to 32700 0 to 4.2A 
AC Motor Actual Load 0 to 26160 0 to 100% (Note 100% load is indicated for actual 80% 
load: 32700 x 0.8 = 26160 maximum PLC value) 
AC Motor Actual Speed 0 to 32700 0 to 100%  
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C.2 PLC program verification 
Once the test rig had been calibrated, the next series of tests would validate the correct operation of 
the program sequence. 
For this, Siemens Step7 Microwin32 software was used and the programming Laptop connected to the 
PLC using the CP5512 interface adaptor. This allows the program to be monitored on-line and even 
program changes to be made whilst the test rig is running. 
The design diagrams for the software were printed out and these were used to check the program 
operation against the original design.  
Initial testing revealed problems with: 
− Ramped setpoints from one step to the next not operating (setpoint changing 
immediately) 
− Ramp times from step to step not equalling the values set on-screen 
− Test rig not stopping correctly and failing to re-start 
Another problem became evident as the program operation was improved during testing – the PLC ran 
out of memory. The PLC has a maximum of 4kbytes for program data and the automation program 
had exceeded 4.2kbytes. This required some subroutines to be re-written to use the program 
instructions more effectively (less operations). Eventually with much re-writing of program code, the 
size was reduced to 3.8kbytes. This allows for some program modifications to be made in future 
without reaching the PLC limit. 
Eventually, the issues found were fixed over the next few weeks of test rig operation. A list of faults 
found by other users of the test rig was made and these were corrected at subsequent visits to the 
University.  
C.3 Tests to verify the automated test rig results 
Initial testing 
There are various conditions under which the test rig can be operated. The speed and load can be set 
to any value, for any period of time but it is important to ensure that the rig can be trusted to perform 
concurrent tests in a repeatable and accurate manner. This will guarantee that test data obtained from 
the test rig can indeed be trusted to form an accurate base for analysing and comparing good vs. bad 
conditions on whatever the motor is controlling. If the speed or load conditions are not repeatable, then 
the test data is all but invalid. 
The first series of tests will involve setting some speeds and loads for the test rig to operate under, 
then repeating these a number of times whilst recording sampled data from the rig and analysing this 
later on. 
Signals required from the inverter 
The type of inverter fitted to the Bearing Test Rig is a Parker SSD 690+ 11kW AC Vector Drive. This 
inverter comes as standard with three analogue outputs. These can be configured to output +/-10V, 5V 
or 4 – 20mA depending on the application requirements. 
There are a total of three analogue outputs that are used for signal analysis. 
Analogue output configuration 
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In each 690+ drive, there are ranges of freely configurable blocks provided as standard that the user 
can program for their application. The blocks that control the analogue outputs are shown in Figure C-2 
below: 
 
 
Figure C-2 - Analogue output scaling blocks [50] 
The scaling, type and offset of each analogue output is programmable, with the source of the output 
being selected from the parameter ‘VALUE’ on the block. The internal structure of the block is shown in 
the Figure C-3 below: 
 
Figure C-3 - 690+ Analogue output scaling function [50] 
Selection of signal for analysis 
Upon investigation of the various feedback signals that the Parker 690+ drive provides, there are not 
many that could be useful for detailed signal analysis. For example, it is not possible to monitor the 
current of each phase separately (although the drive does this internally in order to monitor and control 
the motor) or the voltage of each individual phase.  
There is, in fact only one ‘Feedback’ block that might provide some of the signals required for analysis 
and this is shown in below: 
 
Figure C-4 - 690+ Drive 'Feedbacks' Block [50] 
This feedback block allows some of the motor data to be observed and some of the more useful 
outputs are given in Table C-6: 
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Table C-6 - 'Feedbacks' block observation data 
Parameter Description 
SPEED FEEDBACK RPM In SENSORLESS VECTOR mode (no encoder feedback fitted to 
the test rig drive) the parameter shows the calculated 
mechanical speed of the motor in a percentage, scaled from 0 –
100% = 0 RPM > ‘Maximum motor RPM’ calibration value set in 
the drive 
TORQUE FEEDBACK Shows the estimated motor torque, as a percentage of rated 
motor torque 
MOTOR CURRENT % This diagnostic contains the level of rms line current being drawn 
from the Inverter and is seen as a % of the MOTOR CURRENT 
parameter setting in the MOTOR DATA function block. 
MOTOR CURRENT This diagnostic contains the level of rms line current being drawn 
from the Inverter. 
 
From the table shown previously, the parameters TORQUE FEEDBACK and MOTOR CURRENT and 
SPEED FEEDBACK % will be linked to the test rig by a 9-way D-Type socket mounted to the test rig 
for this purpose. 
The outputs were not scaled so the following output will be output from the drive for the signal 
conditions as follows: 
Table C-7 - Scaling of drive output data 
Parameter Drive Value Output value 
TORQUE FEEDBACK % 0 to 100% Motor torque 0 to 10VDC 
MOTOR CURRENT % 
(Includes magnetising current) 
0 to 20.6A = 
0 to 100% Motor current 
0 to 10VDC 
SPEED FEEDBACK RPM 0 to 1470 RPM 0 to 10VDC 
 
The actual configuration of drive analogue outputs is shown in Figure C-5 below: 
 
Figure C-5 - ‘Wiring’ of inverter Feedbacks block to physical analogue outputs 
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This figure is taken from a screenshot of the actual drive configuration program, ‘DSELite’ provided by 
Parker Hannifin SSD Drives for the purposes of programming their inverter drive equipment. 
 
 
Trial simulation tests  
The trial simulation tests are designed to ensure that the test rig is operating in a reliable and 
predictable manner over the range of operating conditions applied so that any future results obtained 
from the rig can be shown to be accurate. Tests will be performed with known good equipment to use 
as a base-line for all results. It may be found that the test rig is not operating satisfactorily under these 
trial tests, even though initial commissioning tests under ‘C.1 - Test and calibration’ may have found 
the operation to be as expected. The drive on this test rig will have to undergo a series of trial tests to 
prove its performance and although it is not always possible to recreate all the conditions under which 
an item of equipment will be operated, these tests will provide a useful starting point. 
In addition to the main rig equipment (PLC and Drive), these tests would also confirm that the data 
logger was reading data correctly and that any scaling of values was accurate and representative of 
actual data. Verifiable data can only come from an accurate and quantified data source. If there were 
any errors at the data collection point, this will leave any results obtained open to question. 
Test rig equipment notes 
The Parker 690+ inverter was initially selected to run in ‘Sensorless Vector Mode’ for these tests. Test 
results will be analysed using a graph generated by a Matlab® routine from the test rig data. The data 
logging system records data from a maximum of 18 channels, but we are interested only in data from 
four channels recorded from the rig: 
Table C-8 - Data logging channels - Commissioning tests 
Channel Description Source 
12  Speed feedback % AC Inverter Analogue Output 1 
13  Torque feedback % AC Inverter Analogue Output 2 
14  Motor current % AC Inverter Analogue Output 3 
15  Speed demand % PLC Analogue Output 1 
 
Table C-9 - Commissioning Test 1a Data 
Commissioning Test # 1a 
The speeds, load values and times that the rig is to run for are as below: 
Step Speed (%) Load (%) Time (s) 
1  100 20 60 
2  100 40 60 
3  100 60 60 
4  100 80 60 
5  100 100 60 
Total test running time: 5 minutes 
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The speed (%) is a percentage of the maximum calibrated motor speed for the test rig AC motor. The 
maximum speed of this is: RPM 
The load (%) value is a percentage of the maximum field current of the DC machine. However, the DC 
field controller has been set to only allow a maximum of 80% load to be AC motor at full speed to avoid 
running the motor at 100% load for long periods of time and risk burning out the motor. So, when a 
load value is set, this will need scaling down by a factor of 0.8 to read the correct results on the graphs. 
Three tests will be run using the above settings and the data from the test rig recorded for each.  
The output from this first run is given in Figure C-6: 
 
Figure C-6 - Rig test 1a; 100% speed, varying load 
Although the load values are: 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100%, the motor actual torque does not reflect this. 
Part of this is due to the DC load 100% being calibrated for a maximum of 80% motor load. However, 
the values read back are lower than expected – we should be achieving 80% load at full AC motor 
speed. The table of results obtained from manual readings obtained with a manual voltmeter is given 
below (0 –10 VDC voltage converted into percentages by multiplying by 10): 
Table C-10 - Table of load readings; Test 1a 
Step Speed (%) Actual Load (%) 
1  20 6.92 
2  40 13.17 
3  60 22.68 
4  80 36.21 
5  100 50.94 
 
The initial results also show that the DC motor cannot generate full load unless the AC motor is running 
at full speed. Power (if motoring), and load (generating) in this case depend on the: Power = Speed x 
Torque equation. A lower AC motor speed yields lower armature voltage on the DC machine, therefore 
lower torque and therefore reduced power. As the DC motor is feeding into a resistor bank (no 
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armature supply for generating an opposing force to the AC motor at lower speeds) there is no way 
around this. 
The test will be run a further two times and the results from these compared to the first test run. 
This test is the same as test #1a and the results will be compared on a graph by overlaying test 1b 
over test 1a and seeing if they are the same. The graphs are shown in 
Commissioning Test # 1b 
Figure C-7: 
 
Figure C-7 - Rig Test 1b; 100% speed, varying load 
The speed response is almost identical but the current feedback and torque feedbacks behave 
differently on each run. Run 1b feedbacks are slightly higher than run 1a. The test will be run again and 
the results from test 1b overlaid with test 1c: 
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Figure C-8 - Rig Test 1c; 100% speed, varying load 
The results from this run are almost identical. The important aspects to note from the results are: 
− Rate of rise and timing of current steps is accurate and repeatable although current 
feedbacks may differ slightly 
− The speed rate of change of demand and the speed feedback is repeatable 
Figure C-8confirms that the test rig PLC is providing consistent control signals to operate the test rig, 
even through the readings back from the test rig may not be the same from one run to the next. 
The chart below shows the run from Test 1b comparing the motor current feedback from the inverter 
analogue output to that read by electronics monitoring the current in one of the motor phases to see if 
the signals are comparable. 
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Figure C-9 - Comparing AC inverter current feedback to actual measured instrument values 
The magnitude readings of the current feedbacks are not equal as there were some scaling issues 
during recording of data, but the intention is to show that the analogue output from the drive is 
representative of the actual motor current at the sampling rates we are running for these tests. 
There appear to be some scaling issues with what the graph is showing and what the results were 
when viewed on the data logger dashboard. This dashboard runs on the PC used to gather data from 
the test rig. When the tests were run, the motor torque of approximately 80% at full speed that was 
read from the AC drive display matched that shown on the dashboard. The scaling factors will be 
investigated and these tests run again. 
Commissioning Test #2 
Test 2 will determine how a constant load setpoint on the DC motor (constant field current) affects the 
load that the AC motor sees when the speed is increased in steps. The test data is as given in Table 
C-11: 
Table C-11 - Commissioning Test 2 Data 
Step Speed (%) Load (%) Time (s) 
1  20 30 60 
2  40 30 60 
3  60 30 60 
4  80 30 60 
5  100 30 60 
 
This test was run and the following Figure C-10obtained 
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Figure C-10 - Commissioning Test 2; 30% load; Speed incremental steps 
The motor torque feedback only reaches near the load setting when the motor is at full speed. The DC 
motor does not act as a constant load to the AC machine, although in real-world situations the motor 
load will rarely remain constant over a range of motor speeds. 
The graph shows how the motor current is not a good indicator of true motor load, especially at lighter 
loads due to the magnetising current required that is present even before the motor begins to turn. 
Helpfully, the drive also provides a motor torque output that offsets the magnetising current taken by 
the motor from the feedback readings to give a true indication of the motor load. As can be seen from 
the red and green graphs, the increase in motor toque for a given speed is more linear on the torque 
reading than for the current. 
The above results also show that at 30% field current setting on the DC motor the maximum factored 
load on the AC motor should be: 30 x 0.8 = 24%. The results are given in Table C-12. 
Table C-12 - Table of load readings; Test 2 
Step Speed (%) Actual Load (%) 
Motor torque 
Step change 
1 20 4.40  
2 40 7.51 3.11% 
3 60 10.49 2.98% 
4 80 13.17 2.68% 
5 100 15.82 2.65% 
 
The DC motor loading to the AC motor at full speed is far short of what we would expect, as the 
reading should be nearer 18%. This could be due to scaling issues as reported in test 1c, so this test 
will be run again as test 3. 
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Commissioning Test #3 
Test 3 is similar to test 2, but with the DC motor load increased from 30% to 60%. This test was run 
and the following Figure C-11 obtained 
 
Figure C-11 - Commissioning Test 3; 60% load; Speed incremental steps 
The results are given in Table C-13 below: 
Table C-13 - Table of load readings; Test 3 
Step Speed (%) Actual Load (%) 
Motor torque 
Step change 
1 20 10.72  
2 40 19.66 8.94% 
3 60 28.13 8.47% 
4 80 38.67 10.54% 
5 100 48.15 9.48% 
 
The actual maximum load value is now 48.15%, compared to the factored theoretical value of: 60% x 
0.8 = 48. This is the load value that we would expect from the AC motor and shows that the DC motor 
load to the AC motor may not be directly proportional to the field current supply. There must be some 
non-linearity in the DC motor speed/current relationship especially at lower field currents. 
Commissioning Test #4 
This test is run to see how the AC motor is loaded when the DC motor is set to give 100% load 
(factored to 80% actual) and the AC motor is ramped up linearly in speed. This will test how the DC 
motor actual load behaves under the full speed range of the AC motor. 
Table C-14 gives the settings that were made on the test rig screen. With the AC motor initially at zero 
speed, with full field current on the DC motor this allows the field controller to stabilise. 
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Table C-14 - Commissioning Test 4 Data 
Step Speed (%) Load (%) Ramp time Time (s) 
1 0 100  60 
2 100 100 60 60 
3 0 100  60 
 
Figure C-12 shows the initial run: 
 
Figure C-12 - Commissioning Test 2; 30% load; Speed incremental steps 
Commissioning Test #5a 
This test is run to help determine the cause of the motor load non-linearity seen during acceleration 
and also determine if there may be any issues with the gearbox. The running parameters are as shown 
below 
Table C-15 - Commissioning Test 5a Data 
Step Speed (%) Load (%) Ramp time Step Time (s) 
1 0 100 - 60 
2 100 100 300 300 
3 0 100 300 300 
 
Figure C-13 shows the complete acceleration and deceleration curve, the total time taken to run the 
test is 10 minutes, not including the settling time at start-up. 
Taking the acceleration phase first, the first notable item from the figure is the non-linear increase in 
motor load with an increasing speed from 20% to 70%. On reaching 70% speed, the load immediately 
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increases to a higher value over a very short period of time. From this point on, the increase in loading 
follows a linear patter up to approximately 85% speed, where there is another marked increase in load. 
The deceleration phase shows that the corresponding decrease in load at a particular speed does not 
mirror the acceleration part of the curve. The decrease in load happens at a lower speed than in the 
acceleration part. 
 
Figure C-13 - Commissioning Test 5a; 100% Load, Speed ramped 0  -100% 
The sudden rise in the motor loading can be seen clearly from Figure C-14 when the running speed 
reaches above 72%. At the same time, the speed feedback drops slightly, indicating that the problem is 
likely to be with the load to the motor, rather than a characteristic of the AC drive. For a stable load, we 
would expect the speed feedback to rise at the same rate as the setpoint and lagging slightly behind. 
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Figure C-14 - Commissioning Test 5a; 100% Load, Speed ramped 0  - 100% 
If the speed setpoint of 72% is zoomed into more closely – see Figure C-15 – the drop in speed 
feedback is easier to see. To be sure that this is the cause of the load it is necessary to monitor the DC 
motor armature current and also the field current to ascertain if this is stable. 
 
Figure C-15 - Commissioning Test 5a; 100% Load, Speed ramped 0  - 100% 
The AC motor speed at 72% will be (1470 x 0.72) 1058 RPM, the DC motor has a maximum speed of 
1470 RPM so is rated correctly for the test rig (the motor does not run above base-speed which may 
affect the torque/speed curve if this was the case). 
Commissioning Test #5b 
This test is a repeat of test 5a, and is to clarify that the results of this test can be repeated. The plot in 
Figure C-16 below indicates the results of this test. 
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Figure C-16 - Repeat of Commissioning Test 5a; 100% Load, Speed ramped 0  - 100% 
This plot has the same characteristics as the initial plot, so there is no need to analyse the results 
further. 
 
Commissioning Test #5c – Closed-loop vector mode (encoder fitted) 
The AC motor is controlled in open-loop vector mode at present. This gives satisfactory operation for 
most fixed-load, fan and pump applications. Speed holding accuracy is poor by modern motor control 
methods, achieving 2% over the speed range. This can lead to an accuracy of +/-29RPM for our motor 
(1470RPM at 50Hz). 
Part of the test rig modifications involved closing the motor control loop by fitting an encoder to the 
motor for speed feedback purposes. This allows the motor torque and speed to be more finely 
controlled with speed holding of typically +/-0.1%. 
The existing motor encoder being used for external data monitoring was a 100PPR unit. This was not 
sufficient for the Parker SSD drive, which requires a minimum of 350PPR (the drive performs a 
quadrature function on the encoder A&B signals, so 350*4=1400 PPR) to function in this mode. With 
encoder feedback, there is a minimum number of encoder pulses required in order to guarantee a 
reliable speed feedback signal. If this is too low, quantisation errors will occur and the error generated 
from one encoder value sample to the next can be enough to cause instability in a highly-tuned drive 
speed loop. A greater number of pulses yields a more accurate speed feedback signal and improved 
drive performance. 
Thus configured, a Parker 690+ drive has an advanced auto-tune feature that allows the drive to 
accurately model the motor based on such parameters as: 
− Motor stator inductance (mH) 
− Rotor inertia (kg / m2) 
− Magnetisation current (mH) 
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This is performed on a rotating auto-tune basis and is essential for the drive to control the motor 
effectively especially when running higher control-loop gains under encoder feedback. 
A rotating autotune has already been performed when running without the encoder, but another will be 
run with encoder feedback. It is imperative that for the rotating autotune to provide a correct motor 
model, the motor should be disconnected from the load. If this is not done, the drive will obtain an 
inaccurate measurement for some drive parameters. Once instance could be the magnetisation 
current where a high load on start-up would incorrectly signal to the drive that a larger motor current 
than is actually necessary is to be applied in order to get the motor to turn. If the motor were free-
turning, then the current required to rotate the motor would be far less and the motor obtains an 
accurate motor model. 
The results of this test are shown in the next figure and to illustrate the difference, this can be 
compared with Figure C-16. 
 
Figure C-17 - Test run 5c; Autotune performed 
The motor load behaviour is far more linear up to approximately 70% speed, whereupon there is a 
more marked increase in motor current from approximately 70% to 90% in a period of 1-2 seconds. 
What is of note is the improved speed response under acceleration. There is minimal overshoot at the 
top of the graph when compared with sensorless vector mode. 
Commissioning Test 6 
Before this test was run, the motor was de-coupled from the gearbox and a rotating drive autotune 
performed. According to the drives manual, an autotune must be performed when running in either 
closed loop speed or sensorless vector mode. 
Autotune feature identifies motor characteristics for the drive motor modelling algorithm, to allow the 
drive to control the motor correctly. It loads the values into the parameters below, which are in the 
QUICK SETUP menu. 
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Table C-16 - 690+ Drive Autotune Parameters 
Parameter Description 
MAG CURRENT Motor magnetising current (A) 
STATOR RES Per phase stator resistance (Ω) 
LEAKAGE INDUC Per phase stator leakage inductance (mH) 
MUTUAL INDUC Per phase mutual inductance (mH) 
ROTOR TIME CONST Rotor time constant (ms) 
 
This test would chart the no-load speed vs. torque curve from 0% to 100% speed, as given in Table 
C-17. 
Table C-17 - Commissioning Test 6 Data 
Step Speed (%) Load (%) Ramp time Step Time (s) 
1 0 0 - 60 
2 100 0 300 300 
3 0 0 300 300 
Figure C-18 shows the results of this test. 
 
Figure C-18 - AC Motor no-load motor torque/speed plot 
There only disturbance to the motor torque comes again at approximately 75% speed – the same point 
at which the disturbance was discovered under load. Under this test, the DC motor is not loading the 
AC motor so there is no influence from this. Otherwise, the increase in torque and current is normal 
and does not show any undue loading of the motor by the mechanical system. 
Commissioning Test 7 
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Test 7 will run the motor to 100% speed, then ramp up the load gradually from 0% to 100% over 3 
minutes. This is to verify that the DC motor is providing a linear increase in load as the field current 
increases. 
Table C-18 - Commissioning Test 7 Data 
Step Speed (%) Load (%) Ramp time (s) Step Time (s) 
1 100 0 120 120 
2 100 100 120 120 
3 100 0 120 120 
4 0 0 120 120 
 
Figure C-19 verifies this. The initial 10% of AC motor current can be disregarded as this is the sum of 
motor magnetising current, together with friction and windage losses, resistance of rotor and stator 
windings and the core losses.  
 
Figure C-19 - Test 7; verification of DC motor loading 
The black line drawn through the graph shows there is no deviation from the straight-line increase in 
motor torque and current and therefore the relationship between motor field current increase and the 
increase in armature current is linear. 
Commissioning Test 8 
The test parameters for this are identical to those under test 1a so do not need repeating here. Figure 
C-20 below illustrates the results of this test and on the initial comparison with Figure C-6 not much 
difference can be seen, but on zooming into the speed feedback trace, the difference between open-
loop and closed-loop mode during stepped load increases is marked. 
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Figure C-20 - Commissioning Test 8 
In order to interpret the data correctly, the load settings for each of the figures at the points x-axis are 
given in Figure C-21 below: 
Table C-19 - Graph points vs. load settings 
Figure (a) Figure (b) 
Points Speed (%) Load (%) Points Speed (%) Load (%) 
955 – 985 100 60 420 – 460 100 60 
986 – 1025 100 80 461 – 510 100 80 
1026 – 1060 100 100 511 – 560 100 100 
 
 
Figure C-21 - Test 8 speed response comparison of 
(a) - Sensorless Vector;    (b) - Closed-loop vector modes 
The difference between the modes in Figure C-21 is very obvious. Whilst 8-33 (a) shows a speed 
disturbance of 0.51%, there is no measurable dip in motor speed on 8-33 (b). From this, it can be seen 
that the full closed-loop control mode offers a significant improvement in motor speed holding. It 
follows that the rate of change of motor current must be higher under the closed-loop mode in order to 
bring the motor speed back to the setpoint value as soon as possible and that the drive control loop is 
of a higher bandwidth as well. 
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Figure C-22 - Current and torque response comparisons of 
(a) - Sensorless Vector;    (b) - Closed-loop vector modes 
In Figure C-22, the rate of change of current takes over 7 seconds (1 data point = 1 second) for (a) 
whereas (b) achieves the required current in less than 3 seconds. With the drive having a benefit of not 
having to rely on the motor modelling to estimate the speed drop occurring on the motor (there are be 
integration time lags in the motor modelling process that also help to keep the speed control loop 
stable) and instead has feedback on the speed drop at the next speed loop iteration. This error at the 
speed loop input allows the current controller to increase the demand current instantly, with the 
controller proportional term providing the instantaneous error.   
What is clear from these results that the drive performance has been improved under full closed-loop 
vector mode as opposed to operating under sensorless vector mode. 
 
The choice of drive operating mode on the test rig will be determined by the application to which it is 
simulating. The 690+ vector drive allows a very simple change between these three modes by 
changing just one menu parameter under the “QUICK SETUP” menu.  
Motors in some variable-speed drive applications do not require motor encoder feedback as the 
absolute shaft speed of the motor does not require such a fine degree of control. Fan and pump 
applications would be good examples of this. A machine that was controlling a sectional drive of a 
printing press for example, would require speed control of the motor down to 0.1% or less. This can 
only be achieved by true closed-loop vector drive operation – despite what some drive manufacturers 
may otherwise claim. 
C.4 Actual Test Rig Operation Screenshots 
Included below are images taken during commissioning of the test rig software. 
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Figure C-23 - Operator Screen; Test Rig running in Auto 
 
Figure C-24 - Trending Screen 
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Appendix D Test rig schematics 
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